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This Interactive Qualifying Project involved designing and conducting studies that compared                     
various types of tutoring methods for third grade topics using the ASSISTments system. Our                           
experiments include testing the effect of giving students a choice about an assignment's                         
difficulty or mastery level, adapting to a student’s performance in a problem set, and exploring                             























































































































































































































1.1 Design  
The students will be either in the experiment or control group through a choose                           
condition. Both conditions will first begin by asking the student to rate their confidence and                             




Students will be asked if they want to attempt challenging problems or not. If yes, they will get                                   
challenge problems. If not, they will be given the problem of the base skill.  
 1.1.2 Control 
Students will be asked a generic “ok” question. They then are randomly assigned to problems                             
of the same level or challenge problems. These are the same post test problems used in the                                 
experiment. 









Two of the conditions result in a challenging post test while the other two result in standard                                 
problems. 
 




Skill Builder: Problems are randomly chosen in this section. Students must work until they                           
complete three right in a row. These settings can be adjusted. 
 





If­Then­Else: This section type picks a section based on a condition. The first section is the                               




It’s important to note that the Challenge section in both the Choice and No Choice sections                               
are identical. Because of how problem sets are constructed within assistments, they must be                           
duplicated.  















Here, students are given a choice, and then appropriately placed into a challenge post test or                               
a standard post test based on their input. This is an “If­Then­Else” section type. In this case,                                 
problem PRA5Z28 is the problem used as the condition. In this case, the problem is run in                                 
test mode. This question is marked as correct if the student requests a more challenging post                               





 The “No Choice” section, on the other hand, is simpler. Students are informed that a post test                                 





The Challenge and Standard sections are both linear sections. While they must be duplicated                           
for both the control and experimental condition, these sections are identical. These sections                         
are the post test. While we can analyze the post test result to see if students perform better                                   
with a choice, the study can also help determine when and if students choose more                             
challenging problems. We can compare this choice with the student’s perception of his or her                             
confidence. 
























































































The study described above is currently running in ASSISTments. The design stems                       
from a similar study analyzed below. Upon reviewing data gathered with this experiment, we                           
developed the better design described above. However, the data from this experiment can still                           





As you can see, this study is very similar, but the post tests do not overlap. Because of this,                                     
the results are not as valuable, but they can still indicate possible trends. Essentially, one                             
overlapping problem was added to both the challenge and standard sections to make the new                             
study as described above. 
 
1.3.1 Problem Set PSASD3S 
 
Data was collected from 46 students. Students were removed from the analysis if they had                             







  Challenge  Standard   Total 
Control  15  10  25 
Experiment  16  4  20 
Grand Total  31  14  45 
 
Confidence 
The following table shows confidence of the students. Students are considered confident if                         
they rated themselves with at least a four on a five point scale. 
 
    Confidence Score  
5  4  3  2 1  Confident  Not Confident 
Control 
Standard  9  0  1  0  0  9  1 
Challenge  13  1  1  0 0  14  1 
 Experiment 
Standard 3 0  0  0 1 3 1 
Challenge 16 0  0  0 0 16 0 
 Grand Total  41  1  2  0 1  42  3 
 
The students in this sample were largely confident in their ability to solve these problems. Out                               
of the 45 students that have completed this problem set, only three of them were not confident                                 
in solving the problems. More importantly, students seem to opt for the challenge when they                             
are feeling confident. 
 
Post Test Results 
 
The table below shows the average of the post test for students in each of the confidence                                 
scores. 
 
    Confidence Score  







­  ­  100.00%  100.00% 




­  ­  - 100.00
% 
100.00% 100.00% 
Challenge 84.38% ­  ­  - - 84.38% - 
 
In order to simplify this, we can group students with a score of 4 or greater into a “Confident”                                     
group. The table below shows the post test results with this simplification. Gray squares                           
indicate signify that the standard deviation is not significant because only one student falls                           
into the condition. 
 




Not Confident 100.00%  
Challenge 
Confident 64.29%  0.497 




Not Confident 100.00%  
Challenge 
Confident 84.38%  0.352 








The TTEST values above indicate that there is about a 17% chance that the values in the                                 
experiment and the condition for the challenge option are the same. For the small data set                               




1.3.2 Problem Set PSASDZH 
 
Data was collected from 23 students. Students were removed from the analysis if they had                             
not completed this assignment. Students being removed because they did not finish the                         
assignment is okay because we analyzed the results of the post test. If the students did not                                 
finish the assignment, they would have never reached the post test and therefore would have                             





  Challenge  Standard   Total 
Control  5  8  13 
Experiment  3  2  5 




   Confidence Score  
5  4  3  2 1  Confident  Not Confident 
Control  8  0  4  1  0  8  5 
Experiment  4  1  0  0 0  4  0 




  Confident  Not Confident 
Challenge  Standard  Challenge  Standard 
Control  2  6  3  2 
Experiment  3  2  0  0 
Grand Total  5  8  3  2 
 
The row of interest in the table above is the experiment condition. Of the 5 confident students                                 
in the experiment, only 3 opted to try a more challenging post test, while the other 2 chose a                                     
more standard difficulty level. However, because this data is miniscule, this does not have any                             
significant meaning. 
 
Post Test Results 
 
The table below shows the average of the post test for students in each of the confidence                                 
scores. 
 
    Confidence Score  
5  4  3  2 1  Confident  Not 
Confident 
Control 
Standard  100.00% - 100.00% 100.00% - 100.00%  100.00% 
Challenge  50.00% - 50.00% - - 50.00%  50.00% 
Experiment 
Standard 100.00% 100.00% - - - 100.00% - 
Challenge 50.00% - - - - 50.00% - 
 
 
In order to simplify this, we can group students with a score of 4 or greater into a “Confident”                                     
group.  
 




Not Confident 100.00% 0 
Challenge 
Confident 50.00%  0 




Not Confident - - 
Challenge 
Confident 50.00% 0 
Not Confident - - 
 
Unfortunately, due to the very small number of data points, the results seem to indicate that                               
both conditions are identical.  
Problem Set PSAU4JD 
There is currently no data for this problem set. 





























































































































This one was used in version 1 where it 
was a pilot test for the problem set. 
This one had a randomized condition in 
the post test. 
PSAUUJS  Standard Skill: ​Find the area of a 
rectangle into transfer items 
This one is used in version 2 where we 
do not have any results yet because it 










































































  Challenge  Standard  Total 
Control  8  8  16 
Experiment  7  3  10 










    Average Pre­post Test   Average Post Test  
Control  Standard  95.83%  100% 
Challenge  87.5%  88% 







    Std. Dev. Pre­post Test   Std. Dev. Post Test  
Control  Standard  0.330  0 
Challenge  0.484  0.330 




















































3.1.3 Flow Chart 
 
  
3.1.4 Flow Chart: Multiplication and Division Fact Families 
 




Skill Builder: Problems are randomly chosen in this section. Students must work until they                           
complete three right in a row. These settings can be adjusted. 
 





If­Then­Else: This section type picks a section based on a condition. The first section is the                               













































































































































3 12 1.833 4/8 
4 25 0.091 14/11 
6 1 0 1/0 
 
The data is taken from students comprising mostly from grades 3 and 4.  The study 
had a total of 49 students participate however only 38 finished.  Since these students did 
 not finish, they could not be included into data that was compared.  Of the 38 remaining 
students 25 were in 4th grade and 12 were in 3rd grade and 1 student was in 6th grade.  
As you can see due to the low amount of data points, some groups are skewed and 
contain more students while others contain less.  This distribution can cause the some 
uncertainty in the data.  In general 3rd grade students get more questions wrong that 4th 
and 6th grade students.  
 
Data analysis 






Control    19  3.474  0.895 
  Correct  14  3  0.643 
  Wrong  5  4.8  1.6 
Experiment    19  3.105  1.636 
  Correct  15  2.667  0.2 
  Wrong  4  4.75  2.5 
Total    38  3.289  1.854 
 
Of the 38 students 19 were in both the control and experimental conditions.   The 
average number of hard problems done was 3.47 in the control case and 3.11 in the 
experimental case.  A lower amount of hard problems done means a lower number of 
problems to master the skill, this suggests that experimental setup worked for the students 
that needed it and reduced the number problems the student needed to master the skill. 
However due to the lack of data and the skew in distribution, these claims remain 
inconclusive. 
When comparing the students that got the first problem wrong, the “pretest,” one 
can see that they are at first glance quite similar in the number of hard problems required 
to master the skill.  In the experimental condition it took an average of 4.75 questions to 
master while in the control case it took an average of 4.8 questions to master.  This 
suggests that the experimental condition is slightly better than the control condition. 
However due to the lack of data and the uneven distribution of students this claim remains 
inconclusive.  Also a mistake was made when creating the skill builder where the control 
skill builder is a random skill builder rather than a linear skill builder.  This means that the 
first question in the control case is not always the same which means that these two groups 
cannot be reliably compared. 
 As for average number of problems wrong, the experimental case generally has more 
problems because they are given more problems if they get the pretest question wrong. 
Therefore this data cannot be reliably compared. 
TTest: 
 
Range 1 Range 2 TTEST 
Experiment, Number of hard 
problems 












Control    11  3.455 
  Correct  8  2.75 
  Wrong  5  5.333 
Experiment    9  4.778 
  Correct  8  4.875 
  Wrong  1  4 






























Control    14  3.071 
  Correct  10  2.5 
  Wrong  4  4.5 
Experiment    6  5.167 
  Correct  1  2 
  Wrong  5  5.8 




















































































































































































































































Experiment 6: Matching Word Problems to Equations vs. Matching 




















































































































































7.1.3 Flow Chart 
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Fact family- solve for unknown- Multiplication 3.OA.A.4-1 EX" id:
[PSAR9Y9]
Select All  




  1) Problem #PRA4ZMM "PRA4ZMM - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
  2) Problem #PRA3ST3 "PRA3ST3 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 56 circles in 8 equal
rows.




End of LinearSection "Problem" [3220324]
LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3220325]
  3) Problem #PRA3SVD "PRA3SVD - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
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Arrange 27 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  4) Problem #PRA3STU "PRA3STU - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 32 circles in 8 equal
rows.




  5) Problem #PRA3SVE "PRA3SVE - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 64 circles in 8 equal
rows.




  6) Problem #PRA3STW "PRA3STW - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 
5 × ? = 0
Algebra:
0
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Hints:
Arrange 0 circles in 5 equal
rows.




  7) Problem #PRA3SVF "PRA3SVF - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 15 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  8) Problem #PRA3STX "PRA3STX - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 42 circles in 6 equal
rows.




  9) Problem #PRA3STY "PRA3STY - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 
5 × ? = 0
Algebra:
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0
Hints:
Arrange 0 circles in 5 equal
rows.




  10) Problem #PRA3SVG "PRA3SVG - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 40 circles in 8 equal
rows.




  11) Problem #PRA3STZ "PRA3STZ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 21 circles in 7 equal
rows.




  12) Problem #PRA3SVH "PRA3SVH - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
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Arrange 3 circles in 1 equal
rows.




  13) Problem #PRA3ST2 "PRA3ST2 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 36 circles in 9 equal
rows.




  14) Problem #PRA3ST4 "PRA3ST4 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 27 circles in 9 equal
rows.




  15) Problem #PRA3SVJ "PRA3SVJ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
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Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 12 circles in 6 equal
rows.




  16) Problem #PRA3ST5 "PRA3ST5 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 48 circles in 6 equal
rows.




  17) Problem #PRA3SVK "PRA3SVK - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 45 circles in 9 equal
rows.
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  18) Problem #PRA3SVC "PRA3SVC - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 21 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  19) Problem #PRA3SVM "PRA3SVM - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 60 circles in 10 equal
rows.




  20) Problem #PRA3STS "PRA3STS - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 0 circles in 4 equal
rows.
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  21) Problem #PRA3SVN "PRA3SVN - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 27 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  22) Problem #PRA3SVB "PRA3SVB - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 32 circles in 4 equal
rows.




End of LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3220325]
LinearSection "Incorrect" [3220326]
LinearSection "Sorry, you got question wrong" [3220328]
  23) Problem #PRA4KFZ "PRA4KFZ - Sorry you got the..."
You got that questions wrong.
 
Practice some easier problems until you get three right in a row.
 
Then you can get back to working towards three right in a row for the harder problems.
Multiple choice:
OK
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End of LinearSection "Sorry, you got question wrong" [3220328]
ChooseConditionSection "Easy" [3220329]
LinearMasterySection "Multiplication Fluency" [3287469]






Go over 4 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 32






Go over 9 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 63






Go over 4 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 20
  27) Problem #PRA3T6A "PRA3T6A - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 8 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 64






Go over 6 columns and down 3 rows.
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Type in 18






Go over 4 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 24
  30) Problem #PRA3T69 "PRA3T69 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 7 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 56






Go over 4 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 28






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  33) Problem #PRA3T55 "PRA3T55 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 4 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 24






Go over 9 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 63






Go over 4 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 20
  36) Problem #PRA3T57 "PRA3T57 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 0 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 0






Go over 2 columns and down 0 rows.
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Type in 0






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  39) Problem #PRA3T6B "PRA3T6B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 9 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 27






Go over 3 columns and down 9 rows.
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Type in 27






Go over 1 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 9
  42) Problem #PRA3T6E "PRA3T6E - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 4 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 12






Go over 2 columns and down 2 rows.
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Type in 4






Go over 1 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0
  45) Problem #PRA3T5Z "PRA3T5Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 5 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 15






Go over 6 columns and down 10 rows.
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Type in 60






Go over 5 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0
  48) Problem #PRA3T6M "PRA3T6M - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 6 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 54






Go over 7 columns and down 0 rows.
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Type in 0






Go over 7 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 14
  51) Problem #PRA3T6Q "PRA3T6Q - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 3 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0






Go over 10 columns and down 3 rows.
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Type in 30






Go over 9 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 18
  54) Problem #PRA3T6T "PRA3T6T - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 5 columns and down 1 rows.
 
Type in 5






Go over 1 columns and down 5 rows.
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Type in 5






Go over 1 columns and down 1 rows.
 
Type in 1
  57) Problem #PRA3T6W "PRA3T6W - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 7 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 63






Go over 8 columns and down 3 rows.
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 24






Go over 9 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 45
  60) Problem #PRA3T6Z "PRA3T6Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 6 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 12






Go over 1 columns and down 8 rows.
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Type in 8






Go over 0 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 0
  63) Problem #PRA3T64 "PRA3T64 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 1 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 10






Go over 8 columns and down 4 rows.
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Type in 32






Go over 0 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 0
  66) Problem #PRA3T67 "PRA3T67 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 8 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 80






Go over 4 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 28






Go over 0 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 0
  69) Problem #PRA3T7B "PRA3T7B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 5 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 40






Go over 2 columns and down 6 rows.
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Type in 12






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  72) Problem #PRA3T7G "PRA3T7G - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 5 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 25
End of LinearMasterySection "Multiplication Fluency" [3287469]
LinearMasterySection "Division Fluency" [3287470]
  73) Problem #PRA3T9H "PRA3T9H - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 72 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  74) Problem #PRA3T9Y "PRA3T9Y - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 20 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 5
  75) Problem #PRA3T9M "PRA3T9M - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 24 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 




  76) Problem #PRA3T94 "PRA3T94 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 35 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 5
  77) Problem #PRA3T9C "PRA3T9C - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 2
  78) Problem #PRA3T9D "PRA3T9D - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 90 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  79) Problem #PRA3T9J "PRA3T9J - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 15 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  80) Problem #PRA3T9F "PRA3T9F - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 20 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  81) Problem #PRA3T9N "PRA3T9N - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
8 column/row.
 




  82) Problem #PRA3T9G "PRA3T9G - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 80 in the table and in the
8 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  83) Problem #PRA3T9K "PRA3T9K - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 16 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 4
  84) Problem #PRA3T9B "PRA3T9B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 




  85) Problem #PRA3T9P "PRA3T9P - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  86) Problem #PRA3T9Q "PRA3T9Q - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 4 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  87) Problem #PRA3T9R "PRA3T9R - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 60 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 




  88) Problem #PRA3UAD "PRA3UAD - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 80 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  89) Problem #PRA3T9U "PRA3T9U - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 5
  90) Problem #PRA3T9V "PRA3T9V - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 54 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  91) Problem #PRA3T9W "PRA3T9W - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 6
  92) Problem #PRA3T9X "PRA3T9X - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 60 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 6
  93) Problem #PRA3T9E "PRA3T9E - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 90 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  94) Problem #PRA3T9Z "PRA3T9Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 10 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  95) Problem #PRA3UAH "PRA3UAH - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 16 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  96) Problem #PRA3T92 "PRA3T92 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  97) Problem #PRA3T93 "PRA3T93 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 21 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 7
  98) Problem #PRA3T95 "PRA3T95 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  99) Problem #PRA3T96 "PRA3T96 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 




  100) Problem #PRA3T9T "PRA3T9T - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 70 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  101) Problem #PRA3T9A "PRA3T9A - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 4
  102) Problem #PRA3T97 "PRA3T97 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 




  103) Problem #PRA3T98 "PRA3T98 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 5 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  104) Problem #PRA3T99 "PRA3T99 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 24 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 6
  105) Problem #PRA3T9S "PRA3T9S - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 70 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  106) Problem #PRA3UAA "PRA3UAA - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 15 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  107) Problem #PRA3UAB "PRA3UAB - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 9
  108) Problem #PRA3UAC "PRA3UAC - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 14 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  109) Problem #PRA3UAE "PRA3UAE - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 100 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  110) Problem #PRA3UAF "PRA3UAF - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 9
  111) Problem #PRA3UAG "PRA3UAG - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 28 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 




  112) Problem #PRA3UAJ "PRA3UAJ - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 27 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  113) Problem #PRA3UAK "PRA3UAK - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 7
  114) Problem #PRA3UAM "PRA3UAM - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 54 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  115) Problem #PRA3UAN "PRA3UAN - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  116) Problem #PRA3UAP "PRA3UAP - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 7
  117) Problem #PRA3UAQ "PRA3UAQ - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 8 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  118) Problem #PRA3UAR "PRA3UAR - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 32 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  119) Problem #PRA3UAS "PRA3UAS - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 5 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 1
  120) Problem #PRA3UAT "PRA3UAT - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  121) Problem #PRA3UAU "PRA3UAU - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 2
  122) Problem #PRA3UAV "PRA3UAV - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 75 of 84https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/446585?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
Type in 10
End of LinearMasterySection "Division Fluency" [3287470]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Easy" [3220329]
LinearSection "You did it!" [3220330]
  123) Problem #PRA4KF2 "PRA4KF2 - You did it! You g..."
You did it!  You got three right in a row for the easier problems.
 
Now get three right in a row for the harder problems.  
Multiple choice:
OK
End of LinearSection "You did it!" [3220330]
LinearMasterySection "Hard" [3220331]
  124) Problem #PRA4QJB "PRA4QJB - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 27 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  125) Problem #PRA4P26 "PRA4P26 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 32 circles in 8 equal
rows.
Each row has 4
circles.
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Type in 4
  126) Problem #PRA4QJD "PRA4QJD - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 64 circles in 8 equal
rows.




  127) Problem #PRA4P28 "PRA4P28 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 0 circles in 5 equal
rows.




  128) Problem #PRA4QJF "PRA4QJF - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 15 circles in 3 equal
rows.
Each row has 5
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  129) Problem #PRA4P29 "PRA4P29 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 42 circles in 6 equal
rows.




  130) Problem #PRA4P3A "PRA4P3A - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 0 circles in 5 equal
rows.




  131) Problem #PRA4QJG "PRA4QJG - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 40 circles in 8 equal
5/3/15, 10:53 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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rows.




  132) Problem #PRA4P3B "PRA4P3B - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 21 circles in 7 equal
rows.




  133) Problem #PRA4QJH "PRA4QJH - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 3 circles in 1 equal
rows.




  134) Problem #PRA4P3C "PRA4P3C - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 
9 × ? = 36
Algebra:
4
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Hints:
Arrange 36 circles in 9 equal
rows.




  135) Problem #PRA4P3D "PRA4P3D - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 56 circles in 8 equal
rows.




  136) Problem #PRA4QJJ "PRA4QJJ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 12 circles in 6 equal
rows.




  137) Problem #PRA4P3E "PRA4P3E - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 
9 × ? = 27
Algebra:
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3
Hints:
Arrange 27 circles in 9 equal
rows.




  138) Problem #PRA4QJK "PRA4QJK - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 45 circles in 9 equal
rows.




  139) Problem #PRA4QJC "PRA4QJC - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 21 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  140) Problem #PRA4Q2E "PRA4Q2E - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
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Arrange 60 circles in 10 equal
rows.




  141) Problem #PRA4P24 "PRA4P24 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 0 circles in 4 equal
rows.




  142) Problem #PRA4Q2F "PRA4Q2F - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication 2"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 27 circles in 3 equal
rows.




  143) Problem #PRA4QJE "PRA4QJE - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
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Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 32 circles in 4 equal
rows.




End of LinearMasterySection "Hard" [3220331]
End of LinearSection "Incorrect" [3220326]
End of IfThenElseSection "Adaptive" [3200565]
LinearMasterySection "Nonadaptive" [3200566]
  144) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
  145)Duplicate problem: Problem #729919 "PRA3ST3 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  146)Duplicate problem: Problem #757517 "PRA4QJB - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  147)Duplicate problem: Problem #757047 "PRA4P26 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  148) Problem #PRA4P27 "PRA4P27 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Multiplication"
Find the missing number to complete the equation:
 




Arrange 0 circles in 6 equal
rows.
Each row has 0
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  149)Duplicate problem: Problem #757519 "PRA4QJD - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  150)Duplicate problem: Problem #757049 "PRA4P28 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  151)Duplicate problem: Problem #757521 "PRA4QJF - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  152)Duplicate problem: Problem #757050 "PRA4P29 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  153)Duplicate problem: Problem #757051 "PRA4P3A - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  154)Duplicate problem: Problem #757522 "PRA4QJG - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  155)Duplicate problem: Problem #757052 "PRA4P3B - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  156)Duplicate problem: Problem #757523 "PRA4QJH - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  157)Duplicate problem: Problem #757053 "PRA4P3C - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  158)Duplicate problem: Problem #757054 "PRA4P3D - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  159)Duplicate problem: Problem #757524 "PRA4QJJ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  160)Duplicate problem: Problem #757055 "PRA4P3E - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  161)Duplicate problem: Problem #757525 "PRA4QJK - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  162)Duplicate problem: Problem #757518 "PRA4QJC - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  163)Duplicate problem: Problem #757985 "PRA4Q2E - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  164)Duplicate problem: Problem #757045 "PRA4P24 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
  165)Duplicate problem: Problem #757986 "PRA4Q2F - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication 2" was not displayed.
  166)Duplicate problem: Problem #757520 "PRA4QJE - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Multiplication" was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Nonadaptive" [3200566]
End of ChooseConditionSection "SKILL BUILDER Fact family- solve for unknown- Multiplication 3.OA.A.4-1
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EX" [3200556]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Fractions on a Number Line 3.NF.A.2.A EX" id:[PSARB8Q]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Fractions on a Number Line 3.NF.A.2.A EX" [3063893]
  1) Problem #PRAX3D2 "PRAX3D2 - Problem #619000"
This problem set includes video, so please make sure your volume is turned on and you have
headphones plugged in.
 
Please watch the video below and enter the code provided in the video as your answer to this question.





  2) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3116260]
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  3) Problem #PRA3SV6 "PRA3SV6 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  4) Problem #PRA3SV9 "PRA3SV9 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 8
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 8
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 18
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Type in 1/8.
  5) Problem #PRA3SWB "PRA3SWB - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  6) Problem #PRA3SWD "PRA3SWD - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
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That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  7) Problem #PRA3SWF "PRA3SWF - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  8) Problem #PRA3SWH "PRA3SWH - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
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The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  9) Problem #PRA3SWK "PRA3SWK - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 3 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 3
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 3
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 13
 
Type in 1/3.
  10) Problem #PRA3SWP "PRA3SWP - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 6
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parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 6
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 16
 
Type in 1/6.
  11) Problem #PRA3SWR "PRA3SWR - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 3 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 3
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 3
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 13
 
Type in 1/3.
  12) Problem #PRA3SWT "PRA3SWT - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  13) Problem #PRA3SWV "PRA3SWV - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  14) Problem #PRA3SWX "PRA3SWX - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
 
Algebra:
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0.2
Hints:
First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  15) Problem #PRA3SWY "PRA3SWY - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 6
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 6
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 16
 
Type in 1/6.
  16) Problem #PRA3SW2 "PRA3SW2 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  17) Problem #PRA3SW4 "PRA3SW4 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 6
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 6
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 16
 
Type in 1/6.
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  18) Problem #PRA3SW6 "PRA3SW6 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  19) Problem #PRA3SW8 "PRA3SW8 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
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Type in 1/10.
  20) Problem #PRA3SXA "PRA3SXA - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  21) Problem #PRA3SXC "PRA3SXC - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
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That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  22) Problem #PRA3SXE "PRA3SXE - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  23) Problem #PRA3SXG "PRA3SXG - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
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The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  24) Problem #PRA3SXJ "PRA3SXJ - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  25) Problem #PRA3SXM "PRA3SXM - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
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parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  26) Problem #PRA3SXP "PRA3SXP - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 6
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 6
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 16
 
Type in 1/6.
  27) Problem #PRA3SXR "PRA3SXR - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 8
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 8
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 18
 
Type in 1/8.
  28) Problem #PRA3SXT "PRA3SXT - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  29) Problem #PRA3SXU "PRA3SXU - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
 
Algebra:
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0.125
Hints:
First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 8
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 8
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 18
 
Type in 1/8.
  30) Problem #PRA3SXV "PRA3SXV - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  31) Problem #PRA3SXW "PRA3SXW - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 6
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 6
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 16
 
Type in 1/6.
  32) Problem #PRA3SXX "PRA3SXX - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
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  33) Problem #PRA3SXY "PRA3SXY - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  34) Problem #PRA3SXZ "PRA3SXZ - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
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Type in 1/2.
  35) Problem #PRA3SX2 "PRA3SX2 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  36) Problem #PRA3SX3 "PRA3SX3 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
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That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  37) Problem #PRA3SX4 "PRA3SX4 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  38) Problem #PRA3SX5 "PRA3SX5 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 3 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 3
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
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The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 3
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 13
 
Type in 1/3.
  39) Problem #PRA3SX6 "PRA3SX6 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 3 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 3
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 3
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 13
 
Type in 1/3.
  40) Problem #PRA3SX7 "PRA3SX7 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
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parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
 
Type in 1/5.
  41) Problem #PRA3SX8 "PRA3SX8 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  42) Problem #PRA3SX9 "PRA3SX9 - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  43) Problem #PRA3SYA "PRA3SYA - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  44) Problem #PRA3SYB "PRA3SYB - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
 
Algebra:
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0.1
Hints:
First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  45) Problem #PRA3SYC "PRA3SYC - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 4 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 4
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 4
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 14
 
Type in 1/4.
  46) Problem #PRA3SYD "PRA3SYD - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  47) Problem #PRA3SYE "PRA3SYE - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
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  48) Problem #PRA3SYF "PRA3SYF - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 8
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 8
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 18
 
Type in 1/8.
  49) Problem #PRA3SYG "PRA3SYG - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 5 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 5
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 5
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 15
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Type in 1/5.
  50) Problem #PRA3SYH "PRA3SYH - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 2 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 2
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 2
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
 
Type in 1/2.
  51) Problem #PRA3SYJ "PRA3SYJ - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
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That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
  52) Problem #PRA3SYK "PRA3SYK - Template - 1/b on a Number Line"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1. 
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that the number is broken into 10
parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on the first space. That means we have 1 of the 10
parts.
 
That means the fraction is 110
 
Type in 1/10.
End of LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3116260]
ChooseConditionSection "Control v. Peer v. Obama v. Fake Choice" [3116311]
  53) Problem #PRA36A8 "PRA36A8 - No Choice Prompt"
 You are almost done. There are two questions left.
Multiple choice:
OK
  54) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
 
Would you like the challenges to be easier or harder?
Multiple choice:
Harder
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Easier
  55) Problem #PRA4DS7 "PRA4DS7 - Peer Encouragement"
You have completed the skill builder.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
If you cannot see the video, choose The video did not play.
 PLACEHOLDER!
Multiple choice:
Continue, I watched the video




  56) Problem #PRA4DS6 "PRA4DS6 - Obama Encouragement"
You are almost done. Only two challenge problems remain.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
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End of ChooseConditionSection "Control v. Peer v. Obama v. Fake Choice" [3116311]
  57) Problem #PRA3SZA "PRA3SZA - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 8ths"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken
into 8 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on space 12. That means we have 12 of
the 8 parts.
 
That means the fraction is 12
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  58) Problem #PRA4K9R "PRA4K9R - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 10ths"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 10 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken into
10 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on space 17. That means we have 17 of the
10 parts.
 
That means the fraction is 1710
 
Type in 17/10.
End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Fractions on a Number Line 3.NF.A.2.A EX" [3063893]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Comparing Fraction 3.NF.A.3.D EX" id:[PSARMW3]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Comparing Fraction 3.NF.A.3.D EX" [3098694]
  1) Problem #PRAX3D2 "PRAX3D2 - Problem #619000"
This problem set includes video, so please make sure your volume is turned on and you have
headphones plugged in.
 
Please watch the video below and enter the code provided in the video as your answer to this question.





  2) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3098719]
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Both fractions are broken into 11 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 11 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
11




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 11 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 11 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 11 parts.
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Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 10 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
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size.
But we have 10 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
10
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
10 parts    ?    2 parts
 
Since 10 > 2,
 
10 2
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Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 10 of the 10
parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 2 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
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Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 2 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.










  6) Problem #PRA39Z5 "PRA39Z5 - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
5
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
5 parts    ?    2 parts
 




   >   
2
10
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Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 5 of the 10 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
8    <   
5
8
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
5
5




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
5 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 5 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 5 of the 5 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 5 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 9 pieces for the first fraction and 8 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 9 pieces for the first fraction and 8 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
9
9




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
9 parts    ?    8 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 9 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 9 of the 9 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 8 of the 9 parts.
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Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
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size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
3




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    0 parts
 
Since 2 > 0,
 
2    >   0
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Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 3 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 0 of the 3 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
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Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
3




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
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2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 3 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 3 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
8 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 8 of the 10 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.





















Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
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We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
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size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
9




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
8 parts    ?    0 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 9 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 8 of the 9 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 0 of the 9 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  17) Problem #PRA392F "PRA392F - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 7 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 7 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
7
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
7 parts    ?    4 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 7 of the 10 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 4 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    6 parts
 




   <   
6
8
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Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 6 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
7




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
8    <   
5
8
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    6 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 7 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 7 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 6 of the 7 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 5 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
5
5




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
5 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 5 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 5 of the 5 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 5 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 7 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 7 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 7 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.





















Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 10 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 10 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
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We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    10 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 10 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 10 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
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size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
6




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 6 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 6 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  24) Problem #PRA392N "PRA392N - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
8 parts    ?    4 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 8 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 4 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
5




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    5 parts
 




   <   
5
5
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Both numbers are broken into 5 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 5 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 5 of the 5 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.















       ?       
1
2
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Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2 1
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2     and     2
 
For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 2 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 2 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 2 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
Since 2 > 1, that means
that
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Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
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Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
2




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    1 parts
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Both numbers are broken into 2 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 2 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 2 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 3 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 3 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 7 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.
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>
=
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
6
    and     
2
6
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For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 6 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 6 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
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Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
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This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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<
Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
2




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
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2 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 2 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 2 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 2 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
2




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 2 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 2 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 2 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  34) Problem #PRA392W "PRA392W - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
5




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    5 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 5 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 5 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 5 of the 5 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 8 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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We have 8 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 9 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.





















Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  37) Problem #PRA392Y "PRA392Y - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 0 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    0 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 0 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
7




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    5 parts
 




   <   
5
7
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Both numbers are broken into 7 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 7 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 5 of the 7 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
8    <   
5
8
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 7 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 9 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 7 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
7
9




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
7 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 9 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 7 of the 9 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 9 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 3 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 3 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.





















Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
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We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
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size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
12




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    6 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 12 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 12 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 6 of the 12 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  44) Problem #PRA3926 "PRA3926 - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 4 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 4 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 4 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 4 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 7 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
7




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    6 parts
 




   <   
6
7
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Both numbers are broken into 7 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 7 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 6 of the 7 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 11 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 11 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
11




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
8    <   
5
8
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
8 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 11 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 8 of the 11 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 11 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 10 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 10 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
10
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
10 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 10 of the 10
parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 2 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 1 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
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> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 2 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.





















Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
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> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 4 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
4
6




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
4 parts    ?    5 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 4 of the 6 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 5 of the 6 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 5 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    5 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 5 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  51) Problem #PRA393C "PRA393C - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 4 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    4 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 4 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
6
6




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
6 parts    ?    3 parts
 




   >   
3
6
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Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 6 of the 6 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 6 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 2 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 5 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 2 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 5 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.















       ?       
2
3
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Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3     and     2
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3 3
 
For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 3 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 3 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
Since 3 > 2, that means
that
 
3  > 2
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Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 1 pieces for the first fraction and 2 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
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Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
1
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
1 parts    ?    2 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
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This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 1 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 2 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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<
Both fractions are broken into 6 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
6
6




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
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6 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 6 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 6 of the 6 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 6 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 3 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
3
3




For example, the fractional models below represent
2
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We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
3 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 3 of the 3 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 3 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.










  58) Problem #PRA393J "PRA393J - Template - Fractions with Same Denominator"
Compare the fractions.
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Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 12 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 6 pieces for the first fraction and 12 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
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Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
6
12




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
6 parts    ?    12 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 12 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 6 of the 12 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 12 of the 12 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 10 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
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But we have 8 pieces for the first fraction and 6 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
8 parts    ?    6 parts
 




   >   
6
10
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Both numbers are broken into 10 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 8 of the 10 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 6 of the 10 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.





















Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 3 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 1 pieces for the second.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
3




For example, the fractional models below represent
2




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2
8    <   
5
8
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Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    1 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 3 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 3 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 1 of the 3 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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=
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
>
Both fractions are broken into 8 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
But we have 2 pieces for the first fraction and 3 pieces for the second.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
8




For example, the fractional models below represent
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2
8
                                          and 5
8
 
     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
2




Since both fractions have the same denominator, it means they are broken into the same number of
parts. All these parts have the same size.
We can compare how many parts we have for each fraction.
 
2 parts    ?    3 parts
 










Both numbers are broken into 8 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
For the first number, we have 2 of the 8 parts.
 
For the second number, we have 3 of the 8 parts.
 
Remember that all the parts have the same size.
The more parts we have, the larger the number is.
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Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 12 pieces for both numbers.
This means that > is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<
Both fractions are broken into 12 parts, and all the parts are the same
size.
We have 12 pieces for both numbers.
This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
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= means "equal to"
Hints:
Both numbers are broken into 12 parts.
 
This means that each of the parts are the same size for both numbers.
 
We have the same number of pieces for each number.










End of LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3098719]
ChooseConditionSection "Survey" [3140676]
  63) Problem #PRA36A8 "PRA36A8 - No Choice Prompt"
 You are almost done. There are two questions left.
Multiple choice:
OK
  64) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
 




  65) Problem #PRA4DS7 "PRA4DS7 - Peer Encouragement"
You have completed the skill builder.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
If you cannot see the video, choose The video did not play.
 PLACEHOLDER!
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Multiple choice:
Continue, I watched the video




  66) Problem #PRA4DS6 "PRA4DS6 - Obama Encouragement"
You are almost done. Only two challenge problems remain.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
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End of ChooseConditionSection "Survey" [3140676]
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4
 is bigger than 5
 
 
This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<









This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
The first number is broken into 4 parts, and the second number is broken into 5
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parts.
 
As you break a number into more parts, each of the parts gets smaller.

























Draw a fractional model to represent 
2
4




For example, the fractional models below represent
3




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
3




The drawings show that in this case
2 2
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4     has a bigger area than     5 
 
This means that 
2
4






























This means that = is not correct.
 
Remember: 
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< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
<









This means that < is not correct.
 
Remember: 
< means "less than"
> means "greater than"
= means "equal to"
Hints:
The first number is broken into 10 parts, and the second number is broken into 11
parts.
 
As you break a number into more parts, each of the parts gets smaller.
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Since  10  is bigger than 11
 









Draw a fractional model to represent 
8
10




For example, the fractional models below represent
3




     
We can see that the fraction model on the right has more area, so  
3




The drawings show that in this case
8
10





This means that 
8
10
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Choose >
End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Comparing Fraction 3.NF.A.3.D EX" [3098694]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Rounding 3.NBT.A.1 EX" id:[PSARZ7W]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Rounding 3.NBT.A.1 EX" [3149270]
  1) Problem #PRAX3D2 "PRAX3D2 - Problem #619000"
This problem set includes video, so please make sure your volume is turned on and you have
headphones plugged in.
 
Please watch the video below and enter the code provided in the video as your answer to this question.





  2) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3149271]
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  3) Problem #PRA4EJ7 "PRA4EJ7 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 45, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 45 up gets us 50.
 
Type in 50.
  4) Problem #PRA4EM5 "PRA4EM5 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 444, the last two digits are 44, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 444 down gets us 400.
 
Type in 400.
  5) Problem #PRA4EMK "PRA4EMK - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 2364, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 2364 down gets us 2360.
 
Type in 2360.
  6) Problem #PRA4ENP "PRA4ENP - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 442, the last two digits are 42, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 442 down gets us 400.
 
Type in 400.
  7) Problem #PRA4EMR "PRA4EMR - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 7765, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 7765 up gets us 7770.
 
Type in 7770.
  8) Problem #PRA4EK2 "PRA4EK2 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 862, the ones place is 2, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 862 down gets us 860.
 
Type in 860.
  9) Problem #PRA4EKU "PRA4EKU - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 992, the ones place is 2, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 992 down gets us 990.
 
Type in 990.
  10) Problem #PRA4EJ8 "PRA4EJ8 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 15, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 15 up gets us 20.
 
Type in 20.
  11) Problem #PRA4ENX "PRA4ENX - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 4073, the last two digits are 73, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 4073 up gets us 4100.
 
Type in 4100.
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  12) Problem #PRA4EK3 "PRA4EK3 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 586, the ones place is 6, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 586 up gets us 590.
 
Type in 590.
  13) Problem #PRA4EJ9 "PRA4EJ9 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 45, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 45 up gets us 50.
 
Type in 50.
  14) Problem #PRA4EM9 "PRA4EM9 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 820, the last two digits are 20, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 820 down gets us 800.
 
Type in 800.
  15) Problem #PRA4EMS "PRA4EMS - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 6179, the ones place is 9, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 6179 up gets us 6180.
 
Type in 6180.
  16) Problem #PRA4EPB "PRA4EPB - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 3440, the last two digits are 40, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 3440 down gets us 3400.
 
Type in 3400.
  17) Problem #PRA4EKY "PRA4EKY - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 485, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 485 up gets us 490.
 
Type in 490.
  18) Problem #PRA4ENU "PRA4ENU - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 2424, the last two digits are 24, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 2424 down gets us 2400.
 
Type in 2400.
  19) Problem #PRA4EKA "PRA4EKA - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 86, the ones place is 6, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 86 up gets us 90.
 
Type in 90.
  20) Problem #PRA4EMQ "PRA4EMQ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 2158, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 2158 up gets us 2160.
 
Type in 2160.
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  21) Problem #PRA4EN6 "PRA4EN6 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 9205, the last two digits are 05, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 9205 down gets us 9200.
 
Type in 9200.
  22) Problem #PRA4EME "PRA4EME - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 204, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 204 down gets us 200.
 
Type in 200.
  23) Problem #PRA4ENB "PRA4ENB - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 632, the last two digits are 32, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 632 down gets us 600.
 
Type in 600.
  24) Problem #PRA4EK7 "PRA4EK7 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 928, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 928 up gets us 930.
 
Type in 930.
  25) Problem #PRA4EKB "PRA4EKB - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 31, the ones place is 1, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 31 down gets us 30.
 
Type in 30.
  26) Problem #PRA4ENS "PRA4ENS - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 3544, the last two digits are 44, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 3544 down gets us 3500.
 
Type in 3500.
  27) Problem #PRA4EK6 "PRA4EK6 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 785, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
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Rounding 785 up gets us 790.
 
Type in 790.
  28) Problem #PRA4ENR "PRA4ENR - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 475, the last two digits are 75, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 475 up gets us 500.
 
Type in 500.
  29) Problem #PRA4EKC "PRA4EKC - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 37, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 37 up gets us 40.
 
Type in 40.
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  30) Problem #PRA4EK9 "PRA4EK9 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 707, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 707 up gets us 710.
 
Type in 710.
  31) Problem #PRA4ENM "PRA4ENM - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 990, the last two digits are 90, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 990 up gets us 1000.
 
Type in 1000.
  32) Problem #PRA4EMJ "PRA4EMJ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 7145, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 7145 up gets us 7150.
 
Type in 7150.
  33) Problem #PRA4EKD "PRA4EKD - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 31, the ones place is 1, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 31 down gets us 30.
 
Type in 30.
  34) Problem #PRA4EKZ "PRA4EKZ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 335, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 335 up gets us 340.
 
Type in 340.
  35) Problem #PRA4EKE "PRA4EKE - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 97, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 97 up gets us 100.
 
Type in 100.
  36) Problem #PRA4EKX "PRA4EKX - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 554, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 554 down gets us 550.
 
Type in 550.
  37) Problem #PRA4EK5 "PRA4EK5 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 693, the ones place is 3, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 693 down gets us 690.
 
Type in 690.
  38) Problem #PRA4EKF "PRA4EKF - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 74, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 74 down gets us 70.
 
Type in 70.
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  39) Problem #PRA4EKG "PRA4EKG - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 11, the ones place is 1, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 11 down gets us 10.
 
Type in 10.
  40) Problem #PRA4EKH "PRA4EKH - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 65, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 65 up gets us 70.
 
Type in 70.
  41) Problem #PRA4EN2 "PRA4EN2 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 2899, the last two digits are 99, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 2899 up gets us 2900.
 
Type in 2900.
  42) Problem #PRA4EKJ "PRA4EKJ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 88, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 88 up gets us 90.
 
Type in 90.
  43) Problem #PRA4EPD "PRA4EPD - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 4188, the last two digits are 88, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 4188 up gets us 4200.
 
Type in 4200.
  44) Problem #PRA4ENN "PRA4ENN - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 448, the last two digits are 48, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 448 down gets us 400.
 
Type in 400.
  45) Problem #PRA4EKK "PRA4EKK - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 43, the ones place is 3, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 43 down gets us 40.
 
Type in 40.
  46) Problem #PRA4EKM "PRA4EKM - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 61, the ones place is 1, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 61 down gets us 60.
 
Type in 60.
  47) Problem #PRA4EKN "PRA4EKN - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 45, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 45 up gets us 50.
 
Type in 50.
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  48) Problem #PRA4EKP "PRA4EKP - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 85, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 85 up gets us 90.
 
Type in 90.
  49) Problem #PRA4EKQ "PRA4EKQ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 63, the ones place is 3, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 63 down gets us 60.
 
Type in 60.
  50) Problem #PRA4EMH "PRA4EMH - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 2631, the ones place is 1, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 2631 down gets us 2630.
 
Type in 2630.
  51) Problem #PRA4ENQ "PRA4ENQ - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 542, the last two digits are 42, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 542 down gets us 500.
 
Type in 500.
  52) Problem #PRA4EKR "PRA4EKR - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 35, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 35 up gets us 40.
 
Type in 40.
  53) Problem #PRA4ENK "PRA4ENK - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 733, the last two digits are 33, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 733 down gets us 700.
 
Type in 700.
  54) Problem #PRA4EKS "PRA4EKS - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 13, the ones place is 3, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 13 down gets us 10.
 
Type in 10.
  55) Problem #PRA4ENG "PRA4ENG - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 104, the last two digits are 04, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 104 down gets us 100.
 
Type in 100.
  56) Problem #PRA4EKT "PRA4EKT - Template - Rounding to 10s - 2 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 85, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 85 up gets us 90.
 
Type in 90.
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  57) Problem #PRA4EKV "PRA4EKV - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 262, the ones place is 2, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 262 down gets us 260.
 
Type in 260.
  58) Problem #PRA4EKW "PRA4EKW - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 876, the ones place is 6, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 876 up gets us 880.
 
Type in 880.
  59) Problem #PRA4EK4 "PRA4EK4 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 785, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 785 up gets us 790.
 
Type in 790.
  60) Problem #PRA4EPA "PRA4EPA - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 5725, the last two digits are 25, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 5725 down gets us 5700.
 
Type in 5700.
  61) Problem #PRA4EK8 "PRA4EK8 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 378, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 378 up gets us 380.
 
Type in 380.
  62) Problem #PRA4ENY "PRA4ENY - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 9609, the last two digits are 09, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 9609 down gets us 9600.
 
Type in 9600.
  63) Problem #PRA4EMA "PRA4EMA - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 387, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
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Rounding 387 up gets us 390.
 
Type in 390.
  64) Problem #PRA4EMB "PRA4EMB - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 429, the ones place is 9, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 429 up gets us 430.
 
Type in 430.
  65) Problem #PRA4EMC "PRA4EMC - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 837, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 837 up gets us 840.
 
Type in 840.
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  66) Problem #PRA4EMD "PRA4EMD - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 993, the ones place is 3, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 993 down gets us 990.
 
Type in 990.
  67) Problem #PRA4EN7 "PRA4EN7 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 7129, the last two digits are 29, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 7129 down gets us 7100.
 
Type in 7100.
  68) Problem #PRA4EMF "PRA4EMF - Template - Rounding to 10s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 647, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 647 up gets us 650.
 
Type in 650.
  69) Problem #PRA4ENZ "PRA4ENZ - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 5184, the last two digits are 84, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 5184 up gets us 5200.
 
Type in 5200.
  70) Problem #PRA4EMG "PRA4EMG - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 4152, the ones place is 2, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 4152 down gets us 4150.
 
Type in 4150.
  71) Problem #PRA4EN3 "PRA4EN3 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 6413, the last two digits are 13, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 6413 down gets us 6400.
 
Type in 6400.
  72) Problem #PRA4ENV "PRA4ENV - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 5660, the last two digits are 60, so we should round
up.
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Rounding 5660 up gets us 5700.
 
Type in 5700.
  73) Problem #PRA4EMM "PRA4EMM - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 8576, the ones place is 6, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 8576 up gets us 8580.
 
Type in 8580.
  74) Problem #PRA4END "PRA4END - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 653, the last two digits are 53, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 653 up gets us 700.
 
Type in 700.
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  75) Problem #PRA4EMN "PRA4EMN - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 6968, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 6968 up gets us 6970.
 
Type in 6970.
  76) Problem #PRA4ENJ "PRA4ENJ - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 360, the last two digits are 60, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 360 up gets us 400.
 
Type in 400.
  77) Problem #PRA4EMP "PRA4EMP - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 8845, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 8845 up gets us 8850.
 
Type in 8850.
  78) Problem #PRA4EPC "PRA4EPC - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 9381, the last two digits are 81, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 9381 up gets us 9400.
 
Type in 9400.
  79) Problem #PRA4EMT "PRA4EMT - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 9674, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 9674 down gets us 9670.
 
Type in 9670.
  80) Problem #PRA4ENW "PRA4ENW - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 8069, the last two digits are 69, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 8069 up gets us 8100.
 
Type in 8100.
  81) Problem #PRA4EMU "PRA4EMU - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 3775, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
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Rounding 3775 up gets us 3780.
 
Type in 3780.
  82) Problem #PRA4EMV "PRA4EMV - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 6307, the ones place is 7, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 6307 up gets us 6310.
 
Type in 6310.
  83) Problem #PRA4ENF "PRA4ENF - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 310, the last two digits are 10, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 310 down gets us 300.
 
Type in 300.
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  84) Problem #PRA4EN5 "PRA4EN5 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 4495, the last two digits are 95, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 4495 up gets us 4500.
 
Type in 4500.
  85) Problem #PRA4EMW "PRA4EMW - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 9035, the ones place is 5, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 9035 up gets us 9040.
 
Type in 9040.
  86) Problem #PRA4EMX "PRA4EMX - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 9082, the ones place is 2, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 9082 down gets us 9080.
 
Type in 9080.
  87) Problem #PRA4EMY "PRA4EMY - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 5509, the ones place is 9, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 5509 up gets us 5510.
 
Type in 5510.
  88) Problem #PRA4EN9 "PRA4EN9 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 4224, the last two digits are 24, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 4224 down gets us 4200.
 
Type in 4200.
  89) Problem #PRA4EMZ "PRA4EMZ - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 6364, the ones place is 4, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 6364 down gets us 6360.
 
Type in 6360.
  90) Problem #PRA4ENE "PRA4ENE - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 334, the last two digits are 34, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 334 down gets us 300.
 
Type in 300.
  91) Problem #PRA4EM2 "PRA4EM2 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 8188, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 8188 up gets us 8190.
 
Type in 8190.
  92) Problem #PRA4EN8 "PRA4EN8 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 3699, the last two digits are 99, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 3699 up gets us 3700.
 
Type in 3700.
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  93) Problem #PRA4EM3 "PRA4EM3 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 4148, the ones place is 8, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 4148 up gets us 4150.
 
Type in 4150.
  94) Problem #PRA4ENH "PRA4ENH - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 165, the last two digits are 65, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 165 up gets us 200.
 
Type in 200.
  95) Problem #PRA4EM4 "PRA4EM4 - Template - Rounding to 10s - 4 digit"
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Remember that if the ones place is less than 5, we should round
down.
If the ones place is greater than or equal to 5, we should round up.
In the number 5786, the ones place is 6, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 5786 up gets us 5790.
 
Type in 5790.
  96) Problem #PRA4EN4 "PRA4EN4 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 3110, the last two digits are 10, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 3110 down gets us 3100.
 
Type in 3100.
  97) Problem #PRA4EM6 "PRA4EM6 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"
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Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 353, the last two digits are 53, so we should round
up.
 
Rounding 353 up gets us 400.
 
Type in 400.
  98) Problem #PRA4EM7 "PRA4EM7 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 835, the last two digits are 35, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 835 down gets us 800.
 
Type in 800.
  99) Problem #PRA4EM8 "PRA4EM8 - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 121, the last two digits are 21, so we should round
down.
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Rounding 121 down gets us 100.
 
Type in 100.
  100) Problem #PRA4ENA "PRA4ENA - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 505, the last two digits are 05, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 505 down gets us 500.
 
Type in 500.
  101) Problem #PRA4ENC "PRA4ENC - Template - Rounding to 100s - 3 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 920, the last two digits are 20, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 920 down gets us 900.
 
Type in 900.
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  102) Problem #PRA4ENT "PRA4ENT - Template - Rounding to 100s - 4 digit"








Remember that if the last two digits are less than 50, we should round
down.
If the last two digits are greater than or equal to 50, we should round up.
In the number 5309, the last two digits are 09, so we should round
down.
 
Rounding 5309 down gets us 5300.
 
Type in 5300.
End of LinearMasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3149271]
ChooseConditionSection "Survey" [3149379]
  103) Problem #PRA36A8 "PRA36A8 - No Choice Prompt"
 You are almost done. There are two questions left.
Multiple choice:
OK
  104) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
 




  105) Problem #PRA4DS7 "PRA4DS7 - Peer Encouragement"
You have completed the skill builder.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
If you cannot see the video, choose The video did not play.
 PLACEHOLDER!
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Multiple choice:
Continue, I watched the video




  106) Problem #PRA4DS6 "PRA4DS6 - Obama Encouragement"
You are almost done. Only two challenge problems remain.
Watch the following video.
When you are finished, choose Continue to move on to the next problem.
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End of ChooseConditionSection "Survey" [3149379]
  107) Problem #PRA4Q28 "PRA4Q28 - Rounding - 3 Digit Challenge"
Using what you know about rounding to the nearest 10, find a 3 digit number that
can be rounded to 740?
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744
740
Please choose an answer other than
740
Hints:
If you round to 740 you need to change the 0 and if you use 5,6,7,8,or 9 you will round up so 4
needs to be 3. 
For example 
 
736  would work.  You round up from 6 to 10 making the rounded number 740.  
 




  108) Problem #PRA4Q29 "PRA4Q29 - What is a 4 digit..."
Using what you know about rounding to the nearest 100, find a 4
digit number that is divisible by 10, that can be rounded to 5800?
 













Please choose an answer other than
5800
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Hints:
The number is divisible by 10 so it will end in 0.
 
If you round to 5800 you need to change the number after the 8 and if you use 5,6,7,8,or 9 you will
round up so 8 needs to be 7. 
 
 
So for example 
 
5790  would work.  You round up from 90 to 100 making the rounded number 5800.  
 






End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Rounding 3.NBT.A.1 EX" [3149270]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX" id:[PSARZX2]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX" [3147537]
  1) Problem #PRA4PVV "PRA4PVV - This is a special..."
This is a special skill builder. 
 
First work on the problems until you get three right in a row.
 






MasterySection "Skill Builder" [3147538]




                       6  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  
                      7  
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The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77




                       6  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
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11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  
                      7  
 
Fill in:
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77
Hints:
The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77




                       4  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
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11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
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Hints:
The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77




                       11  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
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Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
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Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
Multiple choice:
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
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Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
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Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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Hints:
The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
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perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  12) Problem #PRA3UC6 "PRA3UC6 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  13) Problem #PRA3UC7 "PRA3UC7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  14) Problem #PRA3UC8 "PRA3UC8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  15) Problem #PRA3UC9 "PRA3UC9 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  16) Problem #PRA3UDA "PRA3UDA - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  17) Problem #PRA3UDB "PRA3UDB - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  18) Problem #PRA3UDC "PRA3UDC - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  19) Problem #PRA3UDD "PRA3UDD - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  20) Problem #PRA3UDF "PRA3UDF - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  21) Problem #PRA3UDM "PRA3UDM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  22) Problem #PRA3UDN "PRA3UDN - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  23) Problem #PRA3UDP "PRA3UDP - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  24) Problem #PRA3UDQ "PRA3UDQ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  25) Problem #PRA3UDR "PRA3UDR - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 48 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  26) Problem #PRA3UDS "PRA3UDS - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  27) Problem #PRA3UDT "PRA3UDT - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 52 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  28) Problem #PRA3UDU "PRA3UDU - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 54 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  29) Problem #PRA3UDV "PRA3UDV - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 56 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  30) Problem #PRA3UDW "PRA3UDW - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 58 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  31) Problem #PRA3UDX "PRA3UDX - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 60 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  32) Problem #PRA3UDY "PRA3UDY - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 62 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  33) Problem #PRA3UDZ "PRA3UDZ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 64 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  34) Problem #PRA3UD2 "PRA3UD2 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       5  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 66 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  35) Problem #PRA3UD3 "PRA3UD3 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       11  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 68 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  36) Problem #PRA3UD4 "PRA3UD4 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       8  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 70 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  37) Problem #PRA3UD5 "PRA3UD5 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 72 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  38) Problem #PRA3UD6 "PRA3UD6 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 74 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  39) Problem #PRA3UD7 "PRA3UD7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 76 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  40) Problem #PRA3UD8 "PRA3UD8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 78 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  41) Problem #PRA3UD9 "PRA3UD9 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 80 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  42) Problem #PRA3UEA "PRA3UEA - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 82 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  43) Problem #PRA3UEB "PRA3UEB - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 84 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  44) Problem #PRA3UEC "PRA3UEC - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 86 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  45) Problem #PRA3UED "PRA3UED - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 88 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  46) Problem #PRA3UEE "PRA3UEE - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       14  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 90 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  47) Problem #PRA3UEF "PRA3UEF - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 92 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  48) Problem #PRA3UEG "PRA3UEG - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       14  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 94 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  49) Problem #PRA3UEH "PRA3UEH - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 96 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  50) Problem #PRA3UEJ "PRA3UEJ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 98 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  51) Problem #PRA3UEK "PRA3UEK - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 100 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
End of MasterySection "Skill Builder" [3147538]
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 101 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3149787]
LinearSection "No Choice" [3149789]
  52) Problem #PRA36A8 "PRA36A8 - No Choice Prompt"




RandomChildOrderSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3201092]
  53) Problem #PRA4PN7 "PRA4PN7 - Square Question Area"








  54) Problem #PRA32QH "PRA32QH - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.6(2)"
 
Each of the smaller squares has an area of one square unit (sq. units). What is the area of the darkened in figure
above?
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




Count the squares in the
figure.
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 104 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  56) Problem #PRA42F7 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
If the area of the rectangle is 63 what is the length?
  
7  
                       length  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
 
So you have 
 
length x 7 = 63






End of RandomChildOrderSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3201092]
RandomChildOrderSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3201093]
  57) Problem #PRA4PPG "PRA4PPG - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
Find the area.
  
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 105 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
7  
                       9  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 106 of 124https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/438859?mode=…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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                       3  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
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Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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                       2  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
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 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.








                       14  
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
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 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.




End of RandomChildOrderSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3201093]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Questions" [3149796]
End of LinearSection "No Choice" [3149789]
IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3149791]
  61) Problem #PRA4EE9 "PRA4EE9 - Prompt for challenge"
You got three right in a row! You're almost done.
 
There are four questions left.
 
 Do you want to attempt the more challenging questions or continue with the same type?
Multiple choice:
I want the Challenging Questions
I want to do the same type.
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RandomChildOrderSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3201088]
  62) Problem #PRA4PN9 "PRA4PN9 - Square Question Area"








  63) Problem #PRA4PPB "PRA4PPB - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.6(2)"
 





Count the squares in the
figure.
There is a total of 40
squares.
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Type in 40
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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  65)Duplicate problem: Problem #767061 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
End of RandomChildOrderSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3201088]
RandomChildOrderSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3201089]




                       9  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.








                       3  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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                       2  
 
 




What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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End of RandomChildOrderSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3201089]
End of IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3149791]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3149787]
End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX" [3147537]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Understanding Fractions 3.NF.A.1 EX" id:[PSASD3S]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Understanding Fractions 3.NF.A.1 EX" [3221606]
  1) Problem #PRA4PJD "PRA4PJD - Confidence Question"
Do you think you can solve this problem without a mistake?
 
Mary has 12 marbles. She puts 3 of them into a bag. What fraction of the marbles are in the bag?
 
Multiple choice:
No, I can’t solve this problem
I don’t think I can solve this problem
Maybe I can solve this problem
I think I can solve this problem




  2) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3221677]
  3) Problem #PRA3V9E "PRA3V9E - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 2 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
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You have 1 slices shaded in and 2 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  4) Problem #PRA3V9F "PRA3V9F - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 15
 
Type in 1/5 
  5) Problem #PRA3V9G "PRA3V9G - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sarah gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 4 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
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This means that the fraction you have is 4
5
 
Type in 4/5 
  6) Problem #PRA3V9H "PRA3V9H - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 3 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 3 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 13
 
Type in 1/3 
  7) Problem #PRA3V9J "PRA3V9J - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 9 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 9 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 19
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Type in 1/9 
  8) Problem #PRA3V9K "PRA3V9K - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 6 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 610
 
Type in 6/10 
  9) Problem #PRA3V9M "PRA3V9M - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 36
 
Type in 3/6 
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  10) Problem #PRA3V9N "PRA3V9N - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 2 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 2 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  11) Problem #PRA3V9P "PRA3V9P - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 3 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 3 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 13
 
Type in 1/3 
  12) Problem #PRA3V9Q "PRA3V9Q - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
Sarah cuts a pizza into 5 equal slices, and she gives you 3 slices. What fraction of the pizza do you
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Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sarah gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 35
 
Type in 3/5 
  13) Problem #PRA3V9R "PRA3V9R - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 9 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 4 slices shaded in and 9 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 49
 
Type in 4/9 
  14) Problem #PRA3V9S "PRA3V9S - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
Sarah cuts a waffle into 10 equal slices, and she gives you 7 slices. What fraction of the waffle do you
have?
Algebra:
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0.7
Hints:
Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sarah gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 7 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 710
 
Type in 7/10 
  15) Problem #PRA3V9T "PRA3V9T - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 9 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 910
 
Type in 9/10 
  16) Problem #PRA3V9U "PRA3V9U - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
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Draw a circle to represent the
quesadilla.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sam gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the quesadilla that you have.
You have 9 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 910
 
Type in 9/10 
  17) Problem #PRA3V9V "PRA3V9V - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 210
 
Type in 2/10 
  18) Problem #PRA3V9W "PRA3V9W - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
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Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 35
 
Type in 3/5 
  19) Problem #PRA3V9X "PRA3V9X - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 2 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 2 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  20) Problem #PRA3V9Y "PRA3V9Y - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
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This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 17
 
Type in 1/7 
  21) Problem #PRA3V9Z "PRA3V9Z - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 6 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 67
 
Type in 6/7 
  22) Problem #PRA3V92 "PRA3V92 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the
quesadilla.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 8 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sam gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the quesadilla that you have.
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You have 4 slices shaded in and 8 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 48
 
Type in 4/8 
  23) Problem #PRA3V93 "PRA3V93 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 7 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 710
 
Type in 7/10 
  24) Problem #PRA3V94 "PRA3V94 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the
quesadilla.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the quesadilla that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
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total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 57
 
Type in 5/7 
  25) Problem #PRA3V95 "PRA3V95 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 8 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sarah gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 8 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 18
 
Type in 1/8 
  26) Problem #PRA3V96 "PRA3V96 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 4 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 4 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 2
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4
 
Type in 2/4 
  27) Problem #PRA3V97 "PRA3V97 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 56
 
Type in 5/6 
  28) Problem #PRA3V98 "PRA3V98 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 7 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 710
 
Type in 7/10 
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  29) Problem #PRA3V99 "PRA3V99 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 4 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 4 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 24
 
Type in 2/4 
  30) Problem #PRA3WAA "PRA3WAA - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 8 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sam gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 8 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 38
 
Type in 3/8 
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  31) Problem #PRA3WAB "PRA3WAB - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sam gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 36
 
Type in 3/6 
  32) Problem #PRA3WAC "PRA3WAC - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 8 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 8 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 58
 
Type in 5/8 
  33) Problem #PRA3WAD "PRA3WAD - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
Meghan cuts a pizza into 7 equal slices, and she gives you 4 slices. What fraction of the pizza do you
have?
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Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 4 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  34) Problem #PRA3WAE "PRA3WAE - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sarah gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 15
 
Type in 1/5 
  35) Problem #PRA3WAF "PRA3WAF - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
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Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 4 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 4 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 34
 
Type in 3/4 
  36) Problem #PRA3WAG "PRA3WAG - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 9 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 7 slices shaded in and 9 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 79
 
Type in 7/9 
  37) Problem #PRA3WAH "PRA3WAH - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 8 slices.
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Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 1 slices shaded in and 8 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 18
 
Type in 1/8 
  38) Problem #PRA3WAJ "PRA3WAJ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
You have 4 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 45
 
Type in 4/5 
  39) Problem #PRA3WAK "PRA3WAK - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 2 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
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You have 1 slices shaded in and 2 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  40) Problem #PRA3WAM "PRA3WAM - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that John gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 6 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 67
 
Type in 6/7 
  41) Problem #PRA3WAN "PRA3WAN - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pizza.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 2 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pizza that you have.
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This means that the fraction you have is 2
 
Type in 1/2 
  42) Problem #PRA3WAP "PRA3WAP - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 7 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Sam gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 7 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 37
 
Type in 3/7 
  43) Problem #PRA3WAQ "PRA3WAQ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the
quesadilla.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 4 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the quesadilla that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 4 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 34
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Type in 3/4 
  44) Problem #PRA3WAR "PRA3WAR - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 5 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 4 slices shaded in and 5 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 45
 
Type in 4/5 
  45) Problem #PRA3WAS "PRA3WAS - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 4 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 4 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 24
 
Type in 2/4 
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  46) Problem #PRA3WAT "PRA3WAT - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the cake.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 3 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the cake that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 3 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  47) Problem #PRA3WAU "PRA3WAU - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 310
 
Type in 3/10 
  48) Problem #PRA3WAV "PRA3WAV - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
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Draw a circle to represent the
quesadilla.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the quesadilla that you have.
You have 3 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 36
 
Type in 3/6 
  49) Problem #PRA3WAW "PRA3WAW - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 56
 
Type in 5/6 
  50) Problem #PRA3WAX "PRA3WAX - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
Nicole cuts a waffle into 3 equal slices, and she gives you 2 slices. What fraction of the waffle do you
have?
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Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 3 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Nicole gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 3 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  51) Problem #PRA3WAY "PRA3WAY - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"





Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 3 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Meghan gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 2 slices shaded in and 3 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  52) Problem #PRA3WAZ "PRA3WAZ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"
Bill cuts a waffle into 10 equal slices, and he gives you 9 slices. What fraction of the waffle do you
have?
Algebra:
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0.9
Hints:
Draw a circle to represent the waffle.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 10 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Bill gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the waffle that you have.
You have 9 slices shaded in and 10 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 910
 
Type in 9/10 
  53) Problem #PRA3WA2 "PRA3WA2 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 marbles in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  54) Problem #PRA3WA3 "PRA3WA3 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 marbles in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 2 circles in
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total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  55) Problem #PRA3WA4 "PRA3WA4 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  56) Problem #PRA3WA5 "PRA3WA5 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 6 circles to represent the 6 cookies in the bag.
You have 6 circles shaded in and 10 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 610
 
Type in 6/10 
  57) Problem #PRA3WA6 "PRA3WA6 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
Mary has 8 gum balls. She puts 1 of them into a bag. What fraction of the gum balls are in the bag?
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Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 gum balls in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 18
 
Type in 1/8 
  58) Problem #PRA3WA7 "PRA3WA7 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  59) Problem #PRA3WA8 "PRA3WA8 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 5 circles to represent the 5 apples in the bag.
You have 5 circles shaded in and 11 circles in
total.
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This means that the fraction you have is 511
 
Type in 5/11 
  60) Problem #PRA3WA9 "PRA3WA9 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 7 circles to represent the 7 marbles in the bag.
You have 7 circles shaded in and 10 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 710
 
Type in 7/10 
  61) Problem #PRA3WBA "PRA3WBA - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 marbles in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  62) Problem #PRA3WBB "PRA3WBB - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
Kevin has 6 gum balls. He puts 5 of them into a bag. What fraction of the gum balls are in the bag?
Algebra:
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0.833333333333333
Hints:
Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 5 circles to represent the 5 gum balls in the bag.
You have 5 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 56
 
Type in 5/6 
  63) Problem #PRA3WBC "PRA3WBC - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 48
 
Type in 4/8 
  64) Problem #PRA3WBD "PRA3WBD - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 cookies in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 1
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3
 
Type in 1/3 
  65) Problem #PRA3WBE "PRA3WBE - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 cookies in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  66) Problem #PRA3WBF "PRA3WBF - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 8 circles to represent the 8 gum balls in the bag.
You have 8 circles shaded in and 9 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 89
 
Type in 8/9 
  67) Problem #PRA3WBG "PRA3WBG - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
Olivia has 8 apples. She puts 6 of them into a bag. What fraction of the apples are in the bag?
Algebra:
0.75
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Hints:
Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 6 circles to represent the 6 apples in the bag.
You have 6 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 68
 
Type in 6/8 
  68) Problem #PRA3WBH "PRA3WBH - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 apples in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 2 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  69) Problem #PRA3WBJ "PRA3WBJ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 13
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Type in 1/3 
  70) Problem #PRA3WBK "PRA3WBK - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 6 circles to represent the 6 cookies in the bag.
You have 6 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 68
 
Type in 6/8 
  71) Problem #PRA3WBM "PRA3WBM - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 cookies in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 9 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 49
 
Type in 4/9 
  72) Problem #PRA3WBN "PRA3WBN - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
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Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 8 circles to represent the 8 gum balls in the bag.
You have 8 circles shaded in and 12 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 812
 
Type in 8/12 
  73) Problem #PRA3WBP "PRA3WBP - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 7 circles to represent the 7 apples in the bag.
You have 7 circles shaded in and 9 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 79
 
Type in 7/9 
  74) Problem #PRA3WBQ "PRA3WBQ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 marbles in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 2 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
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  75) Problem #PRA3WBR "PRA3WBR - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 apples in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 36
 
Type in 3/6 
  76) Problem #PRA3WBS "PRA3WBS - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 marbles in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 38
 
Type in 3/8 
  77) Problem #PRA3WBT "PRA3WBT - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
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Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 13
 
Type in 1/3 
  78) Problem #PRA3WBU "PRA3WBU - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 cookies in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 5 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 35
 
Type in 3/5 
  79) Problem #PRA3WBV "PRA3WBV - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 coins in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 4 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 34
 
Type in 3/4 
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  80) Problem #PRA3WBW "PRA3WBW - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 marbles in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 12 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 212
 
Type in 2/12 
  81) Problem #PRA3WBX "PRA3WBX - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 gum balls in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 5 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 15
 
Type in 1/5 
  82) Problem #PRA3WBY "PRA3WBY - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
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You have 4 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  83) Problem #PRA3WBZ "PRA3WBZ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 coins in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 27
 
Type in 2/7 
  84) Problem #PRA3WB2 "PRA3WB2 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 2 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  85) Problem #PRA3WB3 "PRA3WB3 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
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Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 16
 
Type in 1/6 
  86) Problem #PRA3WB4 "PRA3WB4 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 coins in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 46
 
Type in 4/6 
  87) Problem #PRA3WB5 "PRA3WB5 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 marbles in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 9 circles in
total.
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This means that the fraction you have is 39
 
Type in 3/9 
  88) Problem #PRA3WB6 "PRA3WB6 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 cookies in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 5 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 45
 
Type in 4/5 
  89) Problem #PRA3WB7 "PRA3WB7 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the cookies.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 cookies in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 2 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 12
 
Type in 1/2 
  90) Problem #PRA3WB8 "PRA3WB8 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
Derek has 12 apples. He puts 2 of them into a bag. What fraction of the apples are in the bag?
Algebra:
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0.166666666666667
Hints:
Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 apples in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 12 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 212
 
Type in 2/12 
  91) Problem #PRA3WB9 "PRA3WB9 - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 5 circles to represent the 5 apples in the bag.
You have 5 circles shaded in and 8 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 58
 
Type in 5/8 
  92) Problem #PRA3WCA "PRA3WCA - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 marbles in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 5 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 3
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5
 
Type in 3/5 
  93) Problem #PRA3WCB "PRA3WCB - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 46
 
Type in 4/6 
  94) Problem #PRA3WCC "PRA3WCC - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 gum balls in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 7 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 47
 
Type in 4/7 
  95) Problem #PRA3WCD "PRA3WCD - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
Mary has 12 coins. She puts 4 of them into a bag. What fraction of the coins are in the bag?
Algebra:
0.333333333333333
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Hints:
Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 4 circles to represent the 4 coins in the bag.
You have 4 circles shaded in and 12 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 412
 
Type in 4/12 
  96) Problem #PRA3WCE "PRA3WCE - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 marbles in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 10 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 210
 
Type in 2/10 
  97) Problem #PRA3WCF "PRA3WCF - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 3 circles to represent the 3 coins in the bag.
You have 3 circles shaded in and 5 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 35
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Type in 3/5 
  98) Problem #PRA3WCG "PRA3WCG - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 16
 
Type in 1/6 
  99) Problem #PRA3WCH "PRA3WCH - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 9 circles to represent the 9 marbles in the bag.
You have 9 circles shaded in and 10 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 910
 
Type in 9/10 
  100) Problem #PRA3WCJ "PRA3WCJ - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"
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Draw a circle to represent each of the gum balls.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 gum balls in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 13
 
Type in 1/3 
  101) Problem #PRA3WCK "PRA3WCK - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the marbles.
 
Shade in the 2 circles to represent the 2 marbles in the bag.
You have 2 circles shaded in and 3 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 23
 
Type in 2/3 
  102) Problem #PRA3WCM "PRA3WCM - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the apples.
 
Shade in the 7 circles to represent the 7 apples in the bag.
You have 7 circles shaded in and 9 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 79
 
Type in 7/9 
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End of MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3221677]
ChooseConditionSection "Choice v. No Choice" [3221659]
IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3221660]
  103) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
 





  104) Problem #PRA3SZM "PRA3SZM - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 6ths"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken into
6 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on space 11. That means we have 11 of the
6 parts.
 
That means the fraction is 116
 
Type in 11/6.
  105) Problem #PRA3SZA "PRA3SZA - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 8ths"
What is the fraction represented by the red dot on the number line?
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First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken
into 8 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on space 12. That means we have 12 of
the 8 parts.
 
That means the fraction is 128
 
Type in 12/8.
End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3221662]
LinearSection "Standard" [3221665]
  106) Problem #PRA4PJK "PRA4PJK - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
You have 1 circles shaded in and 6 circles in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 16
 
Type in 1/6 
  107) Problem #PRA4PJM "PRA4PJM - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
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Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 56
 
Type in 5/6 
End of LinearSection "Standard" [3221665]
End of IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3221660]
LinearSection "No Choice" [3221668]
  108) Problem #PRA4PWS "PRA4PWS - No Choice Prompt"
 You are almost done. There are two questions left.
Multiple choice:
OK
ChooseConditionSection "Challenge v. Standard" [3221670]
LinearSection "Challenge" [3221671]
  109) Problem #PRA4PJF "PRA4PJF - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 6ths"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 6 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken into
6 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
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That means the fraction is 6
 
Type in 11/6.
  110) Problem #PRA4PJG "PRA4PJG - Template - a/b on a Number Line - 8ths"





First, count how many spaces there are between 0 and
1.
There are 8 spaces in between 0 and 1. That means that each number is broken
into 8 parts.
 
Now look for where the red dot is.
The red dot is on space 12. That means we have 12 of
the 8 parts.
 
That means the fraction is 128
 
Type in 12/8.
End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3221671]
LinearSection "Standard" [3221674]
  111) Problem #PRA4PJN "PRA4PJN - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size (2nd)"




Draw a circle to represent each of the coins.
 
Shade in the 1 circles to represent the 1 coins in the bag.
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This means that the fraction you have is 6
 
Type in 1/6 
  112) Problem #PRA4PJP "PRA4PJP - Template - Fractions as a parts of 1/b size"




Draw a circle to represent the pie.
 
Draw lines to divide the circle in 6 slices.
Shade in the number of slices that Jacob gives you.
 
This shaded region shows the fraction of the pie that you have.
You have 5 slices shaded in and 6 slices in
total.
 
This means that the fraction you have is 56
 
Type in 5/6 
End of LinearSection "Standard" [3221674]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Challenge v. Standard" [3221670]
End of LinearSection "No Choice" [3221668]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choice v. No Choice" [3221659]
End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Understanding Fractions 3.NF.A.1 EX" [3221606]
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Problem Set "Interpret Products and Quotients EX" id:[PSASD3U]
Select All  
LinearSection "Interpret Products and Quotients EX" [3221789]
  1) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
ChooseConditionSection "Choose Condition" [3293988]
LinearMasterySection "Original" [3293991]
  2) Problem #PRA42RK "PRA42RK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 × 6 = 54
Multiple choice:
George has 9 watches. He finds 6 more. How many watches does George have?
No, that is 9 + 6.
George has 9 watches. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many watches are in each group?
No, that is 9 ÷ 6.
George has 9 watches. He loses 6 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 9 - 6.
George has 9 bags of watches. Each bag contains 6 watches. How many watches does George
have?
  3) Problem #PRA42R4 "PRA42R4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
54 ÷ 9 = 6
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 54 blocks. He finds 9 more. How many blocks does Samuel have?
No, that is 54 + 9.
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Samuel has 54 blocks. He splits them equally into 9 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Samuel has 54 blocks. He loses 9 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 54 - 9.
Samuel has 54 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 9 blocks. How many blocks does Samuel have?
No, that is 54 x 9.
  4) Problem #PRA42SM "PRA42SM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
15 x 10 = 150
Multiple choice:
John has 15 red desks and 10 blue desks set up. How many desks did John set up?
No, that is 15 + 10.
John set up 15 desks into rows. Each row has 10 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 15 ÷ 10.
John set up 15 desks. Luna set up 10 desks. How many more desks did John set up?
No, that is 15 - 10.
John set up 15 desks. Luna set up 10 times as many desks. How many desks did Luna set up?
  5) Problem #PRA42S5 "PRA42S5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
6 x 4 = 24
Multiple choice:
John has 6 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?
No, that is 6 + 4.
John set up 6 beds equally in rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many beds are in each row?
No, that is 6 ÷ 4.
John has 6 blue beds. He also has 4 red beds. How many more blue beds than red beds does he
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have?
No, that is 6 - 4.
John set up 6 rows of beds. Each row has 4 beds. How many beds did John set up?
  6) Problem #PRA42TN "PRA42TN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
40 ÷ 5 = 8
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 40 red beds and 5 blue beds set up. How many beds did Kevin set up?
No, that is 40 + 5.
Kevin set up 40 beds equally in rows. Each row has 5 beds. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 40 beds. Amy set up 5 beds. How many more beds did Kevin set up than Amy?
No, that is 40 - 5.
Kevin set up 40 rows of beds. Each row has 5 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 40 x 5.
  7) Problem #PRA42T7 "PRA42T7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
35 ÷ 5 = 7
Multiple choice:
Peter is 35 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?
No, that is 35 + 5.
Peter is 35 years old. He is 5 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Peter is 35 years old. Clara is 5 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 35 - 5.
Peter is 35 years old. Clara is 5 times older than Peter. How old is Clara?
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No, that is 35 x 5.
  8) Problem #PRA42RM "PRA42RM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 × 5 = 60
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 12 watches. He finds 5 more. How many watches does Thomas have?
No, that is 12 + 5.
Thomas has 12 watches. He splits them into 5 equal groups. How many watches are in each
group?
No, that is 12 ÷ 5.
Thomas has 12 watches. He loses 5 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 5.
Thomas has 12 bags of watches. Each bag contains 5 watches. How many watches does Thomas
have?
  9) Problem #PRA42R5 "PRA42R5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
15 ÷ 5 = 3
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 15 candies. He finds 5 more. How many candies does Jacob have?
No, that is 15 + 5.
Jacob has 15 candies. He splits them equally into 5 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Jacob has 15 candies. He loses 5 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 15 - 5.
Jacob has 15 bags of candies. Each bag contains 5 candies. How many candies does Jacob have?
No, that is 15 x 5.
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  10) Problem #PRA42SN "PRA42SN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
6 x 6 = 36
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 6 red chairs and 6 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 6 + 6.
Thomas set up 6 chairs into rows. Each row has 6 chairs. How many rows are there?
No, that is 6 ÷ 6.
Thomas set up 6 chairs. Cho set up 6 chairs. How many more chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 6 - 6.
Thomas set up 6 chairs. Cho set up 6 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Cho set up?
  11) Problem #PRA42S6 "PRA42S6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
5 x 5 = 25
Multiple choice:
John has 5 red chairs and 5 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did John set up?
No, that is 5 + 5.
John set up 5 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 5 chairs. How many chairs are in each row?
No, that is 5 ÷ 5.
John has 5 blue chairs. He also has 5 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs does
he have?
No, that is 5 - 5.
John set up 5 rows of chairs. Each row has 5 chairs. How many chairs did John set up?
  12) Problem #PRA42TP "PRA42TP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 ÷ 2 = 8
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Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 16 red beds and 2 blue beds set up. How many beds did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 16 + 2.
Nicholas set up 16 beds equally in rows. Each row has 2 beds. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 16 beds. Martha set up 2 beds. How many more beds did Nicholas set up than
Martha?
No, that is 16 - 2.
Nicholas set up 16 rows of beds. Each row has 2 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 16 x 2.
  13) Problem #PRA42T6 "PRA42T6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
4 ÷ 2 = 2
Multiple choice:
Chris is 4 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?
No, that is 4 + 2.
Chris is 4 years old. He is 2 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Chris is 4 years old. Clara is 2 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 4 - 2.
Chris is 4 years old. Clara is 2 times older than Chris. How old is Clara?
No, that is 4 x 2.
  14) Problem #PRA42RN "PRA42RN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 × 3 = 27
Multiple choice:
James has 9 rocks. He finds 3 more. How many rocks does James have?
No, that is 9 + 3.
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James has 9 rocks. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 9 ÷ 3.
James has 9 rocks. He loses 3 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 9 - 3.
James has 9 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 3 rocks. How many rocks does James have?
  15) Problem #PRA42R6 "PRA42R6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
90 ÷ 9 = 10
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 90 balls. He finds 9 more. How many balls does Samuel have?
No, that is 90 + 9.
Samuel has 90 balls. He splits them equally into 9 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Samuel has 90 balls. He loses 9 of them. How many balls does he have left?
No, that is 90 - 9.
Samuel has 90 bags of balls. Each bag contains 9 balls. How many balls does Samuel have?
No, that is 90 x 9.
  16) Problem #PRA42SP "PRA42SP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
17 x 8 = 136
Multiple choice:
George has 17 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did George set up?
No, that is 17 + 8.
George set up 17 carts into rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 17 ÷ 8.
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George set up 17 carts. Neville set up 8 carts. How many more carts did George set up?
No, that is 17 - 8.
George set up 17 carts. Neville set up 8 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
  17) Problem #PRA42S7 "PRA42S7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
5 x 2 = 10
Multiple choice:
John has 5 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did John set up?
No, that is 5 + 2.
John set up 5 desks equally in rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks are in each row?
No, that is 5 ÷ 2.
John has 5 blue desks. He also has 2 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks does
he have?
No, that is 5 - 2.
John set up 5 rows of desks. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks did John set up?
  18) Problem #PRA42T5 "PRA42T5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
64 ÷ 8 = 8
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 64 red beds and 8 blue beds set up. How many beds did Kevin set up?
No, that is 64 + 8.
Kevin set up 64 beds equally in rows. Each row has 8 beds. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 64 beds. Martha set up 8 beds. How many more beds did Kevin set up than Martha?
No, that is 64 - 8.
Kevin set up 64 rows of beds. Each row has 8 beds. How many beds are there all together?
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No, that is 64 x 8.
  19) Problem #PRA42UN "PRA42UN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
30 ÷ 5 = 6
Multiple choice:
Peter is 30 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?
No, that is 30 + 5.
Peter is 30 years old. He is 5 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Peter is 30 years old. Clara is 5 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 30 - 5.
Peter is 30 years old. Clara is 5 times older than Peter. How old is Clara?
No, that is 30 x 5.
  20) Problem #PRA42RP "PRA42RP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 × 6 = 72
Multiple choice:
John has 12 rocks. He finds 6 more. How many rocks does John have?
No, that is 12 + 6.
John has 12 rocks. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 12 ÷ 6.
John has 12 rocks. He loses 6 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 6.
John has 12 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 6 rocks. How many rocks does John have?
  21) Problem #PRA42R7 "PRA42R7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
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Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 ÷ 2 = 5
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 10 candies. He finds 2 more. How many candies does Samuel have?
No, that is 10 + 2.
Samuel has 10 candies. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Samuel has 10 candies. He loses 2 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 10 - 2.
Samuel has 10 bags of candies. Each bag contains 2 candies. How many candies does Samuel
have?
No, that is 10 x 2.
  22) Problem #PRA42SQ "PRA42SQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 x 5 = 45
Multiple choice:
James has 9 red desks and 5 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set up?
No, that is 9 + 5.
James set up 9 desks into rows. Each row has 5 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 9 ÷ 5.
James set up 9 desks. Cho set up 5 desks. How many more desks did James set up?
No, that is 9 - 5.
James set up 9 desks. Cho set up 5 times as many desks. How many desks did Cho set up?
  23) Problem #PRA42S8 "PRA42S8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
7 x 3 = 21
Multiple choice:
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George has 7 red beds and 3 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set up?
No, that is 7 + 3.
George set up 7 beds equally in rows. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds are in each row?
No, that is 7 ÷ 3.
George has 7 blue beds. He also has 3 red beds. How many more blue beds than red beds does he
have?
No, that is 7 - 3.
George set up 7 rows of beds. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds did George set up?
  24) Problem #PRA42TQ "PRA42TQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 3 = 6
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 18 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Jacob set up?
No, that is 18 + 3.
Jacob set up 18 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 18 chairs. Amy set up 3 chairs. How many more chairs did Jacob set up than Amy?
No, that is 18 - 3.
Jacob set up 18 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 18 x 3.
  25) Problem #PRA42T8 "PRA42T8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
20 ÷ 2 = 10
Multiple choice:
Peter is 20 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?
No, that is 20 + 2.
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Peter is 20 years old. He is 2 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Peter is 20 years old. Rose is 2 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 20 - 2.
Peter is 20 years old. Rose is 2 times older than Peter. How old is Rose?
No, that is 20 x 2.
  26) Problem #PRA42RQ "PRA42RQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 × 6 = 48
Multiple choice:
George has 8 DVDs. He finds 6 more. How many DVDs does George have?
No, that is 8 + 6.
George has 8 DVDs. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 8 ÷ 6.
George has 8 DVDs. He loses 6 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 8 - 6.
George has 8 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 6 DVDs. How many DVDs does George have?
  27) Problem #PRA42R8 "PRA42R8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
48 ÷ 8 = 6
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 48 balls. He finds 8 more. How many balls does Kevin have?
No, that is 48 + 8.
Kevin has 48 balls. He splits them equally into 8 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Kevin has 48 balls. He loses 8 of them. How many balls does he have left?
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No, that is 48 - 8.
Kevin has 48 bags of balls. Each bag contains 8 balls. How many balls does Kevin have?
No, that is 48 x 8.
  28) Problem #PRA42SR "PRA42SR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 10 = 120
Multiple choice:
John has 12 red carts and 10 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 12 + 10.
John set up 12 carts into rows. Each row has 10 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 10.
John set up 12 carts. Luna set up 10 carts. How many more carts did John set up?
No, that is 12 - 10.
John set up 12 carts. Luna set up 10 times as many carts. How many carts did Luna set up?
  29) Problem #PRA42S9 "PRA42S9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
4 x 3 = 12
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 4 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 4 + 3.
Thomas set up 4 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are in each
row?
No, that is 4 ÷ 3.
Thomas has 4 blue chairs. He also has 3 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs
does he have?
No, that is 4 - 3.
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Thomas set up 4 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
  30) Problem #PRA42TR "PRA42TR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
32 ÷ 4 = 8
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 32 red desks and 4 blue desks set up. How many desks did Samuel set up?
No, that is 32 + 4.
Samuel set up 32 desks equally in rows. Each row has 4 desks. How many rows are there?
Samuel set up 32 desks. Rose set up 4 desks. How many more desks did Samuel set up than
Rose?
No, that is 32 - 4.
Samuel set up 32 rows of desks. Each row has 4 desks. How many desks are there all together?
No, that is 32 x 4.
  31) Problem #PRA42T9 "PRA42T9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
50 ÷ 10 = 5
Multiple choice:
Matt is 50 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?
No, that is 50 + 10.
Matt is 50 years old. He is 10 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Matt is 50 years old. Donna is 10 years old. How many years older is Matt?
No, that is 50 - 10.
Matt is 50 years old. Donna is 10 times older than Matt. How old is Donna?
No, that is 50 x 10.
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  32) Problem #PRA42RR "PRA42RR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
6 × 6 = 36
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 6 watches. He finds 6 more. How many watches does Thomas have?
No, that is 6 + 6.
Thomas has 6 watches. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many watches are in each
group?
No, that is 6 ÷ 6.
Thomas has 6 watches. He loses 6 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 6 - 6.
Thomas has 6 bags of watches. Each bag contains 6 watches. How many watches does Thomas
have?
  33) Problem #PRA42R9 "PRA42R9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
80 ÷ 8 = 10
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 80 blocks. He finds 8 more. How many blocks does Kevin have?
No, that is 80 + 8.
Kevin has 80 blocks. He splits them equally into 8 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Kevin has 80 blocks. He loses 8 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 80 - 8.
Kevin has 80 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 8 blocks. How many blocks does Kevin have?
No, that is 80 x 8.
  34) Problem #PRA42SS "PRA42SS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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14 x 10 = 140
Multiple choice:
George has 14 red beds and 10 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set up?
No, that is 14 + 10.
George set up 14 beds into rows. Each row has 10 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 14 ÷ 10.
George set up 14 beds. Cho set up 10 beds. How many more beds did George set up?
No, that is 14 - 10.
George set up 14 beds. Cho set up 10 times as many beds. How many beds did Cho set up?
  35) Problem #PRA42TA "PRA42TA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
13 x 8 = 104
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 13 red chairs and 8 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 13 + 8.
Thomas set up 13 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 8 chairs. How many chairs are in each
row?
No, that is 13 ÷ 8.
Thomas has 13 blue chairs. He also has 8 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs
does he have?
No, that is 13 - 8.
Thomas set up 13 rows of chairs. Each row has 8 chairs. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
  36) Problem #PRA42TS "PRA42TS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
42 ÷ 6 = 7
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 42 red chairs and 6 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Nicholas set up?
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No, that is 42 + 6.
Nicholas set up 42 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 6 chairs. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 42 chairs. Rose set up 6 chairs. How many more chairs did Nicholas set up than
Rose?
No, that is 42 - 6.
Nicholas set up 42 rows of chairs. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 42 x 6.
  37) Problem #PRA42UA "PRA42UA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
14 ÷ 7 = 2
Multiple choice:
Peter is 14 years old. How old will he be in 7 years?
No, that is 14 + 7.
Peter is 14 years old. He is 7 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Peter is 14 years old. Clara is 7 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 14 - 7.
Peter is 14 years old. Clara is 7 times older than Peter. How old is Clara?
No, that is 14 x 7.
  38) Problem #PRA42RS "PRA42RS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
15 × 9 = 135
Multiple choice:
George has 15 coins. He finds 9 more. How many coins does George have?
No, that is 15 + 9.
George has 15 coins. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many coins are in each group?
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No, that is 15 ÷ 9.
George has 15 coins. He loses 9 of them. How many coins does he have left?
No, that is 15 - 9.
George has 15 bags of coins. Each bag contains 9 coins. How many coins does George have?
  39) Problem #PRA42SA "PRA42SA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 ÷ 2 = 6
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 12 rings. He finds 2 more. How many rings does Nicholas have?
No, that is 12 + 2.
Nicholas has 12 rings. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Nicholas has 12 rings. He loses 2 of them. How many rings does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 2.
Nicholas has 12 bags of rings. Each bag contains 2 rings. How many rings does Nicholas have?
No, that is 12 x 2.
  40) Problem #PRA42ST "PRA42ST - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 8 = 96
Multiple choice:
George has 12 red desks and 8 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 12 + 8.
George set up 12 desks into rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 8.
George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 8 desks. How many more desks did George set up?
No, that is 12 - 8.
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George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 8 times as many desks. How many desks did Luna set up?
  41) Problem #PRA42TB "PRA42TB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
6 x 2 = 12
Multiple choice:
James has 6 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set up?
No, that is 6 + 2.
James set up 6 desks equally in rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks are in each row?
No, that is 6 ÷ 2.
James has 6 blue desks. He also has 2 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks does
he have?
No, that is 6 - 2.
James set up 6 rows of desks. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks did James set up?
  42) Problem #PRA42TT "PRA42TT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
49 ÷ 7 = 7
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 49 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did Jacob set up?
No, that is 49 + 7.
Jacob set up 49 carts equally in rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 49 carts. Martha set up 7 carts. How many more carts did Jacob set up than Martha?
No, that is 49 - 7.
Jacob set up 49 rows of carts. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 49 x 7.
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  43) Problem #PRA42UB "PRA42UB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
35 ÷ 5 = 7
Multiple choice:
David is 35 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?
No, that is 35 + 5.
David is 35 years old. He is 5 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
David is 35 years old. Donna is 5 years old. How many years older is David?
No, that is 35 - 5.
David is 35 years old. Donna is 5 times older than David. How old is Donna?
No, that is 35 x 5.
  44) Problem #PRA42RT "PRA42RT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
4 × 2 = 8
Multiple choice:
John has 4 coins. He finds 2 more. How many coins does John have?
No, that is 4 + 2.
John has 4 coins. He splits them into 2 equal groups. How many coins are in each group?
No, that is 4 ÷ 2.
John has 4 coins. He loses 2 of them. How many coins does he have left?
No, that is 4 - 2.
John has 4 bags of coins. Each bag contains 2 coins. How many coins does John have?
  45) Problem #PRA42SB "PRA42SB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 2 = 9
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Multiple choice:
Samuel has 18 candies. He finds 2 more. How many candies does Samuel have?
No, that is 18 + 2.
Samuel has 18 candies. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Samuel has 18 candies. He loses 2 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 18 - 2.
Samuel has 18 bags of candies. Each bag contains 2 candies. How many candies does Samuel
have?
No, that is 18 x 2.
  46) Problem #PRA42SU "PRA42SU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 x 10 = 180
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 18 red chairs and 10 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 18 + 10.
Thomas set up 18 chairs into rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many rows are there?
No, that is 18 ÷ 10.
Thomas set up 18 chairs. Dean set up 10 chairs. How many more chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 18 - 10.
Thomas set up 18 chairs. Dean set up 10 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Dean set
up?
  47) Problem #PRA42TC "PRA42TC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 x 6 = 48
Multiple choice:
John has 8 red carts and 6 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 8 + 6.
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John set up 8 carts equally in rows. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 8 ÷ 6.
John has 8 blue carts. He also has 6 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does he
have?
No, that is 8 - 6.
John set up 8 rows of carts. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts did John set up?
  48) Problem #PRA42TU "PRA42TU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
35 ÷ 5 = 7
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 35 red beds and 5 blue beds set up. How many beds did Jacob set up?
No, that is 35 + 5.
Jacob set up 35 beds equally in rows. Each row has 5 beds. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 35 beds. Amy set up 5 beds. How many more beds did Jacob set up than Amy?
No, that is 35 - 5.
Jacob set up 35 rows of beds. Each row has 5 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 35 x 5.
  49) Problem #PRA42UC "PRA42UC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 ÷ 2 = 4
Multiple choice:
Peter is 8 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?
No, that is 8 + 2.
Peter is 8 years old. He is 2 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Peter is 8 years old. Rose is 2 years old. How many years older is Peter?
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No, that is 8 - 2.
Peter is 8 years old. Rose is 2 times older than Peter. How old is Rose?
No, that is 8 x 2.
  50) Problem #PRA42RU "PRA42RU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 × 2 = 20
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 10 rocks. He finds 2 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?
No, that is 10 + 2.
Thomas has 10 rocks. He splits them into 2 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 10 ÷ 2.
Thomas has 10 rocks. He loses 2 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 10 - 2.
Thomas has 10 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 2 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
  51) Problem #PRA42SC "PRA42SC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
40 ÷ 5 = 8
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 40 candies. He finds 5 more. How many candies does Nicholas have?
No, that is 40 + 5.
Nicholas has 40 candies. He splits them equally into 5 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Nicholas has 40 candies. He loses 5 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 40 - 5.
Nicholas has 40 bags of candies. Each bag contains 5 candies. How many candies does Nicholas
have?
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No, that is 40 x 5.
  52) Problem #PRA42SV "PRA42SV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 7 = 84
Multiple choice:
George has 12 red desks and 7 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 12 + 7.
George set up 12 desks into rows. Each row has 7 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 7.
George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 7 desks. How many more desks did George set up?
No, that is 12 - 7.
George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 7 times as many desks. How many desks did Luna set up?
  53) Problem #PRA42TD "PRA42TD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
4 x 3 = 12
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 4 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 4 + 3.
Thomas set up 4 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are in each
row?
No, that is 4 ÷ 3.
Thomas has 4 blue chairs. He also has 3 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs
does he have?
No, that is 4 - 3.
Thomas set up 4 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
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  54) Problem #PRA42TV "PRA42TV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 ÷ 2 = 8
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 16 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did Kevin set up?
No, that is 16 + 2.
Kevin set up 16 desks equally in rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 16 desks. Martha set up 2 desks. How many more desks did Kevin set up than
Martha?
No, that is 16 - 2.
Kevin set up 16 rows of desks. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks are there all together?
No, that is 16 x 2.
  55) Problem #PRA42UD "PRA42UD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
42 ÷ 6 = 7
Multiple choice:
Chris is 42 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 42 + 6.
Chris is 42 years old. He is 6 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Chris is 42 years old. Clara is 6 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 42 - 6.
Chris is 42 years old. Clara is 6 times older than Chris. How old is Clara?
No, that is 42 x 6.
  56) Problem #PRA42RV "PRA42RV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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13 × 6 = 78
Multiple choice:
George has 13 watches. He finds 6 more. How many watches does George have?
No, that is 13 + 6.
George has 13 watches. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many watches are in each
group?
No, that is 13 ÷ 6.
George has 13 watches. He loses 6 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 13 - 6.
George has 13 bags of watches. Each bag contains 6 watches. How many watches does George
have?
  57) Problem #PRA42SD "PRA42SD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
20 ÷ 10 = 2
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 20 rings. He finds 10 more. How many rings does Samuel have?
No, that is 20 + 10.
Samuel has 20 rings. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Samuel has 20 rings. He loses 10 of them. How many rings does he have left?
No, that is 20 - 10.
Samuel has 20 bags of rings. Each bag contains 10 rings. How many rings does Samuel have?
No, that is 20 x 10.
  58) Problem #PRA42SW "PRA42SW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
13 x 6 = 78
Multiple choice:
George has 13 red beds and 6 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set up?
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No, that is 13 + 6.
George set up 13 beds into rows. Each row has 6 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 13 ÷ 6.
George set up 13 beds. Luna set up 6 beds. How many more beds did George set up?
No, that is 13 - 6.
George set up 13 beds. Luna set up 6 times as many beds. How many beds did Luna set up?
  59) Problem #PRA42TM "PRA42TM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
4 x 3 = 12
Multiple choice:
John has 4 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did John set up?
No, that is 4 + 3.
John set up 4 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are in each row?
No, that is 4 ÷ 3.
John has 4 blue chairs. He also has 3 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs does
he have?
No, that is 4 - 3.
John set up 4 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs did John set up?
  60) Problem #PRA42UE "PRA42UE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
50 ÷ 10 = 5
Multiple choice:
David is 50 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?
No, that is 50 + 10.
David is 50 years old. He is 10 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
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David is 50 years old. Rose is 10 years old. How many years older is David?
No, that is 50 - 10.
David is 50 years old. Rose is 10 times older than David. How old is Rose?
No, that is 50 x 10.
  61) Problem #PRA42RW "PRA42RW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 × 8 = 96
Multiple choice:
John has 12 watches. He finds 8 more. How many watches does John have?
No, that is 12 + 8.
John has 12 watches. He splits them into 8 equal groups. How many watches are in each group?
No, that is 12 ÷ 8.
John has 12 watches. He loses 8 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 8.
John has 12 bags of watches. Each bag contains 8 watches. How many watches does John have?
  62) Problem #PRA42SE "PRA42SE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
36 ÷ 4 = 9
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 36 candies. He finds 4 more. How many candies does Samuel have?
No, that is 36 + 4.
Samuel has 36 candies. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Samuel has 36 candies. He loses 4 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 36 - 4.
Samuel has 36 bags of candies. Each bag contains 4 candies. How many candies does Samuel
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have?
No, that is 36 x 4.
  63) Problem #PRA42SX "PRA42SX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
13 x 4 = 52
Multiple choice:
James has 13 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?
No, that is 13 + 4.
James set up 13 carts into rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 13 ÷ 4.
James set up 13 carts. Neville set up 4 carts. How many more carts did James set up?
No, that is 13 - 4.
James set up 13 carts. Neville set up 4 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
  64) Problem #PRA42TE "PRA42TE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 x 5 = 45
Multiple choice:
George has 9 red carts and 5 blue carts set up. How many carts did George set up?
No, that is 9 + 5.
George set up 9 carts equally in rows. Each row has 5 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 9 ÷ 5.
George has 9 blue carts. He also has 5 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does
he have?
No, that is 9 - 5.
George set up 9 rows of carts. Each row has 5 carts. How many carts did George set up?
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  65) Problem #PRA42TX "PRA42TX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
90 ÷ 9 = 10
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 90 red carts and 9 blue carts set up. How many carts did Samuel set up?
No, that is 90 + 9.
Samuel set up 90 carts equally in rows. Each row has 9 carts. How many rows are there?
Samuel set up 90 carts. Donna set up 9 carts. How many more carts did Samuel set up than
Donna?
No, that is 90 - 9.
Samuel set up 90 rows of carts. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 90 x 9.
  66) Problem #PRA42UF "PRA42UF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 ÷ 4 = 2
Multiple choice:
Chris is 8 years old. How old will he be in 4 years?
No, that is 8 + 4.
Chris is 8 years old. He is 4 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Chris is 8 years old. Rose is 4 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 8 - 4.
Chris is 8 years old. Rose is 4 times older than Chris. How old is Rose?
No, that is 8 x 4.
  67) Problem #PRA42RX "PRA42RX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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16 × 7 = 112
Multiple choice:
James has 16 watches. He finds 7 more. How many watches does James have?
No, that is 16 + 7.
James has 16 watches. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many watches are in each group?
No, that is 16 ÷ 7.
James has 16 watches. He loses 7 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 16 - 7.
James has 16 bags of watches. Each bag contains 7 watches. How many watches does James
have?
  68) Problem #PRA42SF "PRA42SF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
32 ÷ 4 = 8
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 32 candies. He finds 4 more. How many candies does Jacob have?
No, that is 32 + 4.
Jacob has 32 candies. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Jacob has 32 candies. He loses 4 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 32 - 4.
Jacob has 32 bags of candies. Each bag contains 4 candies. How many candies does Jacob have?
No, that is 32 x 4.
  69) Problem #PRA42SY "PRA42SY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 10 = 120
Multiple choice:
George has 12 red desks and 10 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
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No, that is 12 + 10.
George set up 12 desks into rows. Each row has 10 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 10.
George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 10 desks. How many more desks did George set up?
No, that is 12 - 10.
George set up 12 desks. Luna set up 10 times as many desks. How many desks did Luna set up?
  70) Problem #PRA42TF "PRA42TF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 x 7 = 112
Multiple choice:
James has 16 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set up?
No, that is 16 + 7.
James set up 16 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs are in each row?
No, that is 16 ÷ 7.
James has 16 blue chairs. He also has 7 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red chairs
does he have?
No, that is 16 - 7.
James set up 16 rows of chairs. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
  71) Problem #PRA42TY "PRA42TY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
30 ÷ 6 = 5
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 30 red carts and 6 blue carts set up. How many carts did Samuel set up?
No, that is 30 + 6.
Samuel set up 30 carts equally in rows. Each row has 6 carts. How many rows are there?
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Samuel set up 30 carts. Martha set up 6 carts. How many more carts did Samuel set up than
Martha?
No, that is 30 - 6.
Samuel set up 30 rows of carts. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 30 x 6.
  72) Problem #PRA42UG "PRA42UG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
45 ÷ 5 = 9
Multiple choice:
Matt is 45 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?
No, that is 45 + 5.
Matt is 45 years old. He is 5 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Matt is 45 years old. Clara is 5 years old. How many years older is Matt?
No, that is 45 - 5.
Matt is 45 years old. Clara is 5 times older than Matt. How old is Clara?
No, that is 45 x 5.
  73) Problem #PRA42RY "PRA42RY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
7 × 3 = 21
Multiple choice:
George has 7 coins. He finds 3 more. How many coins does George have?
No, that is 7 + 3.
George has 7 coins. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many coins are in each group?
No, that is 7 ÷ 3.
George has 7 coins. He loses 3 of them. How many coins does he have left?
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No, that is 7 - 3.
George has 7 bags of coins. Each bag contains 3 coins. How many coins does George have?
  74) Problem #PRA42SG "PRA42SG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 ÷ 5 = 2
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 10 blocks. He finds 5 more. How many blocks does Nicholas have?
No, that is 10 + 5.
Nicholas has 10 blocks. He splits them equally into 5 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Nicholas has 10 blocks. He loses 5 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 10 - 5.
Nicholas has 10 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 5 blocks. How many blocks does Nicholas
have?
No, that is 10 x 5.
  75) Problem #PRA42SZ "PRA42SZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
7 x 3 = 21
Multiple choice:
James has 7 red beds and 3 blue beds set up. How many beds did James set up?
No, that is 7 + 3.
James set up 7 beds into rows. Each row has 3 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 7 ÷ 3.
James set up 7 beds. Dean set up 3 beds. How many more beds did James set up?
No, that is 7 - 3.
James set up 7 beds. Dean set up 3 times as many beds. How many beds did Dean set up?
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  76) Problem #PRA42TG "PRA42TG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
3 x 2 = 6
Multiple choice:
George has 3 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 3 + 2.
George set up 3 desks equally in rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks are in each row?
No, that is 3 ÷ 2.
George has 3 blue desks. He also has 2 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks
does he have?
No, that is 3 - 2.
George set up 3 rows of desks. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks did George set up?
  77) Problem #PRA42TZ "PRA42TZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
48 ÷ 8 = 6
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 48 red desks and 8 blue desks set up. How many desks did Kevin set up?
No, that is 48 + 8.
Kevin set up 48 desks equally in rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 48 desks. Martha set up 8 desks. How many more desks did Kevin set up than
Martha?
No, that is 48 - 8.
Kevin set up 48 rows of desks. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks are there all together?
No, that is 48 x 8.
  78) Problem #PRA42UH "PRA42UH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
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Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 ÷ 8 = 2
Multiple choice:
Chris is 16 years old. How old will he be in 8 years?
No, that is 16 + 8.
Chris is 16 years old. He is 8 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Chris is 16 years old. Clara is 8 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 16 - 8.
Chris is 16 years old. Clara is 8 times older than Chris. How old is Clara?
No, that is 16 x 8.
  79) Problem #PRA42RZ "PRA42RZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
17 × 8 = 136
Multiple choice:
James has 17 DVDs. He finds 8 more. How many DVDs does James have?
No, that is 17 + 8.
James has 17 DVDs. He splits them into 8 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 17 ÷ 8.
James has 17 DVDs. He loses 8 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 17 - 8.
James has 17 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 8 DVDs. How many DVDs does James have?
  80) Problem #PRA42SH "PRA42SH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
32 ÷ 8 = 4
Multiple choice:
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Jacob has 32 blocks. He finds 8 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 32 + 8.
Jacob has 32 blocks. He splits them equally into 8 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Jacob has 32 blocks. He loses 8 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 32 - 8.
Jacob has 32 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 8 blocks. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 32 x 8.
  81) Problem #PRA42S2 "PRA42S2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
3 x 3 = 9
Multiple choice:
James has 3 red carts and 3 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?
No, that is 3 + 3.
James set up 3 carts into rows. Each row has 3 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 3 ÷ 3.
James set up 3 carts. Cho set up 3 carts. How many more carts did James set up?
No, that is 3 - 3.
James set up 3 carts. Cho set up 3 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
  82) Problem #PRA42TH "PRA42TH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 x 7 = 112
Multiple choice:
George has 16 red desks and 7 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 16 + 7.
George set up 16 desks equally in rows. Each row has 7 desks. How many desks are in each row?
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No, that is 16 ÷ 7.
George has 16 blue desks. He also has 7 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks
does he have?
No, that is 16 - 7.
George set up 16 rows of desks. Each row has 7 desks. How many desks did George set up?
  83) Problem #PRA42T2 "PRA42T2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
21 ÷ 7 = 3
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 21 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 21 + 7.
Nicholas set up 21 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 21 chairs. Rose set up 7 chairs. How many more chairs did Nicholas set up than
Rose?
No, that is 21 - 7.
Nicholas set up 21 rows of chairs. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 21 x 7.
  84) Problem #PRA42UJ "PRA42UJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
36 ÷ 4 = 9
Multiple choice:
Matt is 36 years old. How old will he be in 4 years?
No, that is 36 + 4.
Matt is 36 years old. He is 4 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Matt is 36 years old. Amy is 4 years old. How many years older is Matt?
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No, that is 36 - 4.
Matt is 36 years old. Amy is 4 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?
No, that is 36 x 4.
  85) Problem #PRA42R2 "PRA42R2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
17 × 10 = 170
Multiple choice:
James has 17 DVDs. He finds 10 more. How many DVDs does James have?
No, that is 17 + 10.
James has 17 DVDs. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 17 ÷ 10.
James has 17 DVDs. He loses 10 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 17 - 10.
James has 17 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 10 DVDs. How many DVDs does James have?
  86) Problem #PRA42SJ "PRA42SJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 2 = 9
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 18 blocks. He finds 2 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 18 + 2.
Jacob has 18 blocks. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Jacob has 18 blocks. He loses 2 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 18 - 2.
Jacob has 18 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 2 blocks. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 18 x 2.
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  87) Problem #PRA42S3 "PRA42S3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 x 4 = 40
Multiple choice:
John has 10 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?
No, that is 10 + 4.
John set up 10 beds into rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 10 ÷ 4.
John set up 10 beds. Cho set up 4 beds. How many more beds did John set up?
No, that is 10 - 4.
John set up 10 beds. Cho set up 4 times as many beds. How many beds did Cho set up?
  88) Problem #PRA42TJ "PRA42TJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 x 8 = 72
Multiple choice:
John has 9 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 9 + 8.
John set up 9 carts equally in rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 9 ÷ 8.
John has 9 blue carts. He also has 8 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does he
have?
No, that is 9 - 8.
John set up 9 rows of carts. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts did John set up?
  89) Problem #PRA42T3 "PRA42T3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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72 ÷ 9 = 8
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 72 red chairs and 9 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 72 + 9.
Nicholas set up 72 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 9 chairs. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 72 chairs. Amy set up 9 chairs. How many more chairs did Nicholas set up than
Amy?
No, that is 72 - 9.
Nicholas set up 72 rows of chairs. Each row has 9 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 72 x 9.
  90) Problem #PRA42UK "PRA42UK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
42 ÷ 6 = 7
Multiple choice:
Peter is 42 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 42 + 6.
Peter is 42 years old. He is 6 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Peter is 42 years old. Donna is 6 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 42 - 6.
Peter is 42 years old. Donna is 6 times older than Peter. How old is Donna?
No, that is 42 x 6.
  91) Problem #PRA42R3 "PRA42R3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
11 × 3 = 33
Multiple choice:
George has 11 coins. He finds 3 more. How many coins does George have?
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No, that is 11 + 3.
George has 11 coins. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many coins are in each group?
No, that is 11 ÷ 3.
George has 11 coins. He loses 3 of them. How many coins does he have left?
No, that is 11 - 3.
George has 11 bags of coins. Each bag contains 3 coins. How many coins does George have?
  92) Problem #PRA42SK "PRA42SK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
80 ÷ 10 = 8
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 80 blocks. He finds 10 more. How many blocks does Samuel have?
No, that is 80 + 10.
Samuel has 80 blocks. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Samuel has 80 blocks. He loses 10 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 80 - 10.
Samuel has 80 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 10 blocks. How many blocks does Samuel
have?
No, that is 80 x 10.
  93) Problem #PRA42S4 "PRA42S4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 x 4 = 32
Multiple choice:
George has 8 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set up?
No, that is 8 + 4.
George set up 8 beds into rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many rows are there?
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No, that is 8 ÷ 4.
George set up 8 beds. Neville set up 4 beds. How many more beds did George set up?
No, that is 8 - 4.
George set up 8 beds. Neville set up 4 times as many beds. How many beds did Neville set up?
  94) Problem #PRA42TK "PRA42TK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
5 x 5 = 25
Multiple choice:
George has 5 red desks and 5 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 5 + 5.
George set up 5 desks equally in rows. Each row has 5 desks. How many desks are in each row?
No, that is 5 ÷ 5.
George has 5 blue desks. He also has 5 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks
does he have?
No, that is 5 - 5.
George set up 5 rows of desks. Each row has 5 desks. How many desks did George set up?
  95) Problem #PRA42T4 "PRA42T4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
30 ÷ 3 = 10
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 30 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Kevin set up?
No, that is 30 + 3.
Kevin set up 30 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 30 chairs. Amy set up 3 chairs. How many more chairs did Kevin set up than Amy?
No, that is 30 - 3.
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Kevin set up 30 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 30 x 3.
  96) Problem #PRA42UM "PRA42UM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
54 ÷ 6 = 9
Multiple choice:
Matt is 54 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 54 + 6.
Matt is 54 years old. He is 6 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Matt is 54 years old. Rose is 6 years old. How many years older is Matt?
No, that is 54 - 6.
Matt is 54 years old. Rose is 6 times older than Matt. How old is Rose?
No, that is 54 x 6.
End of LinearMasterySection "Original" [3293991]
LinearMasterySection "Reverse" [3293992]
  97) Problem #PRA42UP "PRA42UP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John has 8 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 2 rocks. How many rocks does John have?
Multiple choice:
8 + 2
No, that is "John has 8 rocks. He finds 2 more. How many rocks does John have?"
8 ÷ 2
No, that is "John has 8 rocks. He splits them into 2 equal groups. How many rocks are in each
group?"
8 - 2
John has 8 rocks. He loses 2 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
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8 × 2
  98) Problem #PRA42U7 "PRA42U7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 11 carts. Dean set up 3 times as many carts. How many carts did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 3
No, that is "John has 11 red carts and 3 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?"
11 ÷ 3
No, that is "John set up 11 carts into rows. Each row has 3 carts. How many rows are
there?"
11 - 3
No, that is "John set up 11 carts. Dean set up 3 carts. How many more carts did John set
up?"
11 x 3
  99) Problem #PRA42V8 "PRA42V8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 10 rings. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
10 + 2
No, that is "Jacob has 10 rings. He finds 2 more. How many rings does Jacob have?"
10 ÷ 2
10 - 2
No, that is "Jacob has 10 rings. He loses 2 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
10 x 2
No, that is "Jacob has 10 bags of rings. Each bag contains 2 rings. How many rings does Jacob
have?"
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  100) Problem #PRA42VQ "PRA42VQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 11 rows of desks. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks did George set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 8
No, that is "George has 11 red desks and 8 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set
up?"
11 ÷ 8
No, that is "George set up 11 desks equally in rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks
are in each row?"
11 - 8
No, that is "George has 11 blue desks. He also has 8 red desks. How many more blue desks
than red desks does he have?"
11 x 8
  101) Problem #PRA42WR "PRA42WR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel set up 40 beds equally in rows. Each row has 10 beds. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
40 + 10




No, that is "Samuel set up 40 beds. Amy set up 10 beds. How many more beds did Samuel set
up than Amy?"
40 x 10
No, that is "Samuel set up 40 rows of beds. Each row has 10 beds. How many beds are there all
together?"
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  102) Problem #PRA42W9 "PRA42W9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 56 years old. He is 8 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Multiple choice:
56 + 8
No, that is "Chris is 56 years old. How old will he be in 8 years?"
56 ÷ 8
56 - 8
No, that is "Chris is 56 years old. Clara is 8 years old. How many years older is
Chris?"
56 x 8
No, that is "Chris is 56 years old. Clara is 8 times older than Chris. How old is
Clara?"
  103) Problem #PRA42UQ "PRA42UQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 12 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 7 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
12 + 7
No, that is "Thomas has 12 rocks. He finds 7 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?"
12 ÷ 7
No, that is "Thomas has 12 rocks. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
12 - 7
Thomas has 12 rocks. He loses 7 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
12 × 7
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  104) Problem #PRA42U8 "PRA42U8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 13 beds. Dean set up 9 times as many beds. How many beds did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
13 + 9
No, that is "John has 13 red beds and 9 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?"
13 ÷ 9
No, that is "John set up 13 beds into rows. Each row has 9 beds. How many rows are
there?"
13 - 9
No, that is "John set up 13 beds. Dean set up 9 beds. How many more beds did John set
up?"
13 x 9
  105) Problem #PRA42V9 "PRA42V9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 12 rings. He splits them equally into 6 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
12 + 6
No, that is "Jacob has 12 rings. He finds 6 more. How many rings does Jacob have?"
12 ÷ 6
12 - 6
No, that is "Jacob has 12 rings. He loses 6 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
12 x 6
No, that is "Jacob has 12 bags of rings. Each bag contains 6 rings. How many rings does Jacob
have?"
  106) Problem #PRA42VR "PRA42VR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
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James set up 11 rows of chairs. Each row has 9 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 9
No, that is "James has 11 red chairs and 9 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
11 ÷ 9
No, that is "James set up 11 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 9 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
11 - 9
No, that is "James has 11 blue chairs. He also has 9 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
11 x 9
  107) Problem #PRA42WS "PRA42WS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 16 desks equally in rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
16 + 8




No, that is "Jacob set up 16 desks. Donna set up 8 desks. How many more desks did Jacob set
up than Donna?"
16 x 8
No, that is "Jacob set up 16 rows of desks. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks are there all
together?"
  108) Problem #PRA42XA "PRA42XA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
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Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 40 years old. He is 10 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Multiple choice:
40 + 10
No, that is "Peter is 40 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?"
40 ÷ 10
40 - 10
No, that is "Peter is 40 years old. Clara is 10 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
40 x 10
No, that is "Peter is 40 years old. Clara is 10 times older than Peter. How old is Clara?"
  109) Problem #PRA42UR "PRA42UR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 14 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 6 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
14 + 6
No, that is "Thomas has 14 rocks. He finds 6 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?"
14 ÷ 6
No, that is "Thomas has 14 rocks. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
14 - 6
Thomas has 14 rocks. He loses 6 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
14 × 6
  110) Problem #PRA42U9 "PRA42U9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 16 carts. Luna set up 9 times as many carts. How many carts did Luna set up?
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Multiple choice:
16 + 9
No, that is "James has 16 red carts and 9 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?"
16 ÷ 9
No, that is "James set up 16 carts into rows. Each row has 9 carts. How many rows are there?"
16 - 9
No, that is "James set up 16 carts. Luna set up 9 carts. How many more carts did James set
up?"
16 x 9
  111) Problem #PRA42WA "PRA42WA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 35 rings. He splits them equally into 7 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
35 + 7
No, that is "Nicholas has 35 rings. He finds 7 more. How many rings does Nicholas have?"
35 ÷ 7
35 - 7
No, that is "Nicholas has 35 rings. He loses 7 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
35 x 7
No, that is "Nicholas has 35 bags of rings. Each bag contains 7 rings. How many rings does
Nicholas have?"
  112) Problem #PRA42VS "PRA42VS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 13 rows of chairs. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
13 + 6
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No, that is "James has 13 red chairs and 6 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
13 ÷ 6
No, that is "James set up 13 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
13 - 6
No, that is "James has 13 blue chairs. He also has 6 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
13 x 6
  113) Problem #PRA42WT "PRA42WT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 24 carts equally in rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
24 + 8
No, that is "Kevin has 24 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did Kevin set up?"
24 ÷ 8
24 - 8
No, that is "Kevin set up 24 carts. Martha set up 8 carts. How many more carts did Kevin set
up than Martha?"
24 x 8
No, that is "Kevin set up 24 rows of carts. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  114) Problem #PRA42XB "PRA42XB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 16 years old. He is 4 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Multiple choice:
16 + 4
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No, that is "David is 16 years old. How old will he be in 4 years?"
16 ÷ 4
16 - 4
No, that is "David is 16 years old. Rose is 4 years old. How many years older is
David?"
16 x 4
No, that is "David is 16 years old. Rose is 4 times older than David. How old is Rose?"
  115) Problem #PRA42US "PRA42US - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George has 17 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 9 rocks. How many rocks does George have?
Multiple choice:
17 + 9
No, that is "George has 17 rocks. He finds 9 more. How many rocks does George have?"
17 ÷ 9
No, that is "George has 17 rocks. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
17 - 9
George has 17 rocks. He loses 9 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
17 × 9
  116) Problem #PRA42VA "PRA42VA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 11 beds. Dean set up 9 times as many beds. How many beds did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 9
No, that is "John has 11 red beds and 9 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?"
11 ÷ 9
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No, that is "John set up 11 beds into rows. Each row has 9 beds. How many rows are
there?"
11 - 9
No, that is "John set up 11 beds. Dean set up 9 beds. How many more beds did John set
up?"
11 x 9
  117) Problem #PRA42WB "PRA42WB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 6 blocks. He splits them equally into 3 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
6 + 3
No, that is "Kevin has 6 blocks. He finds 3 more. How many blocks does Kevin have?"
6 ÷ 3
6 - 3
No, that is "Kevin has 6 blocks. He loses 3 of them. How many blocks does he have left?"
6 x 3
No, that is "Kevin has 6 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 3 blocks. How many blocks does
Kevin have?"
  118) Problem #PRA42VT "PRA42VT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 9 rows of beds. Each row has 4 beds. How many beds did John set up?
Multiple choice:
9 + 4
No, that is "John has 9 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?"
9 ÷ 4
No, that is "John set up 9 beds equally in rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many beds are in
each row?"
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9 - 4
No, that is "John has 9 blue beds. He also has 4 red beds. How many more blue beds than red
beds does he have?"
9 x 4
  119) Problem #PRA42WU "PRA42WU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 8 carts equally in rows. Each row has 2 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
8 + 2
No, that is "Kevin has 8 red carts and 2 blue carts set up. How many carts did Kevin set up?"
8 ÷ 2
8 - 2
No, that is "Kevin set up 8 carts. Donna set up 2 carts. How many more carts did Kevin set up
than Donna?"
8 x 2
No, that is "Kevin set up 8 rows of carts. Each row has 2 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  120) Problem #PRA42XC "PRA42XC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 30 years old. He is 6 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
30 + 6
No, that is "Chris is 30 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?"
30 ÷ 6
30 - 6
No, that is "Chris is 30 years old. Donna is 6 years old. How many years older is
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Chris?"
30 x 6
No, that is "Chris is 30 years old. Donna is 6 times older than Chris. How old is
Donna?"
  121) Problem #PRA42UT "PRA42UT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 13 bags of coins. Each bag contains 6 coins. How many coins does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
13 + 6
No, that is "Thomas has 13 coins. He finds 6 more. How many coins does Thomas have?"
13 ÷ 6
No, that is "Thomas has 13 coins. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
13 - 6
Thomas has 13 coins. He loses 6 of them. How many coins does he have left?
13 × 6
  122) Problem #PRA42VB "PRA42VB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 7 beds. Dean set up 5 times as many beds. How many beds did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
7 + 5
No, that is "James has 7 red beds and 5 blue beds set up. How many beds did James set up?"
7 ÷ 5
No, that is "James set up 7 beds into rows. Each row has 5 beds. How many rows are there?"
7 - 5
No, that is "James set up 7 beds. Dean set up 5 beds. How many more beds did James set
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up?"
7 x 5
  123) Problem #PRA42WC "PRA42WC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel has 63 rings. He splits them equally into 9 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
63 + 9
No, that is "Samuel has 63 rings. He finds 9 more. How many rings does Samuel have?"
63 ÷ 9
63 - 9
No, that is "Samuel has 63 rings. He loses 9 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
63 x 9
No, that is "Samuel has 63 bags of rings. Each bag contains 9 rings. How many rings does
Samuel have?"
  124) Problem #PRA42VU "PRA42VU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 15 rows of chairs. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
15 + 7
No, that is "James has 15 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
15 ÷ 7
No, that is "James set up 15 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
15 - 7
No, that is "James has 15 blue chairs. He also has 7 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
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15 x 7
  125) Problem #PRA42WV "PRA42WV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 45 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 9 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
45 + 9




No, that is "Kevin set up 45 chairs. Rose set up 9 chairs. How many more chairs did Kevin set
up than Rose?"
45 x 9
No, that is "Kevin set up 45 rows of chairs. Each row has 9 chairs. How many chairs are there
all together?"
  126) Problem #PRA42XD "PRA42XD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 36 years old. He is 6 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
36 + 6
No, that is "Peter is 36 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?"
36 ÷ 6
36 - 6
No, that is "Peter is 36 years old. Donna is 6 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
36 x 6
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No, that is "Peter is 36 years old. Donna is 6 times older than Peter. How old is
Donna?"
  127) Problem #PRA42UU "PRA42UU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 14 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 8 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
14 + 8
No, that is "Thomas has 14 rocks. He finds 8 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?"
14 ÷ 8
No, that is "Thomas has 14 rocks. He splits them into 8 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
14 - 8
Thomas has 14 rocks. He loses 8 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
14 × 8
  128) Problem #PRA42VC "PRA42VC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 17 chairs. Dean set up 8 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
17 + 8
No, that is "James has 17 red chairs and 8 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
17 ÷ 8
No, that is "James set up 17 chairs into rows. Each row has 8 chairs. How many rows are
there?"
17 - 8
No, that is "James set up 17 chairs. Dean set up 8 chairs. How many more chairs did James set
up?"
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17 x 8
  129) Problem #PRA42WD "PRA42WD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel has 40 balls. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
40 + 10
No, that is "Samuel has 40 balls. He finds 10 more. How many balls does Samuel have?"
40 ÷ 10
40 - 10
No, that is "Samuel has 40 balls. He loses 10 of them. How many balls does he have left?"
40 x 10
No, that is "Samuel has 40 bags of balls. Each bag contains 10 balls. How many balls does
Samuel have?"
  130) Problem #PRA42VV "PRA42VV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 13 rows of beds. Each row has 6 beds. How many beds did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
13 + 6
No, that is "Thomas has 13 red beds and 6 blue beds set up. How many beds did Thomas set
up?"
13 ÷ 6
No, that is "Thomas set up 13 beds equally in rows. Each row has 6 beds. How many beds are
in each row?"
13 - 6
No, that is "Thomas has 13 blue beds. He also has 6 red beds. How many more blue beds than
red beds does he have?"
13 x 6
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  131) Problem #PRA42WW "PRA42WW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 63 beds equally in rows. Each row has 9 beds. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
63 + 9
No, that is "Jacob has 63 red beds and 9 blue beds set up. How many beds did Jacob set up?"
63 ÷ 9
63 - 9
No, that is "Jacob set up 63 beds. Donna set up 9 beds. How many more beds did Jacob set up
than Donna?"
63 x 9
No, that is "Jacob set up 63 rows of beds. Each row has 9 beds. How many beds are there all
together?"
  132) Problem #PRA42XE "PRA42XE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Matt is 30 years old. He is 5 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
30 + 5
No, that is "Matt is 30 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?"
30 ÷ 5
30 - 5
No, that is "Matt is 30 years old. Amy is 5 years old. How many years older is
Matt?"
30 x 5
No, that is "Matt is 30 years old. Amy is 5 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?"
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  133) Problem #PRA42UV "PRA42UV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 15 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 7 DVDs. How many DVDs does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
15 + 7
No, that is "Thomas has 15 DVDs. He finds 7 more. How many DVDs does Thomas have?"
15 ÷ 7
No, that is "Thomas has 15 DVDs. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many DVDs are in
each group?"
15 - 7
Thomas has 15 DVDs. He loses 7 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
15 × 7
  134) Problem #PRA42VD "PRA42VD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 6 chairs. Luna set up 3 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Luna set up?
Multiple choice:
6 + 3
No, that is "James has 6 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
6 ÷ 3
No, that is "James set up 6 chairs into rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many rows are there?"
6 - 3
No, that is "James set up 6 chairs. Luna set up 3 chairs. How many more chairs did James set
up?"
6 x 3
  135) Problem #PRA42WE "PRA42WE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
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Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel has 16 balls. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
16 + 2
No, that is "Samuel has 16 balls. He finds 2 more. How many balls does Samuel have?"
16 ÷ 2
16 - 2
No, that is "Samuel has 16 balls. He loses 2 of them. How many balls does he have left?"
16 x 2
No, that is "Samuel has 16 bags of balls. Each bag contains 2 balls. How many balls does
Samuel have?"
  136) Problem #PRA42VW "PRA42VW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 11 rows of desks. Each row has 10 desks. How many desks did George set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 10
No, that is "George has 11 red desks and 10 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set
up?"
11 ÷ 10
No, that is "George set up 11 desks equally in rows. Each row has 10 desks. How many desks
are in each row?"
11 - 10
No, that is "George has 11 blue desks. He also has 10 red desks. How many more blue desks
than red desks does he have?"
11 x 10
  137) Problem #PRA42WX "PRA42WX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
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Nicholas set up 20 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
20 + 10




No, that is "Nicholas set up 20 chairs. Amy set up 10 chairs. How many more chairs did
Nicholas set up than Amy?"
20 x 10
No, that is "Nicholas set up 20 rows of chairs. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs are
there all together?"
  138) Problem #PRA42XF "PRA42XF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 70 years old. He is 10 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
70 + 10
No, that is "Peter is 70 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?"
70 ÷ 10
70 - 10
No, that is "Peter is 70 years old. Amy is 10 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
70 x 10
No, that is "Peter is 70 years old. Amy is 10 times older than Peter. How old is Amy?"
  139) Problem #PRA42UW "PRA42UW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
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George has 10 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 10 DVDs. How many DVDs does George have?
Multiple choice:
10 + 10
No, that is "George has 10 DVDs. He finds 10 more. How many DVDs does George have?"
10 ÷ 10
No, that is "George has 10 DVDs. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many DVDs are
in each group?"
10 - 10
George has 10 DVDs. He loses 10 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
10 × 10
  140) Problem #PRA42VE "PRA42VE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 4 carts. Cho set up 4 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
4 + 4
No, that is "John has 4 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?"
4 ÷ 4
No, that is "John set up 4 carts into rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are
there?"
4 - 4
No, that is "John set up 4 carts. Cho set up 4 carts. How many more carts did John set
up?"
4 x 4
  141) Problem #PRA42WF "PRA42WF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 48 rings. He splits them equally into 6 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
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48 + 6
No, that is "Kevin has 48 rings. He finds 6 more. How many rings does Kevin have?"
48 ÷ 6
48 - 6
No, that is "Kevin has 48 rings. He loses 6 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
48 x 6
No, that is "Kevin has 48 bags of rings. Each bag contains 6 rings. How many rings does Kevin
have?"
  142) Problem #PRA42VX "PRA42VX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 6 rows of desks. Each row has 4 desks. How many desks did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
6 + 4
No, that is "Thomas has 6 red desks and 4 blue desks set up. How many desks did Thomas set
up?"
6 ÷ 4
No, that is "Thomas set up 6 desks equally in rows. Each row has 4 desks. How many desks are
in each row?"
6 - 4
No, that is "Thomas has 6 blue desks. He also has 4 red desks. How many more blue desks
than red desks does he have?"
6 x 4
  143) Problem #PRA42WY "PRA42WY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 18 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 6 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
18 + 6
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No, that is "Jacob set up 18 chairs. Amy set up 6 chairs. How many more chairs did Jacob set
up than Amy?"
18 x 6
No, that is "Jacob set up 18 rows of chairs. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs are there
all together?"
  144) Problem #PRA42XG "PRA42XG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 32 years old. He is 4 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
32 + 4
No, that is "David is 32 years old. How old will he be in 4 years?"
32 ÷ 4
32 - 4
No, that is "David is 32 years old. Donna is 4 years old. How many years older is
David?"
32 x 4
No, that is "David is 32 years old. Donna is 4 times older than David. How old is
Donna?"
  145) Problem #PRA42UX "PRA42UX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James has 13 bags of watches. Each bag contains 6 watches. How many watches does James have?
Multiple choice:
13 + 6
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No, that is "James has 13 watches. He finds 6 more. How many watches does James have?"
13 ÷ 6
No, that is "James has 13 watches. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many watches are
in each group?"
13 - 6
James has 13 watches. He loses 6 of them. How many watches does he have left?
13 × 6
  146) Problem #PRA42VF "PRA42VF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 6 chairs. Dean set up 5 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
6 + 5
No, that is "Thomas has 6 red chairs and 5 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set
up?"
6 ÷ 5
No, that is "Thomas set up 6 chairs into rows. Each row has 5 chairs. How many rows are
there?"
6 - 5
No, that is "Thomas set up 6 chairs. Dean set up 5 chairs. How many more chairs did Thomas
set up?"
6 x 5
  147) Problem #PRA42WG "PRA42WG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 60 rings. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
60 + 10
No, that is "Jacob has 60 rings. He finds 10 more. How many rings does Jacob have?"
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60 ÷ 10
60 - 10
No, that is "Jacob has 60 rings. He loses 10 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
60 x 10
No, that is "Jacob has 60 bags of rings. Each bag contains 10 rings. How many rings does
Jacob have?"
  148) Problem #PRA42VY "PRA42VY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 14 rows of desks. Each row has 6 desks. How many desks did James set up?
Multiple choice:
14 + 6
No, that is "James has 14 red desks and 6 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set
up?"
14 ÷ 6
No, that is "James set up 14 desks equally in rows. Each row has 6 desks. How many desks are
in each row?"
14 - 6
No, that is "James has 14 blue desks. He also has 6 red desks. How many more blue desks than
red desks does he have?"
14 x 6
  149) Problem #PRA42WZ "PRA42WZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 9 carts equally in rows. Each row has 3 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
9 + 3
No, that is "Kevin has 9 red carts and 3 blue carts set up. How many carts did Kevin set up?"
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9 ÷ 3
9 - 3
No, that is "Kevin set up 9 carts. Martha set up 3 carts. How many more carts did Kevin set up
than Martha?"
9 x 3
No, that is "Kevin set up 9 rows of carts. Each row has 3 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  150) Problem #PRA42XH "PRA42XH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 40 years old. He is 8 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Multiple choice:
40 + 8
No, that is "David is 40 years old. How old will he be in 8 years?"
40 ÷ 8
40 - 8
No, that is "David is 40 years old. Clara is 8 years old. How many years older is
David?"
40 x 8
No, that is "David is 40 years old. Clara is 8 times older than David. How old is
Clara?"
  151) Problem #PRA42UY "PRA42UY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John has 12 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 4 rocks. How many rocks does John have?
Multiple choice:
12 + 4
No, that is "John has 12 rocks. He finds 4 more. How many rocks does John have?"
12 ÷ 4
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No, that is "John has 12 rocks. He splits them into 4 equal groups. How many rocks are in each
group?"
12 - 4
John has 12 rocks. He loses 4 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
12 × 4
  152) Problem #PRA42VG "PRA42VG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 11 carts. Neville set up 5 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 5
No, that is "James has 11 red carts and 5 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?"
11 ÷ 5
No, that is "James set up 11 carts into rows. Each row has 5 carts. How many rows are there?"
11 - 5
No, that is "James set up 11 carts. Neville set up 5 carts. How many more carts did James set
up?"
11 x 5
  153) Problem #PRA42WH "PRA42WH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 70 blocks. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
70 + 10
No, that is "Nicholas has 70 blocks. He finds 10 more. How many blocks does Nicholas have?"
70 ÷ 10
70 - 10
No, that is "Nicholas has 70 blocks. He loses 10 of them. How many blocks does he have left?"
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70 x 10
No, that is "Nicholas has 70 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 10 blocks. How many blocks
does Nicholas have?"
  154) Problem #PRA42VZ "PRA42VZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 15 rows of carts. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
15 + 7
No, that is "Thomas has 15 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set
up?"
15 ÷ 7
No, that is "Thomas set up 15 carts equally in rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts are
in each row?"
15 - 7
No, that is "Thomas has 15 blue carts. He also has 7 red carts. How many more blue carts than
red carts does he have?"
15 x 7
  155) Problem #PRA42W2 "PRA42W2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 27 carts equally in rows. Each row has 9 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
27 + 9
No, that is "Jacob has 27 red carts and 9 blue carts set up. How many carts did Jacob set up?"
27 ÷ 9
27 - 9
No, that is "Jacob set up 27 carts. Rose set up 9 carts. How many more carts did Jacob set up
than Rose?"
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27 x 9
No, that is "Jacob set up 27 rows of carts. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  156) Problem #PRA42XJ "PRA42XJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 80 years old. He is 10 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Multiple choice:
80 + 10
No, that is "David is 80 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?"
80 ÷ 10
80 - 10
No, that is "David is 80 years old. Clara is 10 years old. How many years older is
David?"
80 x 10
No, that is "David is 80 years old. Clara is 10 times older than David. How old is
Clara?"
  157) Problem #PRA42UZ "PRA42UZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 13 bags of coins. Each bag contains 10 coins. How many coins does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
13 + 10
No, that is "Thomas has 13 coins. He finds 10 more. How many coins does Thomas have?"
13 ÷ 10
No, that is "Thomas has 13 coins. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
13 - 10
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Thomas has 13 coins. He loses 10 of them. How many coins does he have left?
13 × 10
  158) Problem #PRA42VH "PRA42VH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 4 beds. Neville set up 4 times as many beds. How many beds did Neville set up?
Multiple choice:
4 + 4
No, that is "John has 4 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?"
4 ÷ 4
No, that is "John set up 4 beds into rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many rows are there?"
4 - 4
No, that is "John set up 4 beds. Neville set up 4 beds. How many more beds did John set
up?"
4 x 4
  159) Problem #PRA42WJ "PRA42WJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 56 blocks. He splits them equally into 7 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
56 + 7
No, that is "Jacob has 56 blocks. He finds 7 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?"
56 ÷ 7
56 - 7
No, that is "Jacob has 56 blocks. He loses 7 of them. How many blocks does he have left?"
56 x 7
No, that is "Jacob has 56 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 7 blocks. How many blocks does
Jacob have?"
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  160) Problem #PRA42V2 "PRA42V2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 7 rows of desks. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
7 + 2
No, that is "Thomas has 7 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did Thomas set
up?"
7 ÷ 2
No, that is "Thomas set up 7 desks equally in rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many desks are
in each row?"
7 - 2
No, that is "Thomas has 7 blue desks. He also has 2 red desks. How many more blue desks
than red desks does he have?"
7 x 2
  161) Problem #PRA42W3 "PRA42W3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 12 desks equally in rows. Each row has 3 desks. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
12 + 3




No, that is "Jacob set up 12 desks. Rose set up 3 desks. How many more desks did Jacob set up
than Rose?"
12 x 3
No, that is "Jacob set up 12 rows of desks. Each row has 3 desks. How many desks are there all
together?"
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  162) Problem #PRA42XK "PRA42XK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 20 years old. He is 5 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
20 + 5
No, that is "Chris is 20 years old. How old will he be in 5 years?"
20 ÷ 5
20 - 5
No, that is "Chris is 20 years old. Amy is 5 years old. How many years older is
Chris?"
20 x 5
No, that is "Chris is 20 years old. Amy is 5 times older than Chris. How old is Amy?"
  163) Problem #PRA42U2 "PRA42U2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 9 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 3 DVDs. How many DVDs does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
9 + 3
No, that is "Thomas has 9 DVDs. He finds 3 more. How many DVDs does Thomas have?"
9 ÷ 3
No, that is "Thomas has 9 DVDs. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many DVDs are in
each group?"
9 - 3
Thomas has 9 DVDs. He loses 3 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
9 × 3
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  164) Problem #PRA42VJ "PRA42VJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 12 desks. Cho set up 3 times as many desks. How many desks did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
12 + 3
No, that is "James has 12 red desks and 3 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set
up?"
12 ÷ 3
No, that is "James set up 12 desks into rows. Each row has 3 desks. How many rows are
there?"
12 - 3
No, that is "James set up 12 desks. Cho set up 3 desks. How many more desks did James set
up?"
12 x 3
  165) Problem #PRA42WK "PRA42WK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 16 rings. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
16 + 2
No, that is "Kevin has 16 rings. He finds 2 more. How many rings does Kevin have?"
16 ÷ 2
16 - 2
No, that is "Kevin has 16 rings. He loses 2 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
16 x 2
No, that is "Kevin has 16 bags of rings. Each bag contains 2 rings. How many rings does Kevin
have?"
  166) Problem #PRA42V3 "PRA42V3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
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Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 10 rows of desks. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks did John set up?
Multiple choice:
10 + 8
No, that is "John has 10 red desks and 8 blue desks set up. How many desks did John set up?"
10 ÷ 8
No, that is "John set up 10 desks equally in rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks are
in each row?"
10 - 8
No, that is "John has 10 blue desks. He also has 8 red desks. How many more blue desks than
red desks does he have?"
10 x 8
  167) Problem #PRA42W4 "PRA42W4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 45 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 5 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
45 + 5




No, that is "Kevin set up 45 chairs. Martha set up 5 chairs. How many more chairs did Kevin
set up than Martha?"
45 x 5
No, that is "Kevin set up 45 rows of chairs. Each row has 5 chairs. How many chairs are there
all together?"
  168) Problem #PRA42XM "PRA42XM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
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Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Matt is 90 years old. He is 9 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
90 + 9
No, that is "Matt is 90 years old. How old will he be in 9 years?"
90 ÷ 9
90 - 9
No, that is "Matt is 90 years old. Amy is 9 years old. How many years older is
Matt?"
90 x 9
No, that is "Matt is 90 years old. Amy is 9 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?"
  169) Problem #PRA42U3 "PRA42U3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 11 bags of coins. Each bag contains 10 coins. How many coins does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
11 + 10
No, that is "Thomas has 11 coins. He finds 10 more. How many coins does Thomas have?"
11 ÷ 10
No, that is "Thomas has 11 coins. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
11 - 10
Thomas has 11 coins. He loses 10 of them. How many coins does he have left?
11 × 10
  170) Problem #PRA42VK "PRA42VK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 10 carts. Cho set up 4 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
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Multiple choice:
10 + 4
No, that is "John has 10 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?"
10 ÷ 4
No, that is "John set up 10 carts into rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are
there?"
10 - 4
No, that is "John set up 10 carts. Cho set up 4 carts. How many more carts did John set
up?"
10 x 4
  171) Problem #PRA42WM "PRA42WM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 40 balls. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
40 + 4
No, that is "Jacob has 40 balls. He finds 4 more. How many balls does Jacob have?"
40 ÷ 4
40 - 4
No, that is "Jacob has 40 balls. He loses 4 of them. How many balls does he have left?"
40 x 4
No, that is "Jacob has 40 bags of balls. Each bag contains 4 balls. How many balls does Jacob
have?"
  172) Problem #PRA42V4 "PRA42V4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 6 rows of beds. Each row has 6 beds. How many beds did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
6 + 6
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No, that is "Thomas has 6 red beds and 6 blue beds set up. How many beds did Thomas set
up?"
6 ÷ 6
No, that is "Thomas set up 6 beds equally in rows. Each row has 6 beds. How many beds are in
each row?"
6 - 6
No, that is "Thomas has 6 blue beds. He also has 6 red beds. How many more blue beds than
red beds does he have?"
6 x 6
  173) Problem #PRA42W5 "PRA42W5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 100 beds equally in rows. Each row has 10 beds. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
100 + 10
No, that is "Jacob has 100 red beds and 10 blue beds set up. How many beds did Jacob set up?"
100 ÷ 10
100 - 10
No, that is "Jacob set up 100 beds. Martha set up 10 beds. How many more beds did Jacob set
up than Martha?"
100 x 10
No, that is "Jacob set up 100 rows of beds. Each row has 10 beds. How many beds are there all
together?"
  174) Problem #PRA42XN "PRA42XN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 49 years old. He is 7 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Multiple choice:
49 + 7
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No, that is "David is 49 years old. How old will he be in 7 years?"
49 ÷ 7
49 - 7
No, that is "David is 49 years old. Rose is 7 years old. How many years older is
David?"
49 x 7
No, that is "David is 49 years old. Rose is 7 times older than David. How old is Rose?"
  175) Problem #PRA42U4 "PRA42U4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 7 bags of coins. Each bag contains 5 coins. How many coins does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
7 + 5
No, that is "Thomas has 7 coins. He finds 5 more. How many coins does Thomas have?"
7 ÷ 5
No, that is "Thomas has 7 coins. He splits them into 5 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
7 - 5
Thomas has 7 coins. He loses 5 of them. How many coins does he have left?
7 × 5
  176) Problem #PRA42VM "PRA42VM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 19 desks. Cho set up 10 times as many desks. How many desks did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
19 + 10
No, that is "Thomas has 19 red desks and 10 blue desks set up. How many desks did Thomas
set up?"
19 ÷ 10
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No, that is "Thomas set up 19 desks into rows. Each row has 10 desks. How many rows are
there?"
19 - 10
No, that is "Thomas set up 19 desks. Cho set up 10 desks. How many more desks did Thomas
set up?"
19 x 10
  177) Problem #PRA42WN "PRA42WN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel has 72 candies. He splits them equally into 9 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
72 + 9
No, that is "Samuel has 72 candies. He finds 9 more. How many candies does Samuel have?"
72 ÷ 9
72 - 9
No, that is "Samuel has 72 candies. He loses 9 of them. How many candies does he have left?"
72 x 9
No, that is "Samuel has 72 bags of candies. Each bag contains 9 candies. How many candies
does Samuel have?"
  178) Problem #PRA42V5 "PRA42V5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 16 rows of carts. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts did James set up?
Multiple choice:
16 + 9
No, that is "James has 16 red carts and 9 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?"
16 ÷ 9
No, that is "James set up 16 carts equally in rows. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts are in
each row?"
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16 - 9
No, that is "James has 16 blue carts. He also has 9 red carts. How many more blue carts than
red carts does he have?"
16 x 9
  179) Problem #PRA42W6 "PRA42W6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas set up 10 desks equally in rows. Each row has 5 desks. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
10 + 5




No, that is "Nicholas set up 10 desks. Donna set up 5 desks. How many more desks did
Nicholas set up than Donna?"
10 x 5
No, that is "Nicholas set up 10 rows of desks. Each row has 5 desks. How many desks are there
all together?"
  180) Problem #PRA42XP "PRA42XP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Matt is 21 years old. He is 3 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
21 + 3
No, that is "Matt is 21 years old. How old will he be in 3 years?"
21 ÷ 3
21 - 3
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No, that is "Matt is 21 years old. Amy is 3 years old. How many years older is
Matt?"
21 x 3
No, that is "Matt is 21 years old. Amy is 3 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?"
  181) Problem #PRA42U5 "PRA42U5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George has 16 bags of watches. Each bag contains 9 watches. How many watches does George have?
Multiple choice:
16 + 9
No, that is "George has 16 watches. He finds 9 more. How many watches does George have?"
16 ÷ 9
No, that is "George has 16 watches. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many watches are
in each group?"
16 - 9
George has 16 watches. He loses 9 of them. How many watches does he have left?
16 × 9
  182) Problem #PRA42VN "PRA42VN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 11 desks. Neville set up 4 times as many desks. How many desks did Neville set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 4
No, that is "James has 11 red desks and 4 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set
up?"
11 ÷ 4
No, that is "James set up 11 desks into rows. Each row has 4 desks. How many rows are
there?"
11 - 4
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No, that is "James set up 11 desks. Neville set up 4 desks. How many more desks did James set
up?"
11 x 4
  183) Problem #PRA42WP "PRA42WP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 45 rings. He splits them equally into 9 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
45 + 9
No, that is "Nicholas has 45 rings. He finds 9 more. How many rings does Nicholas have?"
45 ÷ 9
45 - 9
No, that is "Nicholas has 45 rings. He loses 9 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
45 x 9
No, that is "Nicholas has 45 bags of rings. Each bag contains 9 rings. How many rings does
Nicholas have?"
  184) Problem #PRA42V6 "PRA42V6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 8 rows of chairs. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
8 + 6
No, that is "James has 8 red chairs and 6 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
8 ÷ 6
No, that is "James set up 8 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 6 chairs. How many chairs are
in each row?"
8 - 6
No, that is "James has 8 blue chairs. He also has 6 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than
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red chairs does he have?"
8 x 6
  185) Problem #PRA42W7 "PRA42W7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 24 carts equally in rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
24 + 4
No, that is "Jacob has 24 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did Jacob set up?"
24 ÷ 4
24 - 4
No, that is "Jacob set up 24 carts. Donna set up 4 carts. How many more carts did Jacob set up
than Donna?"
24 x 4
No, that is "Jacob set up 24 rows of carts. Each row has 4 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  186) Problem #PRA42XQ "PRA42XQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 16 years old. He is 2 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
16 + 2
No, that is "Chris is 16 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?"
16 ÷ 2
16 - 2
No, that is "Chris is 16 years old. Amy is 2 years old. How many years older is
Chris?"
16 x 2
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No, that is "Chris is 16 years old. Amy is 2 times older than Chris. How old is Amy?"
  187) Problem #PRA42U6 "PRA42U6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas has 7 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 5 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
Multiple choice:
7 + 5
No, that is "Thomas has 7 rocks. He finds 5 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?"
7 ÷ 5
No, that is "Thomas has 7 rocks. He splits them into 5 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
7 - 5
Thomas has 7 rocks. He loses 5 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
7 × 5
  188) Problem #PRA42VP "PRA42VP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 15 carts. Cho set up 7 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
15 + 7
No, that is "Thomas has 15 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set
up?"
15 ÷ 7
No, that is "Thomas set up 15 carts into rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many rows are
there?"
15 - 7
No, that is "Thomas set up 15 carts. Cho set up 7 carts. How many more carts did Thomas set
up?"
15 x 7
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  189) Problem #PRA42WQ "PRA42WQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 8 candies. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
8 + 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 8 candies. He finds 2 more. How many candies does Nicholas have?"
8 ÷ 2
8 - 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 8 candies. He loses 2 of them. How many candies does he have left?"
8 x 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 8 bags of candies. Each bag contains 2 candies. How many candies
does Nicholas have?"
  190) Problem #PRA42V7 "PRA42V7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 18 rows of beds. Each row has 9 beds. How many beds did George set up?
Multiple choice:
18 + 9
No, that is "George has 18 red beds and 9 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set
up?"
18 ÷ 9
No, that is "George set up 18 beds equally in rows. Each row has 9 beds. How many beds are
in each row?"
18 - 9
No, that is "George has 18 blue beds. He also has 9 red beds. How many more blue beds than
red beds does he have?"
18 x 9
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  191) Problem #PRA42W8 "PRA42W8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin set up 36 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 4 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
36 + 4




No, that is "Kevin set up 36 chairs. Rose set up 4 chairs. How many more chairs did Kevin set
up than Rose?"
36 x 4
No, that is "Kevin set up 36 rows of chairs. Each row has 4 chairs. How many chairs are there
all together?"
  192) Problem #PRA42XR "PRA42XR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 30 years old. He is 6 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
30 + 6
No, that is "Peter is 30 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?"
30 ÷ 6
30 - 6
No, that is "Peter is 30 years old. Donna is 6 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
30 x 6
No, that is "Peter is 30 years old. Donna is 6 times older than Peter. How old is
Donna?"
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End of LinearMasterySection "Reverse" [3293992]
LinearMasterySection "Both" [3293993]
  193) Problem #PRA42XS "PRA42XS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 × 9 = 90
Multiple choice:
George has 10 watches. He finds 9 more. How many watches does George have?
No, that is 10 + 9.
George has 10 watches. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many watches are in each
group?
No, that is 10 ÷ 9.
George has 10 watches. He loses 9 of them. How many watches does he have left?
No, that is 10 - 9.
George has 10 bags of watches. Each bag contains 9 watches. How many watches does George
have?
  194) Problem #PRA42X2 "PRA42X2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 3 = 6
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 18 balls. He finds 3 more. How many balls does Samuel have?
No, that is 18 + 3.
Samuel has 18 balls. He splits them equally into 3 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Samuel has 18 balls. He loses 3 of them. How many balls does he have left?
No, that is 18 - 3.
Samuel has 18 bags of balls. Each bag contains 3 balls. How many balls does Samuel have?
No, that is 18 x 3.
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  195) Problem #PRA42Z4 "PRA42Z4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 24 blocks. He splits them equally into 3 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
24 + 3
No, that is "Nicholas has 24 blocks. He finds 3 more. How many blocks does Nicholas have?"
24 ÷ 3
24 - 3
No, that is "Nicholas has 24 blocks. He loses 3 of them. How many blocks does he have left?"
24 x 3
No, that is "Nicholas has 24 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 3 blocks. How many blocks
does Nicholas have?"
  196) Problem #PRA42YA "PRA42YA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
19 x 10 = 190
Multiple choice:
John has 19 red beds and 10 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?
No, that is 19 + 10.
John set up 19 beds into rows. Each row has 10 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 19 ÷ 10.
John set up 19 beds. Cho set up 10 beds. How many more beds did John set up?
No, that is 19 - 10.
John set up 19 beds. Cho set up 10 times as many beds. How many beds did Cho set up?
  197) Problem #PRA42YJ "PRA42YJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
10 x 4 = 40
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Multiple choice:
John has 10 red desks and 4 blue desks set up. How many desks did John set up?
No, that is 10 + 4.
John set up 10 desks equally in rows. Each row has 4 desks. How many desks are in each row?
No, that is 10 ÷ 4.
John has 10 blue desks. He also has 4 red desks. How many more blue desks than red desks does
he have?
No, that is 10 - 4.
John set up 10 rows of desks. Each row has 4 desks. How many desks did John set up?
  198) Problem #PRA422C "PRA422C - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 42 beds equally in rows. Each row has 7 beds. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
42 + 7
No, that is "Jacob has 42 red beds and 7 blue beds set up. How many beds did Jacob set up?"
42 ÷ 7
42 - 7
No, that is "Jacob set up 42 beds. Rose set up 7 beds. How many more beds did Jacob set up
than Rose?"
42 x 7
No, that is "Jacob set up 42 rows of beds. Each row has 7 beds. How many beds are there all
together?"
  199) Problem #PRA422M "PRA422M - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Matt is 6 years old. He is 2 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
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6 + 2
No, that is "Matt is 6 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?"
6 ÷ 2
6 - 2
No, that is "Matt is 6 years old. Amy is 2 years old. How many years older is
Matt?"
6 x 2
No, that is "Matt is 6 years old. Amy is 2 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?"
  200) Problem #PRA42XT "PRA42XT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
13 × 7 = 91
Multiple choice:
John has 13 rocks. He finds 7 more. How many rocks does John have?
No, that is 13 + 7.
John has 13 rocks. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 13 ÷ 7.
John has 13 rocks. He loses 7 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 13 - 7.
John has 13 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 7 rocks. How many rocks does John have?
  201) Problem #PRA42ZB "PRA42ZB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James has 7 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 4 rocks. How many rocks does James have?
Multiple choice:
7 + 4
No, that is "James has 7 rocks. He finds 4 more. How many rocks does James have?"
7 ÷ 4
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No, that is "James has 7 rocks. He splits them into 4 equal groups. How many rocks are in each
group?"
7 - 4
James has 7 rocks. He loses 4 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
7 × 4
  202) Problem #PRA42ZK "PRA42ZK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 9 chairs. Luna set up 7 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Luna set up?
Multiple choice:
9 + 7
No, that is "Thomas has 9 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set
up?"
9 ÷ 7
No, that is "Thomas set up 9 chairs into rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many rows are
there?"
9 - 7
No, that is "Thomas set up 9 chairs. Luna set up 7 chairs. How many more chairs did Thomas
set up?"
9 x 7
  203) Problem #PRA42YT "PRA42YT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
24 ÷ 4 = 6
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 24 red beds and 4 blue beds set up. How many beds did Kevin set up?
No, that is 24 + 4.
Kevin set up 24 beds equally in rows. Each row has 4 beds. How many rows are there?
Kevin set up 24 beds. Martha set up 4 beds. How many more beds did Kevin set up than Martha?
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No, that is 24 - 4.
Kevin set up 24 rows of beds. Each row has 4 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 24 x 4.
  204) Problem #PRA42Y3 "PRA42Y3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
90 ÷ 9 = 10
Multiple choice:
Chris is 90 years old. How old will he be in 9 years?
No, that is 90 + 9.
Chris is 90 years old. He is 9 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Chris is 90 years old. Clara is 9 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 90 - 9.
Chris is 90 years old. Clara is 9 times older than Chris. How old is Clara?
No, that is 90 x 9.
  205) Problem #PRA42ZU "PRA42ZU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 13 rows of carts. Each row has 4 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
13 + 4
No, that is "Thomas has 13 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set
up?"
13 ÷ 4
No, that is "Thomas set up 13 carts equally in rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many carts are
in each row?"
13 - 4
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No, that is "Thomas has 13 blue carts. He also has 4 red carts. How many more blue carts than
red carts does he have?"
13 x 4
  206) Problem #PRA42Z5 "PRA42Z5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 24 rings. He splits them equally into 3 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
24 + 3
No, that is "Jacob has 24 rings. He finds 3 more. How many rings does Jacob have?"
24 ÷ 3
24 - 3
No, that is "Jacob has 24 rings. He loses 3 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
24 x 3
No, that is "Jacob has 24 bags of rings. Each bag contains 3 rings. How many rings does Jacob
have?"
  207) Problem #PRA42X3 "PRA42X3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 6 = 3
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 18 blocks. He finds 6 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 18 + 6.
Jacob has 18 blocks. He splits them equally into 6 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Jacob has 18 blocks. He loses 6 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 18 - 6.
Jacob has 18 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 6 blocks. How many blocks does Jacob have?
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No, that is 18 x 6.
  208) Problem #PRA42ZC "PRA42ZC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John has 17 bags of coins. Each bag contains 10 coins. How many coins does John have?
Multiple choice:
17 + 10
No, that is "John has 17 coins. He finds 10 more. How many coins does John have?"
17 ÷ 10
No, that is "John has 17 coins. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
17 - 10
John has 17 coins. He loses 10 of them. How many coins does he have left?
17 × 10
  209) Problem #PRA42ZM "PRA42ZM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 14 desks. Dean set up 7 times as many desks. How many desks did Dean set up?
Multiple choice:
14 + 7
No, that is "James has 14 red desks and 7 blue desks set up. How many desks did James set
up?"
14 ÷ 7
No, that is "James set up 14 desks into rows. Each row has 7 desks. How many rows are
there?"
14 - 7
No, that is "James set up 14 desks. Dean set up 7 desks. How many more desks did James set
up?"
14 x 7
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  210) Problem #PRA42YB "PRA42YB - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 8 = 96
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 12 red beds and 8 blue beds set up. How many beds did Thomas set up?
No, that is 12 + 8.
Thomas set up 12 beds into rows. Each row has 8 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 8.
Thomas set up 12 beds. Neville set up 8 beds. How many more beds did Thomas set up?
No, that is 12 - 8.
Thomas set up 12 beds. Neville set up 8 times as many beds. How many beds did Neville set up?
  211) Problem #PRA422D "PRA422D - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob set up 12 carts equally in rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
12 + 4
No, that is "Jacob has 12 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did Jacob set up?"
12 ÷ 4
12 - 4
No, that is "Jacob set up 12 carts. Donna set up 4 carts. How many more carts did Jacob set up
than Donna?"
12 x 4
No, that is "Jacob set up 12 rows of carts. Each row has 4 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  212) Problem #PRA422N "PRA422N - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
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3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 40 years old. He is 8 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
40 + 8
No, that is "Chris is 40 years old. How old will he be in 8 years?"
40 ÷ 8
40 - 8
No, that is "Chris is 40 years old. Donna is 8 years old. How many years older is
Chris?"
40 x 8
No, that is "Chris is 40 years old. Donna is 8 times older than Chris. How old is
Donna?"
  213) Problem #PRA42YK "PRA42YK - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
11 x 10 = 110
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 11 red carts and 10 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set up?
No, that is 11 + 10.
Thomas set up 11 carts equally in rows. Each row has 10 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 11 ÷ 10.
Thomas has 11 blue carts. He also has 10 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts
does he have?
No, that is 11 - 10.
Thomas set up 11 rows of carts. Each row has 10 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
  214) Problem #PRA42YU "PRA42YU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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10 ÷ 5 = 2
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 10 red carts and 5 blue carts set up. How many carts did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 10 + 5.
Nicholas set up 10 carts equally in rows. Each row has 5 carts. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 10 carts. Amy set up 5 carts. How many more carts did Nicholas set up than
Amy?
No, that is 10 - 5.
Nicholas set up 10 rows of carts. Each row has 5 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 10 x 5.
  215) Problem #PRA42ZV "PRA42ZV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 19 rows of chairs. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
19 + 10
No, that is "James has 19 red chairs and 10 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
19 ÷ 10
No, that is "James set up 19 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
19 - 10
No, that is "James has 19 blue chairs. He also has 10 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
19 x 10
  216) Problem #PRA42Y4 "PRA42Y4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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12 ÷ 6 = 2
Multiple choice:
Matt is 12 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 12 + 6.
Matt is 12 years old. He is 6 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Matt is 12 years old. Donna is 6 years old. How many years older is Matt?
No, that is 12 - 6.
Matt is 12 years old. Donna is 6 times older than Matt. How old is Donna?
No, that is 12 x 6.
  217) Problem #PRA42XU "PRA42XU - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
3 × 2 = 6
Multiple choice:
George has 3 DVDs. He finds 2 more. How many DVDs does George have?
No, that is 3 + 2.
George has 3 DVDs. He splits them into 2 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 3 ÷ 2.
George has 3 DVDs. He loses 2 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 3 - 2.
George has 3 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 2 DVDs. How many DVDs does George have?
  218) Problem #PRA42Z6 "PRA42Z6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 24 rings. He splits them equally into 6 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
24 + 6
No, that is "Kevin has 24 rings. He finds 6 more. How many rings does Kevin have?"
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24 ÷ 6
24 - 6
No, that is "Kevin has 24 rings. He loses 6 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
24 x 6
No, that is "Kevin has 24 bags of rings. Each bag contains 6 rings. How many rings does Kevin
have?"
  219) Problem #PRA42X4 "PRA42X4 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
50 ÷ 10 = 5
Multiple choice:
Samuel has 50 rings. He finds 10 more. How many rings does Samuel have?
No, that is 50 + 10.
Samuel has 50 rings. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Samuel has 50 rings. He loses 10 of them. How many rings does he have left?
No, that is 50 - 10.
Samuel has 50 bags of rings. Each bag contains 10 rings. How many rings does Samuel have?
No, that is 50 x 10.
  220) Problem #PRA42ZD "PRA42ZD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George has 13 bags of coins. Each bag contains 6 coins. How many coins does George have?
Multiple choice:
13 + 6
No, that is "George has 13 coins. He finds 6 more. How many coins does George have?"
13 ÷ 6
No, that is "George has 13 coins. He splits them into 6 equal groups. How many coins are in
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each group?"
13 - 6
George has 13 coins. He loses 6 of them. How many coins does he have left?
13 × 6
  221) Problem #PRA42ZN "PRA42ZN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 12 carts. Cho set up 6 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
12 + 6
No, that is "George has 12 red carts and 6 blue carts set up. How many carts did George set
up?"
12 ÷ 6
No, that is "George set up 12 carts into rows. Each row has 6 carts. How many rows are there?"
12 - 6
No, that is "George set up 12 carts. Cho set up 6 carts. How many more carts did George set
up?"
12 x 6
  222) Problem #PRA42YC "PRA42YC - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
17 x 10 = 170
Multiple choice:
John has 17 red carts and 10 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 17 + 10.
John set up 17 carts into rows. Each row has 10 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 17 ÷ 10.
John set up 17 carts. Dean set up 10 carts. How many more carts did John set up?
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No, that is 17 - 10.
John set up 17 carts. Dean set up 10 times as many carts. How many carts did Dean set up?
  223) Problem #PRA422E "PRA422E - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel set up 15 desks equally in rows. Each row has 5 desks. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
15 + 5




No, that is "Samuel set up 15 desks. Martha set up 5 desks. How many more desks did Samuel
set up than Martha?"
15 x 5
No, that is "Samuel set up 15 rows of desks. Each row has 5 desks. How many desks are there
all together?"
  224) Problem #PRA422P "PRA422P - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
David is 64 years old. He is 8 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
64 + 8
No, that is "David is 64 years old. How old will he be in 8 years?"
64 ÷ 8
64 - 8
No, that is "David is 64 years old. Amy is 8 years old. How many years older is
David?"
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64 x 8
No, that is "David is 64 years old. Amy is 8 times older than David. How old is Amy?"
  225) Problem #PRA42YM "PRA42YM - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
11 x 3 = 33
Multiple choice:
George has 11 red beds and 3 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set up?
No, that is 11 + 3.
George set up 11 beds equally in rows. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds are in each row?
No, that is 11 ÷ 3.
George has 11 blue beds. He also has 3 red beds. How many more blue beds than red beds does
he have?
No, that is 11 - 3.
George set up 11 rows of beds. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds did George set up?
  226) Problem #PRA42YV "PRA42YV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
24 ÷ 8 = 3
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 24 red desks and 8 blue desks set up. How many desks did Jacob set up?
No, that is 24 + 8.
Jacob set up 24 desks equally in rows. Each row has 8 desks. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 24 desks. Martha set up 8 desks. How many more desks did Jacob set up than
Martha?
No, that is 24 - 8.
Jacob set up 24 rows of desks. Each row has 8 desks. How many desks are there all together?
No, that is 24 x 8.
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  227) Problem #PRA42ZW "PRA42ZW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 10 rows of beds. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds did George set up?
Multiple choice:
10 + 3
No, that is "George has 10 red beds and 3 blue beds set up. How many beds did George set
up?"
10 ÷ 3
No, that is "George set up 10 beds equally in rows. Each row has 3 beds. How many beds are
in each row?"
10 - 3
No, that is "George has 10 blue beds. He also has 3 red beds. How many more blue beds than
red beds does he have?"
10 x 3
  228) Problem #PRA42Y5 "PRA42Y5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
36 ÷ 6 = 6
Multiple choice:
Chris is 36 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 36 + 6.
Chris is 36 years old. He is 6 times older than Clara. How old is Clara?
Chris is 36 years old. Clara is 6 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 36 - 6.
Chris is 36 years old. Clara is 6 times older than Chris. How old is Clara?
No, that is 36 x 6.
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  229) Problem #PRA42XV "PRA42XV - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
14 × 9 = 126
Multiple choice:
James has 14 DVDs. He finds 9 more. How many DVDs does James have?
No, that is 14 + 9.
James has 14 DVDs. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 14 ÷ 9.
James has 14 DVDs. He loses 9 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 14 - 9.
James has 14 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 9 DVDs. How many DVDs does James have?
  230) Problem #PRA42ZE "PRA42ZE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George has 18 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 9 rocks. How many rocks does George have?
Multiple choice:
18 + 9
No, that is "George has 18 rocks. He finds 9 more. How many rocks does George have?"
18 ÷ 9
No, that is "George has 18 rocks. He splits them into 9 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
18 - 9
George has 18 rocks. He loses 9 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
18 × 9
  231) Problem #PRA42X5 "PRA42X5 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
15 ÷ 5 = 3
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Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 15 balls. He finds 5 more. How many balls does Nicholas have?
No, that is 15 + 5.
Nicholas has 15 balls. He splits them equally into 5 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Nicholas has 15 balls. He loses 5 of them. How many balls does he have left?
No, that is 15 - 5.
Nicholas has 15 bags of balls. Each bag contains 5 balls. How many balls does Nicholas have?
No, that is 15 x 5.
  232) Problem #PRA42ZP "PRA42ZP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 5 carts. Luna set up 4 times as many carts. How many carts did Luna set up?
Multiple choice:
5 + 4
No, that is "James has 5 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?"
5 ÷ 4
No, that is "James set up 5 carts into rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are there?"
5 - 4
No, that is "James set up 5 carts. Luna set up 4 carts. How many more carts did James set
up?"
5 x 4
  233) Problem #PRA42Z7 "PRA42Z7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 72 rings. He splits them equally into 8 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
72 + 8
No, that is "Kevin has 72 rings. He finds 8 more. How many rings does Kevin have?"
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72 ÷ 8
72 - 8
No, that is "Kevin has 72 rings. He loses 8 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
72 x 8
No, that is "Kevin has 72 bags of rings. Each bag contains 8 rings. How many rings does Kevin
have?"
  234) Problem #PRA42YD "PRA42YD - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
6 x 4 = 24
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 6 red desks and 4 blue desks set up. How many desks did Thomas set up?
No, that is 6 + 4.
Thomas set up 6 desks into rows. Each row has 4 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 6 ÷ 4.
Thomas set up 6 desks. Cho set up 4 desks. How many more desks did Thomas set up?
No, that is 6 - 4.
Thomas set up 6 desks. Cho set up 4 times as many desks. How many desks did Cho set up?
  235) Problem #PRA422F "PRA422F - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel set up 54 carts equally in rows. Each row has 6 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
54 + 6
No, that is "Samuel has 54 red carts and 6 blue carts set up. How many carts did Samuel set
up?"
54 ÷ 6
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54 - 6
No, that is "Samuel set up 54 carts. Donna set up 6 carts. How many more carts did Samuel set
up than Donna?"
54 x 6
No, that is "Samuel set up 54 rows of carts. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  236) Problem #PRA42YN "PRA42YN - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 x 9 = 162
Multiple choice:
John has 18 red carts and 9 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 18 + 9.
John set up 18 carts equally in rows. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 18 ÷ 9.
John has 18 blue carts. He also has 9 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does he
have?
No, that is 18 - 9.
John set up 18 rows of carts. Each row has 9 carts. How many carts did John set up?
  237) Problem #PRA422Q "PRA422Q - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 21 years old. He is 7 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Multiple choice:
21 + 7
No, that is "Peter is 21 years old. How old will he be in 7 years?"
21 ÷ 7
21 - 7
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No, that is "Peter is 21 years old. Donna is 7 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
21 x 7
No, that is "Peter is 21 years old. Donna is 7 times older than Peter. How old is
Donna?"
  238) Problem #PRA42ZX "PRA42ZX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 5 rows of chairs. Each row has 2 chairs. How many chairs did George set up?
Multiple choice:
5 + 2
No, that is "George has 5 red chairs and 2 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did George set
up?"
5 ÷ 2
No, that is "George set up 5 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 2 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
5 - 2
No, that is "George has 5 blue chairs. He also has 2 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
5 x 2
  239) Problem #PRA42YW "PRA42YW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
80 ÷ 10 = 8
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 80 red chairs and 10 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 80 + 10.
Nicholas set up 80 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 80 chairs. Martha set up 10 chairs. How many more chairs did Nicholas set up
than Martha?
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No, that is 80 - 10.
Nicholas set up 80 rows of chairs. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs are there all
together?
No, that is 80 x 10.
  240) Problem #PRA42Y6 "PRA42Y6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
100 ÷ 10 = 10
Multiple choice:
Chris is 100 years old. How old will he be in 10 years?
No, that is 100 + 10.
Chris is 100 years old. He is 10 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Chris is 100 years old. Donna is 10 years old. How many years older is Chris?
No, that is 100 - 10.
Chris is 100 years old. Donna is 10 times older than Chris. How old is Donna?
No, that is 100 x 10.
  241) Problem #PRA42XW "PRA42XW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 × 3 = 36
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 12 rocks. He finds 3 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?
No, that is 12 + 3.
Thomas has 12 rocks. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 12 ÷ 3.
Thomas has 12 rocks. He loses 3 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 3.
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Thomas has 12 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 3 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
  242) Problem #PRA42Z8 "PRA42Z8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas has 16 balls. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
16 + 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 16 balls. He finds 2 more. How many balls does Nicholas have?"
16 ÷ 2
16 - 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 16 balls. He loses 2 of them. How many balls does he have left?"
16 x 2
No, that is "Nicholas has 16 bags of balls. Each bag contains 2 balls. How many balls does
Nicholas have?"
  243) Problem #PRA42X6 "PRA42X6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
36 ÷ 4 = 9
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 36 rings. He finds 4 more. How many rings does Jacob have?
No, that is 36 + 4.
Jacob has 36 rings. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Jacob has 36 rings. He loses 4 of them. How many rings does he have left?
No, that is 36 - 4.
Jacob has 36 bags of rings. Each bag contains 4 rings. How many rings does Jacob have?
No, that is 36 x 4.
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  244) Problem #PRA42ZF "PRA42ZF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James has 11 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 3 DVDs. How many DVDs does James have?
Multiple choice:
11 + 3
No, that is "James has 11 DVDs. He finds 3 more. How many DVDs does James have?"
11 ÷ 3
No, that is "James has 11 DVDs. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many DVDs are in
each group?"
11 - 3
James has 11 DVDs. He loses 3 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
11 × 3
  245) Problem #PRA42ZQ "PRA42ZQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 16 carts. Neville set up 7 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
Multiple choice:
16 + 7
No, that is "James has 16 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?"
16 ÷ 7
No, that is "James set up 16 carts into rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many rows are there?"
16 - 7
No, that is "James set up 16 carts. Neville set up 7 carts. How many more carts did James set
up?"
16 x 7
  246) Problem #PRA422U "PRA422U - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
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Peter is 12 years old. He is 6 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Multiple choice:
12 + 6
No, that is "Peter is 12 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?"
12 ÷ 6
12 - 6
No, that is "Peter is 12 years old. Rose is 6 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
12 x 6
No, that is "Peter is 12 years old. Rose is 6 times older than Peter. How old is Rose?"
  247) Problem #PRA42YE "PRA42YE - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
11 x 5 = 55
Multiple choice:
George has 11 red desks and 5 blue desks set up. How many desks did George set up?
No, that is 11 + 5.
George set up 11 desks into rows. Each row has 5 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 11 ÷ 5.
George set up 11 desks. Neville set up 5 desks. How many more desks did George set up?
No, that is 11 - 5.
George set up 11 desks. Neville set up 5 times as many desks. How many desks did Neville set
up?
  248) Problem #PRA422G "PRA422G - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas set up 36 beds equally in rows. Each row has 6 beds. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
36 + 6
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No, that is "Nicholas set up 36 beds. Rose set up 6 beds. How many more beds did Nicholas set
up than Rose?"
36 x 6
No, that is "Nicholas set up 36 rows of beds. Each row has 6 beds. How many beds are there all
together?"
  249) Problem #PRA42YP "PRA42YP - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
14 x 10 = 140
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 14 red chairs and 10 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
No, that is 14 + 10.
Thomas set up 14 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs are in each
row?
No, that is 14 ÷ 10.
Thomas has 14 blue chairs. He also has 10 red chairs. How many more blue chairs than red
chairs does he have?
No, that is 14 - 10.
Thomas set up 14 rows of chairs. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs did Thomas set up?
  250) Problem #PRA42YX "PRA42YX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 ÷ 3 = 3
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 9 red chairs and 3 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did Jacob set up?
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No, that is 9 + 3.
Jacob set up 9 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 9 chairs. Martha set up 3 chairs. How many more chairs did Jacob set up than
Martha?
No, that is 9 - 3.
Jacob set up 9 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are there all together?
No, that is 9 x 3.
  251) Problem #PRA42Z3 "PRA42Z3 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 11 rows of carts. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts did George set up?
Multiple choice:
11 + 6
No, that is "George has 11 red carts and 6 blue carts set up. How many carts did George set
up?"
11 ÷ 6
No, that is "George set up 11 carts equally in rows. Each row has 6 carts. How many carts are
in each row?"
11 - 6
No, that is "George has 11 blue carts. He also has 6 red carts. How many more blue carts than
red carts does he have?"
11 x 6
  252) Problem #PRA42Y7 "PRA42Y7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
36 ÷ 9 = 4
Multiple choice:
David is 36 years old. How old will he be in 9 years?
No, that is 36 + 9.
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David is 36 years old. He is 9 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
David is 36 years old. Amy is 9 years old. How many years older is David?
No, that is 36 - 9.
David is 36 years old. Amy is 9 times older than David. How old is Amy?
No, that is 36 x 9.
  253) Problem #PRA42ZY "PRA42ZY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 18 rows of beds. Each row has 9 beds. How many beds did John set up?
Multiple choice:
18 + 9
No, that is "John has 18 red beds and 9 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?"
18 ÷ 9
No, that is "John set up 18 beds equally in rows. Each row has 9 beds. How many beds are in
each row?"
18 - 9
No, that is "John has 18 blue beds. He also has 9 red beds. How many more blue beds than red
beds does he have?"
18 x 9
  254) Problem #PRA42XX "PRA42XX - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 × 7 = 56
Multiple choice:
George has 8 DVDs. He finds 7 more. How many DVDs does George have?
No, that is 8 + 7.
George has 8 DVDs. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many DVDs are in each group?
No, that is 8 ÷ 7.
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George has 8 DVDs. He loses 7 of them. How many DVDs does he have left?
No, that is 8 - 7.
George has 8 bags of DVDs. Each bag contains 7 DVDs. How many DVDs does George have?
  255) Problem #PRA42X7 "PRA42X7 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
60 ÷ 10 = 6
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 60 candies. He finds 10 more. How many candies does Jacob have?
No, that is 60 + 10.
Jacob has 60 candies. He splits them equally into 10 bags. How many candies are in each bag?
Jacob has 60 candies. He loses 10 of them. How many candies does he have left?
No, that is 60 - 10.
Jacob has 60 bags of candies. Each bag contains 10 candies. How many candies does Jacob
have?
No, that is 60 x 10.
  256) Problem #PRA42Z9 "PRA42Z9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Jacob has 21 blocks. He splits them equally into 3 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
21 + 3
No, that is "Jacob has 21 blocks. He finds 3 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?"
21 ÷ 3
21 - 3
No, that is "Jacob has 21 blocks. He loses 3 of them. How many blocks does he have left?"
21 x 3
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No, that is "Jacob has 21 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 3 blocks. How many blocks does
Jacob have?"
  257) Problem #PRA42ZG "PRA42ZG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James has 12 bags of coins. Each bag contains 10 coins. How many coins does James have?
Multiple choice:
12 + 10
No, that is "James has 12 coins. He finds 10 more. How many coins does James have?"
12 ÷ 10
No, that is "James has 12 coins. He splits them into 10 equal groups. How many coins are in
each group?"
12 - 10
James has 12 coins. He loses 10 of them. How many coins does he have left?
12 × 10
  258) Problem #PRA42YQ "PRA42YQ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
9 x 7 = 63
Multiple choice:
James has 9 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did James set up?
No, that is 9 + 7.
James set up 9 carts equally in rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 9 ÷ 7.
James has 9 blue carts. He also has 7 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does he
have?
No, that is 9 - 7.
James set up 9 rows of carts. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts did James set up?
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  259) Problem #PRA42ZR "PRA42ZR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 8 chairs. Luna set up 7 times as many chairs. How many chairs did Luna set up?
Multiple choice:
8 + 7
No, that is "John has 8 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did John set up?"
8 ÷ 7
No, that is "John set up 8 chairs into rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many rows are there?"
8 - 7
No, that is "John set up 8 chairs. Luna set up 7 chairs. How many more chairs did John set
up?"
8 x 7
  260) Problem #PRA422R "PRA422R - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Peter is 28 years old. He is 7 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Multiple choice:
28 + 7
No, that is "Peter is 28 years old. How old will he be in 7 years?"
28 ÷ 7
28 - 7
No, that is "Peter is 28 years old. Rose is 7 years old. How many years older is
Peter?"
28 x 7
No, that is "Peter is 28 years old. Rose is 7 times older than Peter. How old is Rose?"
  261) Problem #PRA42YF "PRA42YF - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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2 x 2 = 4
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 2 red desks and 2 blue desks set up. How many desks did Thomas set up?
No, that is 2 + 2.
Thomas set up 2 desks into rows. Each row has 2 desks. How many rows are there?
No, that is 2 ÷ 2.
Thomas set up 2 desks. Cho set up 2 desks. How many more desks did Thomas set up?
No, that is 2 - 2.
Thomas set up 2 desks. Cho set up 2 times as many desks. How many desks did Cho set up?
  262) Problem #PRA422H "PRA422H - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Nicholas set up 21 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 3 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
21 + 3




No, that is "Nicholas set up 21 chairs. Martha set up 3 chairs. How many more chairs did
Nicholas set up than Martha?"
21 x 3
No, that is "Nicholas set up 21 rows of chairs. Each row has 3 chairs. How many chairs are
there all together?"
  263) Problem #PRA42XY "PRA42XY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 × 7 = 56
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Multiple choice:
James has 8 coins. He finds 7 more. How many coins does James have?
No, that is 8 + 7.
James has 8 coins. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many coins are in each group?
No, that is 8 ÷ 7.
James has 8 coins. He loses 7 of them. How many coins does he have left?
No, that is 8 - 7.
James has 8 bags of coins. Each bag contains 7 coins. How many coins does James have?
  264) Problem #PRA42Y8 "PRA42Y8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
60 ÷ 6 = 10
Multiple choice:
Matt is 60 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?
No, that is 60 + 6.
Matt is 60 years old. He is 6 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Matt is 60 years old. Amy is 6 years old. How many years older is Matt?
No, that is 60 - 6.
Matt is 60 years old. Amy is 6 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?
No, that is 60 x 6.
  265) Problem #PRA42ZZ "PRA42ZZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Thomas set up 12 rows of carts. Each row has 3 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
Multiple choice:
12 + 3
No, that is "Thomas has 12 red carts and 3 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set
up?"
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12 ÷ 3
No, that is "Thomas set up 12 carts equally in rows. Each row has 3 carts. How many carts are
in each row?"
12 - 3
No, that is "Thomas has 12 blue carts. He also has 3 red carts. How many more blue carts than
red carts does he have?"
12 x 3
  266) Problem #PRA42YY "PRA42YY - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
8 ÷ 2 = 4
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 8 red beds and 2 blue beds set up. How many beds did Jacob set up?
No, that is 8 + 2.
Jacob set up 8 beds equally in rows. Each row has 2 beds. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 8 beds. Donna set up 2 beds. How many more beds did Jacob set up than Donna?
No, that is 8 - 2.
Jacob set up 8 rows of beds. Each row has 2 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 8 x 2.
  267) Problem #PRA42X8 "PRA42X8 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
24 ÷ 4 = 6
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 24 blocks. He finds 4 more. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 24 + 4.
Jacob has 24 blocks. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many blocks are in each bag?
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Jacob has 24 blocks. He loses 4 of them. How many blocks does he have left?
No, that is 24 - 4.
Jacob has 24 bags of blocks. Each bag contains 4 blocks. How many blocks does Jacob have?
No, that is 24 x 4.
  268) Problem #PRA422A "PRA422A - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Kevin has 20 rings. He splits them equally into 4 bags. How many rings are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
20 + 4
No, that is "Kevin has 20 rings. He finds 4 more. How many rings does Kevin have?"
20 ÷ 4
20 - 4
No, that is "Kevin has 20 rings. He loses 4 of them. How many rings does he have left?"
20 x 4
No, that is "Kevin has 20 bags of rings. Each bag contains 4 rings. How many rings does Kevin
have?"
  269) Problem #PRA42ZH "PRA42ZH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George has 8 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 8 rocks. How many rocks does George have?
Multiple choice:
8 + 8
No, that is "George has 8 rocks. He finds 8 more. How many rocks does George have?"
8 ÷ 8
No, that is "George has 8 rocks. He splits them into 8 equal groups. How many rocks are in
each group?"
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8 - 8
George has 8 rocks. He loses 8 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
8 × 8
  270) Problem #PRA42ZS "PRA42ZS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 10 carts. Cho set up 3 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
10 + 3
No, that is "John has 10 red carts and 3 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?"
10 ÷ 3
No, that is "John set up 10 carts into rows. Each row has 3 carts. How many rows are
there?"
10 - 3
No, that is "John set up 10 carts. Cho set up 3 carts. How many more carts did John set
up?"
10 x 3
  271) Problem #PRA42YR "PRA42YR - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
14 x 7 = 98
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 14 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set up?
No, that is 14 + 7.
Thomas set up 14 carts equally in rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 14 ÷ 7.
Thomas has 14 blue carts. He also has 7 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does
he have?
No, that is 14 - 7.
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Thomas set up 14 rows of carts. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
  272) Problem #PRA422J "PRA422J - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel set up 30 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 10 chairs. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
30 + 10




No, that is "Samuel set up 30 chairs. Donna set up 10 chairs. How many more chairs did
Samuel set up than Donna?"
30 x 10
No, that is "Samuel set up 30 rows of chairs. Each row has 10 chairs. How many chairs are
there all together?"
  273) Problem #PRA422S "PRA422S - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Matt is 18 years old. He is 2 times older than Amy. How old is Amy?
Multiple choice:
18 + 2
No, that is "Matt is 18 years old. How old will he be in 2 years?"
18 ÷ 2
18 - 2
No, that is "Matt is 18 years old. Amy is 2 years old. How many years older is
Matt?"
18 x 2
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No, that is "Matt is 18 years old. Amy is 2 times older than Matt. How old is Amy?"
  274) Problem #PRA42YG "PRA42YG - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 x 10 = 120
Multiple choice:
John has 12 red carts and 10 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?
No, that is 12 + 10.
John set up 12 carts into rows. Each row has 10 carts. How many rows are there?
No, that is 12 ÷ 10.
John set up 12 carts. Neville set up 10 carts. How many more carts did John set up?
No, that is 12 - 10.
John set up 12 carts. Neville set up 10 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
  275) Problem #PRA42YZ "PRA42YZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
24 ÷ 8 = 3
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 24 red beds and 8 blue beds set up. How many beds did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 24 + 8.
Nicholas set up 24 beds equally in rows. Each row has 8 beds. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 24 beds. Donna set up 8 beds. How many more beds did Nicholas set up than
Donna?
No, that is 24 - 8.
Nicholas set up 24 rows of beds. Each row has 8 beds. How many beds are there all together?
No, that is 24 x 8.
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  276) Problem #PRA42Y9 "PRA42Y9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
28 ÷ 4 = 7
Multiple choice:
Peter is 28 years old. How old will he be in 4 years?
No, that is 28 + 4.
Peter is 28 years old. He is 4 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
Peter is 28 years old. Donna is 4 years old. How many years older is Peter?
No, that is 28 - 4.
Peter is 28 years old. Donna is 4 times older than Peter. How old is Donna?
No, that is 28 x 4.
  277) Problem #PRA42Z2 "PRA42Z2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James set up 10 rows of chairs. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs did James set up?
Multiple choice:
10 + 7
No, that is "James has 10 red chairs and 7 blue chairs set up. How many chairs did James set
up?"
10 ÷ 7
No, that is "James set up 10 chairs equally in rows. Each row has 7 chairs. How many chairs
are in each row?"
10 - 7
No, that is "James has 10 blue chairs. He also has 7 red chairs. How many more blue chairs
than red chairs does he have?"
10 x 7
  278) Problem #PRA42XZ "PRA42XZ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
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12 × 3 = 36
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 12 rocks. He finds 3 more. How many rocks does Thomas have?
No, that is 12 + 3.
Thomas has 12 rocks. He splits them into 3 equal groups. How many rocks are in each group?
No, that is 12 ÷ 3.
Thomas has 12 rocks. He loses 3 of them. How many rocks does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 3.
Thomas has 12 bags of rocks. Each bag contains 3 rocks. How many rocks does Thomas have?
  279) Problem #PRA42X9 "PRA42X9 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
12 ÷ 6 = 2
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 12 balls. He finds 6 more. How many balls does Jacob have?
No, that is 12 + 6.
Jacob has 12 balls. He splits them equally into 6 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Jacob has 12 balls. He loses 6 of them. How many balls does he have left?
No, that is 12 - 6.
Jacob has 12 bags of balls. Each bag contains 6 balls. How many balls does Jacob have?
No, that is 12 x 6.
  280) Problem #PRA422B "PRA422B - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel has 12 balls. He splits them equally into 2 bags. How many balls are in each bag?
Multiple choice:
12 + 2
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No, that is "Samuel has 12 balls. He finds 2 more. How many balls does Samuel have?"
12 ÷ 2
12 - 2
No, that is "Samuel has 12 balls. He loses 2 of them. How many balls does he have left?"
12 x 2
No, that is "Samuel has 12 bags of balls. Each bag contains 2 balls. How many balls does
Samuel have?"
  281) Problem #PRA42ZJ "PRA42ZJ - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
James has 8 bags of watches. Each bag contains 7 watches. How many watches does James have?
Multiple choice:
8 + 7
No, that is "James has 8 watches. He finds 7 more. How many watches does James have?"
8 ÷ 7
No, that is "James has 8 watches. He splits them into 7 equal groups. How many watches are in
each group?"
8 - 7
James has 8 watches. He loses 7 of them. How many watches does he have left?
8 × 7
  282) Problem #PRA42Y2 "PRA42Y2 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
42 ÷ 7 = 6
Multiple choice:
Nicholas has 42 red carts and 7 blue carts set up. How many carts did Nicholas set up?
No, that is 42 + 7.
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Nicholas set up 42 carts equally in rows. Each row has 7 carts. How many rows are there?
Nicholas set up 42 carts. Martha set up 7 carts. How many more carts did Nicholas set up than
Martha?
No, that is 42 - 7.
Nicholas set up 42 rows of carts. Each row has 7 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 42 x 7.
  283) Problem #PRA42ZT "PRA42ZT - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
George set up 12 carts. Neville set up 8 times as many carts. How many carts did Neville set up?
Multiple choice:
12 + 8
No, that is "George has 12 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did George set
up?"
12 ÷ 8
No, that is "George set up 12 carts into rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many rows are there?"
12 - 8
No, that is "George set up 12 carts. Neville set up 8 carts. How many more carts did George set
up?"
12 x 8
  284) Problem #PRA422K "PRA422K - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Samuel set up 32 carts equally in rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many rows are there?
Multiple choice:
32 + 8
No, that is "Samuel has 32 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did Samuel set
up?"
32 ÷ 8
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32 - 8
No, that is "Samuel set up 32 carts. Amy set up 8 carts. How many more carts did Samuel set
up than Amy?"
32 x 8
No, that is "Samuel set up 32 rows of carts. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts are there all
together?"
  285) Problem #PRA42YH "PRA42YH - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
14 x 8 = 112
Multiple choice:
John has 14 red beds and 8 blue beds set up. How many beds did John set up?
No, that is 14 + 8.
John set up 14 beds into rows. Each row has 8 beds. How many rows are there?
No, that is 14 ÷ 8.
John set up 14 beds. Dean set up 8 beds. How many more beds did John set up?
No, that is 14 - 8.
John set up 14 beds. Dean set up 8 times as many beds. How many beds did Dean set up?
  286) Problem #PRA422T "PRA422T - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole Numbers
3 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Chris is 54 years old. He is 6 times older than Rose. How old is Rose?
Multiple choice:
54 + 6
No, that is "Chris is 54 years old. How old will he be in 6 years?"
54 ÷ 6
54 - 6
No, that is "Chris is 54 years old. Rose is 6 years old. How many years older is
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Chris?"
54 x 6
No, that is "Chris is 54 years old. Rose is 6 times older than Chris. How old is Rose?"
  287) Problem #PRA42YS "PRA42YS - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
16 x 8 = 128
Multiple choice:
Thomas has 16 red carts and 8 blue carts set up. How many carts did Thomas set up?
No, that is 16 + 8.
Thomas set up 16 carts equally in rows. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts are in each row?
No, that is 16 ÷ 8.
Thomas has 16 blue carts. He also has 8 red carts. How many more blue carts than red carts does
he have?
No, that is 16 - 8.
Thomas set up 16 rows of carts. Each row has 8 carts. How many carts did Thomas set up?
  288) Problem #PRA42ZA "PRA42ZA - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
18 ÷ 3 = 6
Multiple choice:
David is 18 years old. How old will he be in 3 years?
No, that is 18 + 3.
David is 18 years old. He is 3 times older than Donna. How old is Donna?
David is 18 years old. Donna is 3 years old. How many years older is David?
No, that is 18 - 3.
David is 18 years old. Donna is 3 times older than David. How old is Donna?
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No, that is 18 x 3.
End of LinearMasterySection "Both" [3293993]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choose Condition" [3293988]
LinearSection ""Next"" [3293989]
  289) Problem #PRA4QAU "PRA4QAU - No Choice Prompt"
You did it you completed the skill builder.  
 
You are almost done. There are four questions left. 
Multiple choice:
OK
End of LinearSection ""Next"" [3293989]
RandomChildOrderSection "Posttest" [3293990]
  290) Problem #PRA4QA3 "PRA4QA3 - Interpret Posttest 1"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
Paul has 36 blocks. His sister takes 8 of his blocks away. Then, he splits them equally into 3 towers.
How many blocks are in each tower?
Multiple choice:
(36 + 8) x 3
(36 - 8) ÷ 3
(8 - 36) ÷ 3
(36 - 8) + 3
(36 ÷ 8) - 3
(36 - 3) ÷ 8
  291) Problem #PRA4QEB "PRA4QEB - Interpret Posttest 3"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the expression:
 
(8 x 4) - 6
Multiple choice:
Kevin has 8 candies. First, he eats 4 of them. Then, he splits the rest equally into 6 bags. How
many candies are in each bag?
No, that is (8-4) ÷ 6.
Kevin has 8 candies. He finds 4 more. Then, he splits them equally into 6 bags. How many
candies are in each bag?
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No, that is (8 + 4) ÷ 6.
Kevin has 8 candies. He cuts each candy into 4 pieces. Then, he splits them equally into 6 bags.
How many pieces of candy are in each bag?
No, that is (8 x 4) ÷ 6.
Kevin has 8 candies. He cuts each candy into 4 pieces. Then, he gives away 6 pieces. How many
pieces of candy does Kevin have left?
  292) Problem #PRA4QB6 "PRA4QB6 - TEMPLATE-Interpret Products of Whole Numbers 2 REVERSE"
Choose the expression that correctly matches the word problem:
 
John set up 8 carts. Cho set up 4 times as many carts. How many carts did Cho set up?
Multiple choice:
8 + 4
No, that is "John has 8 red carts and 4 blue carts set up. How many carts did John set up?"
8 ÷ 4
No, that is "John set up 8 carts into rows. Each row has 4 carts. How many rows are
there?"
8 - 4
No, that is "John set up 8 carts. Cho set up 4 carts. How many more carts did John set
up?"
8 x 4
  293) Problem #PRA42TW "PRA42TW - TEMPLATE-Interpret Whole-Number Quotients of Whole
Numbers 2"
Choose the word problem that correctly matches the equation:
 
40 ÷ 5 = 8
Multiple choice:
Jacob has 40 red carts and 5 blue carts set up. How many carts did Jacob set up?
No, that is 40 + 5.
Jacob set up 40 carts equally in rows. Each row has 5 carts. How many rows are there?
Jacob set up 40 carts. Donna set up 5 carts. How many more carts did Jacob set up than Donna?
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No, that is 40 - 5.
Jacob set up 40 rows of carts. Each row has 5 carts. How many carts are there all together?
No, that is 40 x 5.
End of RandomChildOrderSection "Posttest" [3293990]
End of LinearSection "Interpret Products and Quotients EX" [3221789]
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Problem Set " SKILL BUILDER Adding/Subtracting within 1000 3.NBT.A.2 EX" id:[PSASDZH]
Select All  
LinearSection " SKILL BUILDER Adding/Subtracting within 1000 3.NBT.A.2 EX" [3219882]
  1) Problem #PRA4N7W "PRA4N7W - Confidence Question"
Answer this question.  Then you will work until you get three right in a row.
 
Do you think you can solve the following problems without error?
 
732 + 120 = ?
 
319 + 649 = ?
 
194 + 638 = ?
Multiple choice:
(0%) No, I can’t solve these problems
(25%) I don’t think I can solve these problems
(50%) Maybe I can solve these problems
(75%) I think I can solve these problems




  2) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3220069]
  3) Problem #PRA3SQJ "PRA3SQJ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
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Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 211 = 200 + 10 + 1
 836 = 800 + 30 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
1 + 6 = 7
 
10 + 30 = 40
 
200 + 800 = 1000
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   211
+ 836
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 211 = 200 + 10 + 1
 836 = 800 + 30 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 800 = 1000
10 + 30 = 40
1 + 6 = 7
 
Now add these together.
 1000 +  40 + 7 = 1047
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   211
+ 836
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   211
+ 836
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 4 tens. 
 
    
   211 
+ 836
    47
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 10 hundreds.
  
    






  4) Problem #PRA3SQK "PRA3SQK - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 725 = 700 + 20 + 5
 142 = 100 + 40 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
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5 + 2 = 7
 
20 + 40 = 60
 
700 + 100 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   725
+ 142
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 725 = 700 + 20 + 5
 142 = 100 + 40 + 2
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
700 + 100 = 800
20 + 40 = 60
5 + 2 = 7
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   725
+ 142
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
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   725
+ 142
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 6 tens. 
 
    
   725 
+ 142
    67
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
    






  5) Problem #PRA3SQM "PRA3SQM - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 872 = 800 + 70 + 2
 869 = 800 + 60 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 9 = 11
 
70 + 60 = 130
 
800 + 800 = 1600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
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There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   872
+ 869
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 872 = 800 + 70 + 2
 869 = 800 + 60 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 800 = 1600
70 + 60 = 130
2 + 9 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   872
+ 869
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   872
+ 869
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 14 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
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   872 
+ 869
    41
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 17 hundreds.
  
   11






  6) Problem #PRA3SQN "PRA3SQN - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 8 = 13
 
0 + 80 = 80
 
300 + 300 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 
You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
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You can look at the problem in a different way:
   305
+ 388
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 300 = 600
0 + 80 = 80
5 + 8 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   305
+ 388
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   305
+ 388
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   305 
+ 388
    93
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 6 hundreds.
  
    1
   305
+ 388
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  7) Problem #PRA3SQP "PRA3SQP - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 685 = 600 + 80 + 5
 406 = 400 + 0 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 6 = 11
 
80 + 0 = 80
 
600 + 400 = 1000
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   685
+ 406
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
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 685 = 600 + 80 + 5
 406 = 400 + 0 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 400 = 1000
80 + 0 = 80
5 + 6 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   685
+ 406
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   685
+ 406
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   685 
+ 406
    91
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 10 hundreds.
  
    1






  8) Problem #PRA3SQQ "PRA3SQQ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
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Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 6 = 8
 
90 + 30 = 120
 
600 + 200 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   692
+ 236
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 200 = 800
90 + 30 = 120
2 + 6 = 8
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Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   692
+ 236
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   692
+ 236
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   692 
+ 236
    28
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
   1 






  9) Problem #PRA3SQR "PRA3SQR - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 178 = 100 + 70 + 8
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 160 = 100 + 60 + 0
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
8 + 0 = 8
 
70 + 60 = 130
 
100 + 100 = 200
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   178
+ 160
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 178 = 100 + 70 + 8
 160 = 100 + 60 + 0
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
100 + 100 = 200
70 + 60 = 130
8 + 0 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
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   178
+ 160
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   178
+ 160
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 13 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   178 
+ 160
    38
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 3 hundreds.
  
   1 






  10) Problem #PRA3SQS "PRA3SQS - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 665 = 600 + 60 + 5
 202 = 200 + 0 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 2 = 7
 
60 + 0 = 60
 
600 + 200 = 800
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Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   665
+ 202
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 665 = 600 + 60 + 5
 202 = 200 + 0 + 2
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 200 = 800
60 + 0 = 60
5 + 2 = 7
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   665
+ 202
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   665
+ 202
      7 
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Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 6 tens. 
 
    
   665 
+ 202
    67
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
    






  11) Problem #PRA3SQT "PRA3SQT - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 447 = 400 + 40 + 7
 946 = 900 + 40 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
7 + 6 = 13
 
40 + 40 = 80
 
400 + 900 = 1300
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
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There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   447
+ 946
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 447 = 400 + 40 + 7
 946 = 900 + 40 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
400 + 900 = 1300
40 + 40 = 80
7 + 6 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   447
+ 946
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   447
+ 946
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   447 
+ 946
    93
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 13 hundreds.
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    1






  12) Problem #PRA3SQU "PRA3SQU - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 384 = 300 + 80 + 4
 107 = 100 + 0 + 7
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
4 + 7 = 11
 
80 + 0 = 80
 
300 + 100 = 400
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   384
+ 107
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First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 384 = 300 + 80 + 4
 107 = 100 + 0 + 7
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 100 = 400
80 + 0 = 80
4 + 7 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   384
+ 107
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   384
+ 107
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   384 
+ 107
    91
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 4 hundreds.
  
    1
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  13) Problem #PRA3SQV "PRA3SQV - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 934 = 900 + 30 + 4
 603 = 600 + 0 + 3
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
4 + 3 = 7
 
30 + 0 = 30
 
900 + 600 = 1500
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   934
+ 603
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 934 = 900 + 30 + 4
 603 = 600 + 0 + 3
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
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900 + 600 = 1500
30 + 0 = 30
4 + 3 = 7
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   934
+ 603
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   934
+ 603
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 3 tens. 
 
    
   934 
+ 603
    37
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 15 hundreds.
  
    






  14) Problem #PRA3SQW "PRA3SQW - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
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add.
 
 661 = 600 + 60 + 1
 724 = 700 + 20 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
1 + 4 = 5
 
60 + 20 = 80
 
600 + 700 = 1300
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   661
+ 724
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 661 = 600 + 60 + 1
 724 = 700 + 20 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 700 = 1300
60 + 20 = 80
1 + 4 = 5
 
Now add these together.
 1300 +  80 + 5 = 1385
 
OR
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   661
+ 724
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 5 ones. 
 
      
   661
+ 724
      5 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 8 tens. 
 
    
   661 
+ 724
    85
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 13 hundreds.
  
    






  15) Problem #PRA3SQX "PRA3SQX - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 474 = 400 + 70 + 4
 787 = 700 + 80 + 7
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
4 + 7 = 11
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70 + 80 = 150
 
400 + 700 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   474
+ 787
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 474 = 400 + 70 + 4
 787 = 700 + 80 + 7
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
400 + 700 = 1100
70 + 80 = 150
4 + 7 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   474
+ 787
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
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     1
   474
+ 787
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 16 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   474 
+ 787
    61
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 12 hundreds.
  
   11






  16) Problem #PRA3SQY "PRA3SQY - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 845 = 800 + 40 + 5
 495 = 400 + 90 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 5 = 10
 
40 + 90 = 130
 
800 + 400 = 1200
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
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There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   845
+ 495
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 845 = 800 + 40 + 5
 495 = 400 + 90 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 400 = 1200
40 + 90 = 130
5 + 5 = 10
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   845
+ 495
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   845
+ 495
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 14 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   845 
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+ 495
    40
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 13 hundreds.
  
   11






  17) Problem #PRA3SQZ "PRA3SQZ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 528 = 500 + 20 + 8
 644 = 600 + 40 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
8 + 4 = 12
 
20 + 40 = 60
 
500 + 600 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 
You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
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OR
 
You can look at the problem in a different way:
   528
+ 644
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 528 = 500 + 20 + 8
 644 = 600 + 40 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
500 + 600 = 1100
20 + 40 = 60
8 + 4 = 12
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   528
+ 644
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 12 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   528
+ 644
      2 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 7 tens. 
 
    1
   528 
+ 644
    72
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 11 hundreds.
  
    1
   528
+ 644
 1172
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  18) Problem #PRA3SQ2 "PRA3SQ2 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 819 = 800 + 10 + 9
 999 = 900 + 90 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
9 + 9 = 18
 
10 + 90 = 100
 
800 + 900 = 1700
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   819
+ 999
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 819 = 800 + 10 + 9
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 999 = 900 + 90 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 900 = 1700
10 + 90 = 100
9 + 9 = 18
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   819
+ 999
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 18 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   819
+ 999
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 11 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   819 
+ 999
    18
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 18 hundreds.
  
   11






  19) Problem #PRA3SQ3 "PRA3SQ3 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
667 + 663 = 
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Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 667 = 600 + 60 + 7
 663 = 600 + 60 + 3
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
7 + 3 = 10
 
60 + 60 = 120
 
600 + 600 = 1200
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   667
+ 663
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 667 = 600 + 60 + 7
 663 = 600 + 60 + 3
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 600 = 1200
60 + 60 = 120
7 + 3 = 10
 
Now add these together.
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   667
+ 663
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   667
+ 663
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 13 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   667 
+ 663
    30
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 13 hundreds.
  
   11






  20) Problem #PRA3SQ4 "PRA3SQ4 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 242 = 200 + 40 + 2
 496 = 400 + 90 + 6
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Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 6 = 8
 
40 + 90 = 130
 
200 + 400 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   242
+ 496
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 242 = 200 + 40 + 2
 496 = 400 + 90 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 400 = 600
40 + 90 = 130
2 + 6 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   242
+ 496
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First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   242
+ 496
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 13 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   242 
+ 496
    38
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 7 hundreds.
  
   1 






  21) Problem #PRA3SQ5 "PRA3SQ5 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 205 = 200 + 0 + 5
 749 = 700 + 40 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 9 = 14
 
0 + 40 = 40
 
200 + 700 = 900
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Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   205
+ 749
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 205 = 200 + 0 + 5
 749 = 700 + 40 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 700 = 900
0 + 40 = 40
5 + 9 = 14
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   205
+ 749
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 14 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   205
+ 749
      4 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 5 tens. 
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    1
   205 
+ 749
    54
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    1






  22) Problem #PRA3SQ6 "PRA3SQ6 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 590 = 500 + 90 + 0
 145 = 100 + 40 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
0 + 5 = 5
 
90 + 40 = 130
 
500 + 100 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
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You can look at the problem in a different way:
   590
+ 145
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 590 = 500 + 90 + 0
 145 = 100 + 40 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
500 + 100 = 600
90 + 40 = 130
0 + 5 = 5
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   590
+ 145
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 5 ones. 
 
      
   590
+ 145
      5 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 13 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   590 
+ 145
    35
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 7 hundreds.
  
   1 
   590
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  23) Problem #PRA3SQ7 "PRA3SQ7 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 633 = 600 + 30 + 3
 998 = 900 + 90 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
3 + 8 = 11
 
30 + 90 = 120
 
600 + 900 = 1500
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   633
+ 998
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
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 633 = 600 + 30 + 3
 998 = 900 + 90 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 900 = 1500
30 + 90 = 120
3 + 8 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   633
+ 998
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   633
+ 998
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 13 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   633 
+ 998
    31
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 16 hundreds.
  
   11






  24) Problem #PRA3SQ8 "PRA3SQ8 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
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Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 622 = 600 + 20 + 2
 556 = 500 + 50 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 6 = 8
 
20 + 50 = 70
 
600 + 500 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   622
+ 556
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 622 = 600 + 20 + 2
 556 = 500 + 50 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 500 = 1100
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20 + 50 = 70
2 + 6 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   622
+ 556
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   622
+ 556
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 7 tens. 
 
    
   622 
+ 556
    78
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 11 hundreds.
  
    






  25) Problem #PRA3SQ9 "PRA3SQ9 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
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 832 = 800 + 30 + 2
 368 = 300 + 60 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 8 = 10
 
30 + 60 = 90
 
800 + 300 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   832
+ 368
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 832 = 800 + 30 + 2
 368 = 300 + 60 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 300 = 1100
30 + 60 = 90
2 + 8 = 10
 
Now add these together.
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   832
+ 368
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   832
+ 368
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 10 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   832 
+ 368
    00
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 12 hundreds.
  
   11






  26) Problem #PRA3SRA "PRA3SRA - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 272 = 200 + 70 + 2
 584 = 500 + 80 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 4 = 6
 
70 + 80 = 150
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200 + 500 = 700
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   272
+ 584
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 272 = 200 + 70 + 2
 584 = 500 + 80 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 500 = 700
70 + 80 = 150
2 + 4 = 6
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   272
+ 584
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 6 ones. 
 
      
   272
+ 584
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      6 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 15 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   272 
+ 584
    56
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
   1 






  27) Problem #PRA3SRB "PRA3SRB - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 183 = 100 + 80 + 3
 805 = 800 + 0 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
3 + 5 = 8
 
80 + 0 = 80
 
100 + 800 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
900 +  80 + 8 = 988
 
Type in 988
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Hints:
There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   183
+ 805
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 183 = 100 + 80 + 3
 805 = 800 + 0 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
100 + 800 = 900
80 + 0 = 80
3 + 5 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   183
+ 805
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   183
+ 805
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 8 tens. 
 
    
   183 
+ 805
    88
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Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    






  28) Problem #PRA3SRC "PRA3SRC - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 900 = 900 + 0 + 0
 915 = 900 + 10 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
0 + 5 = 5
 
0 + 10 = 10
 
900 + 900 = 1800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
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   900
+ 915
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 900 = 900 + 0 + 0
 915 = 900 + 10 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
900 + 900 = 1800
0 + 10 = 10
0 + 5 = 5
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   900
+ 915
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 5 ones. 
 
      
   900
+ 915
      5 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 1 tens. 
 
    
   900 
+ 915
    15
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 18 hundreds.
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  29) Problem #PRA3SRD "PRA3SRD - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 401 = 400 + 0 + 1
 269 = 200 + 60 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
1 + 9 = 10
 
0 + 60 = 60
 
400 + 200 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   401
+ 269
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 401 = 400 + 0 + 1
 269 = 200 + 60 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
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400 + 200 = 600
0 + 60 = 60
1 + 9 = 10
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   401
+ 269
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   401
+ 269
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 7 tens. 
 
    1
   401 
+ 269
    70
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 6 hundreds.
  
    1






  30) Problem #PRA3SRE "PRA3SRE - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
462 + 705 = 
Algebra:
1167
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Hints:
Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 462 = 400 + 60 + 2
 705 = 700 + 0 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 5 = 7
 
60 + 0 = 60
 
400 + 700 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   462
+ 705
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 462 = 400 + 60 + 2
 705 = 700 + 0 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
400 + 700 = 1100
60 + 0 = 60
2 + 5 = 7
 
Now add these together.
 1100 +  60 + 7 = 1167
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   462
+ 705
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   462
+ 705
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 6 tens. 
 
    
   462 
+ 705
    67
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 11 hundreds.
  
    






  31) Problem #PRA3SRF "PRA3SRF - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 702 = 700 + 0 + 2
 784 = 700 + 80 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
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2 + 4 = 6
 
0 + 80 = 80
 
700 + 700 = 1400
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   702
+ 784
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 702 = 700 + 0 + 2
 784 = 700 + 80 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
700 + 700 = 1400
0 + 80 = 80
2 + 4 = 6
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   702
+ 784
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First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 6 ones. 
 
      
   702
+ 784
      6 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 8 tens. 
 
    
   702 
+ 784
    86
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 14 hundreds.
  
    






  32) Problem #PRA3SRG "PRA3SRG - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 258 = 200 + 50 + 8
 728 = 700 + 20 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
8 + 8 = 16
 
50 + 20 = 70
 
200 + 700 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
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results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   258
+ 728
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 258 = 200 + 50 + 8
 728 = 700 + 20 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 700 = 900
50 + 20 = 70
8 + 8 = 16
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   258
+ 728
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 16 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   258
+ 728
      6 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 8 tens. 
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    1
   258 
+ 728
    86
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    1






  33) Problem #PRA3SRH "PRA3SRH - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 631 = 600 + 30 + 1
 587 = 500 + 80 + 7
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
1 + 7 = 8
 
30 + 80 = 110
 
600 + 500 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
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You can look at the problem in a different way:
   631
+ 587
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 631 = 600 + 30 + 1
 587 = 500 + 80 + 7
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 500 = 1100
30 + 80 = 110
1 + 7 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   631
+ 587
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   631
+ 587
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 11 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   631 
+ 587
    18
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 12 hundreds.
  
   1 
   631
+ 587
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  34) Problem #PRA3SRJ "PRA3SRJ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 306 = 300 + 0 + 6
 586 = 500 + 80 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
6 + 6 = 12
 
0 + 80 = 80
 
300 + 500 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   306
+ 586
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
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 306 = 300 + 0 + 6
 586 = 500 + 80 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 500 = 800
0 + 80 = 80
6 + 6 = 12
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   306
+ 586
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 12 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   306
+ 586
      2 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   306 
+ 586
    92
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
    1






  35) Problem #PRA3SRK "PRA3SRK - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
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Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 749 = 700 + 40 + 9
 503 = 500 + 0 + 3
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
9 + 3 = 12
 
40 + 0 = 40
 
700 + 500 = 1200
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   749
+ 503
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 749 = 700 + 40 + 9
 503 = 500 + 0 + 3
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
700 + 500 = 1200
40 + 0 = 40
9 + 3 = 12
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Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   749
+ 503
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 12 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   749
+ 503
      2 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 5 tens. 
 
    1
   749 
+ 503
    52
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 12 hundreds.
  
    1






  36) Problem #PRA3SRM "PRA3SRM - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
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 844 = 800 + 40 + 4
 232 = 200 + 30 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
4 + 2 = 6
 
40 + 30 = 70
 
800 + 200 = 1000
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   844
+ 232
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 844 = 800 + 40 + 4
 232 = 200 + 30 + 2
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 200 = 1000
40 + 30 = 70
4 + 2 = 6
 
Now add these together.
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   844
+ 232
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 6 ones. 
 
      
   844
+ 232
      6 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 7 tens. 
 
    
   844 
+ 232
    76
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 10 hundreds.
  
    






  37) Problem #PRA3SRN "PRA3SRN - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 536 = 500 + 30 + 6
 584 = 500 + 80 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
6 + 4 = 10
 
30 + 80 = 110
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500 + 500 = 1000
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   536
+ 584
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 536 = 500 + 30 + 6
 584 = 500 + 80 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
500 + 500 = 1000
30 + 80 = 110
6 + 4 = 10
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   536
+ 584
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   536
+ 584
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      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   536 
+ 584
    20
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 11 hundreds.
  
   11






  38) Problem #PRA3SRP "PRA3SRP - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 272 = 200 + 70 + 2
 489 = 400 + 80 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 9 = 11
 
70 + 80 = 150
 
200 + 400 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
600 +  150 + 11 = 761
 
Type in 761
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Hints:
There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   272
+ 489
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 272 = 200 + 70 + 2
 489 = 400 + 80 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
200 + 400 = 600
70 + 80 = 150
2 + 9 = 11
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   272
+ 489
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 11 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   272
+ 489
      1 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 16 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   272 
+ 489
    61
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Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 7 hundreds.
  
   11






  39) Problem #PRA3SRQ "PRA3SRQ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 110 = 100 + 10 + 0
 108 = 100 + 0 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
0 + 8 = 8
 
10 + 0 = 10
 
100 + 100 = 200
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
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   110
+ 108
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 110 = 100 + 10 + 0
 108 = 100 + 0 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
100 + 100 = 200
10 + 0 = 10
0 + 8 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   110
+ 108
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   110
+ 108
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 1 tens. 
 
    
   110 
+ 108
    18
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 2 hundreds.
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  40) Problem #PRA3SRR "PRA3SRR - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 306 = 300 + 0 + 6
 632 = 600 + 30 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
6 + 2 = 8
 
0 + 30 = 30
 
300 + 600 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   306
+ 632
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 306 = 300 + 0 + 6
 632 = 600 + 30 + 2
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Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 600 = 900
0 + 30 = 30
6 + 2 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   306
+ 632
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   306
+ 632
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 3 tens. 
 
    
   306 
+ 632
    38
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    






  41) Problem #PRA3SRS "PRA3SRS - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
849 + 614 = 
Algebra:
1463
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Hints:
Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 849 = 800 + 40 + 9
 614 = 600 + 10 + 4
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
9 + 4 = 13
 
40 + 10 = 50
 
800 + 600 = 1400
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   849
+ 614
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 849 = 800 + 40 + 9
 614 = 600 + 10 + 4
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 600 = 1400
40 + 10 = 50
9 + 4 = 13
 
Now add these together.
 1400 +  50 + 13 = 1463
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   849
+ 614
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   849
+ 614
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 6 tens. 
 
    1
   849 
+ 614
    63
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 14 hundreds.
  
    1






  42) Problem #PRA3SRT "PRA3SRT - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 363 = 300 + 60 + 3
 460 = 400 + 60 + 0
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
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3 + 0 = 3
 
60 + 60 = 120
 
300 + 400 = 700
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   363
+ 460
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 363 = 300 + 60 + 3
 460 = 400 + 60 + 0
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 400 = 700
60 + 60 = 120
3 + 0 = 3
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   363
+ 460
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First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 3 ones. 
 
      
   363
+ 460
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   363 
+ 460
    23
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
   1 






  43) Problem #PRA3SRU "PRA3SRU - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 356 = 300 + 50 + 6
 517 = 500 + 10 + 7
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
6 + 7 = 13
 
50 + 10 = 60
 
300 + 500 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
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results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   356
+ 517
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 356 = 300 + 50 + 6
 517 = 500 + 10 + 7
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 500 = 800
50 + 10 = 60
6 + 7 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   356
+ 517
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   356
+ 517
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 7 tens. 
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    1
   356 
+ 517
    73
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 8 hundreds.
  
    1






  44) Problem #PRA3SRV "PRA3SRV - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 503 = 500 + 0 + 3
 452 = 400 + 50 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
3 + 2 = 5
 
0 + 50 = 50
 
500 + 400 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
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You can look at the problem in a different way:
   503
+ 452
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 503 = 500 + 0 + 3
 452 = 400 + 50 + 2
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
500 + 400 = 900
0 + 50 = 50
3 + 2 = 5
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   503
+ 452
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 5 ones. 
 
      
   503
+ 452
      5 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 5 tens. 
 
    
   503 
+ 452
    55
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    
   503
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  45) Problem #PRA3SRW "PRA3SRW - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 302 = 300 + 0 + 2
 605 = 600 + 0 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 5 = 7
 
0 + 0 = 0
 
300 + 600 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   302
+ 605
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
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add.
 
 302 = 300 + 0 + 2
 605 = 600 + 0 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 600 = 900
0 + 0 = 0
2 + 5 = 7
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   302
+ 605
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   302
+ 605
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 0 tens. 
 
    
   302 
+ 605
    07
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
    






  46) Problem #PRA3SRX "PRA3SRX - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
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Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 113 = 100 + 10 + 3
 985 = 900 + 80 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
3 + 5 = 8
 
10 + 80 = 90
 
100 + 900 = 1000
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   113
+ 985
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 113 = 100 + 10 + 3
 985 = 900 + 80 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
100 + 900 = 1000
10 + 80 = 90
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3 + 5 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   113
+ 985
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   113
+ 985
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    
   113 
+ 985
    98
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 10 hundreds.
  
    






  47) Problem #PRA3SRY "PRA3SRY - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
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 837 = 800 + 30 + 7
 932 = 900 + 30 + 2
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
7 + 2 = 9
 
30 + 30 = 60
 
800 + 900 = 1700
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   837
+ 932
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 837 = 800 + 30 + 7
 932 = 900 + 30 + 2
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 900 = 1700
30 + 30 = 60
7 + 2 = 9
 
Now add these together.
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   837
+ 932
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 9 ones. 
 
      
   837
+ 932
      9 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 6 tens. 
 
    
   837 
+ 932
    69
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 17 hundreds.
  
    






  48) Problem #PRA3SRZ "PRA3SRZ - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 826 = 800 + 20 + 6
 679 = 600 + 70 + 9
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
6 + 9 = 15
 
20 + 70 = 90
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800 + 600 = 1400
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   826
+ 679
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 826 = 800 + 20 + 6
 679 = 600 + 70 + 9
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 600 = 1400
20 + 70 = 90
6 + 9 = 15
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   826
+ 679
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 15 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   826
+ 679
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      5 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 10 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   826 
+ 679
    05
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 15 hundreds.
  
   11






  49) Problem #PRA3SR2 "PRA3SR2 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 835 = 800 + 30 + 5
 385 = 300 + 80 + 5
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 5 = 10
 
30 + 80 = 110
 
800 + 300 = 1100
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
1100 +  110 + 10 = 1220
 
Type in 1220
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Hints:
There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   835
+ 385
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 835 = 800 + 30 + 5
 385 = 300 + 80 + 5
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 300 = 1100
30 + 80 = 110
5 + 5 = 10
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   835
+ 385
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   835
+ 385
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   835 
+ 385
    20
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Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 12 hundreds.
  
   11






  50) Problem #PRA3SR3 "PRA3SR3 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 454 = 400 + 50 + 4
 533 = 500 + 30 + 3
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
4 + 3 = 7
 
50 + 30 = 80
 
400 + 500 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
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   454
+ 533
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 454 = 400 + 50 + 4
 533 = 500 + 30 + 3
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
400 + 500 = 900
50 + 30 = 80
4 + 3 = 7
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   454
+ 533
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 7 ones. 
 
      
   454
+ 533
      7 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 8 tens. 
 
    
   454 
+ 533
    87
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
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  51) Problem #PRA3SR4 "PRA3SR4 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 885 = 800 + 80 + 5
 968 = 900 + 60 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 8 = 13
 
80 + 60 = 140
 
800 + 900 = 1700
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   885
+ 968
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 885 = 800 + 80 + 5
 968 = 900 + 60 + 8
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Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
800 + 900 = 1700
80 + 60 = 140
5 + 8 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   885
+ 968
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   885
+ 968
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 15 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   885 
+ 968
    53
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 18 hundreds.
  
   11






  52) Problem #PRA3SR5 "PRA3SR5 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:
522 + 488 = 
Algebra:
1010
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Hints:
Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 522 = 500 + 20 + 2
 488 = 400 + 80 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 8 = 10
 
20 + 80 = 100
 
500 + 400 = 900
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   522
+ 488
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 522 = 500 + 20 + 2
 488 = 400 + 80 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
500 + 400 = 900
20 + 80 = 100
2 + 8 = 10
 
Now add these together.
 900 +  100 + 10 = 1010
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   522
+ 488
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 10 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   522
+ 488
      0 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 11 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   11
   522 
+ 488
    10
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 10 hundreds.
  
   11






End of MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3220069]
ChooseConditionSection "Choice v. No Choice" [3220120]
IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3220121]
  53) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
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  54) Problem #PRA3SJV "PRA3SJV - Template - Subtracting 3-digit numbers"
Subtract.
 




You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and
ones.
 
721 = 700 + 20 + 1
223 = 200 + 20 + 3
Now we can subtract.
 
   700
− 200       
   20
− 20       
   1
− 3
 
Subtract the ones first. Here, we must borrow from the tens in order to subtract. 
 
   700
− 200       
  10




   8
 
Now, subtract the tens. Here, we must borrow from the hundreds in order to subtract.
 
 
   600
− 200       
  110
− 20
   90




   8
 
 
Finally, subtract the hundreds column.
 
   600
− 200
   400
      
  110
− 20
   90
      
   11
− 3
   8
 
Add up the results to get the
answer. 
 
400 + 90 + 8 = 498
 
Type in 498
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Hints:
You can break up the second number into hundreds, tens,
and ones.
 
223 = 200 + 20 + 3
Start with 721.
 
First, subtract the hundreds.
 
721 - 200 = 521
 
Now, subtract the tens.
 
521 - 20 = 501
 
Lastly, subtract the ones.
 
501 - 3 = 498
 
Type in 498
  55) Problem #PRA3SKK "PRA3SKK - Template - Subtracting 3-digit numbers"
Subtract.
 




You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and
ones.
 
843 = 800 + 40 + 3
792 = 700 + 90 + 2
Now we can subtract.
 
   800
− 700       
   40
− 90       
   3
− 2
 
Subtract the ones first. 
 
   800
− 700       
  40




   1
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Now, subtract the tens. Here, we must borrow from the hundreds in order to subtract.
 
 
   700
− 700       
  140
− 90
   50




   1
 
 
Finally, subtract the hundreds column.
 
   700
− 700
   0
      
  140
− 90
   50
      
   3
− 2
   1
 
Add up the results to get the
answer. 
 




You can break up the second number into hundreds, tens,
and ones.
 
792 = 700 + 90 + 2
Start with 843.
 
First, subtract the hundreds.
 
843 - 700 = 143
 
Now, subtract the tens.
 
143 - 90 = 53
 
Lastly, subtract the ones.
 
53 - 2 = 51
 
Type in 51
End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3220125]
LinearSection "Standard" [3220126]
  56) Problem #PRA4PBV "PRA4PBV - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
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Add:




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   305
+ 388
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 300 = 600
0 + 80 = 80
5 + 8 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   305
+ 388
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   305
+ 388
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
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    1
   305 
+ 388
    93
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 6 hundreds.
  
    1







Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 8 = 13
 
0 + 80 = 80
 
300 + 300 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
600 +  80 + 13 = 693
 
Type in 693
  57) Problem #PRA4PBW "PRA4PBW - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




There are two ways to solve this problem.
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You can look at the problem in a different way:
   692
+ 236
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 200 = 800
90 + 30 = 120
2 + 6 = 8
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   692
+ 236
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   692
+ 236
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   692 
+ 236
    28
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
   1 
   692
+ 236
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Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 6 = 8
 
90 + 30 = 120
 
600 + 200 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
800 +  120 + 8 = 928
 
Type in 928
End of LinearSection "Standard" [3220126]
End of IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3220121]
LinearSection "No Choice" [3220122]
  58) Problem #PRA4PWS "PRA4PWS - No Choice Prompt"
 You are almost done. There are two questions left.
Multiple choice:
OK
ChooseConditionSection "Challenge v. Standard" [3220147]
LinearSection "Challenge" [3220164]
  59) Problem #PRA4N78 "PRA4N78 - Template - Subtracting 3-digit numbers"
Subtract.
 
721 - 223 = 
Algebra:
498
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Hints:
You can break up the second number into hundreds, tens,
and ones.
 
223 = 200 + 20 + 3
Start with 721.
 
First, subtract the hundreds.
 
721 - 200 = 521
 
Now, subtract the tens.
 
521 - 20 = 501
 
Lastly, subtract the ones.
 




You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and
ones.
 
721 = 700 + 20 + 1
223 = 200 + 20 + 3
Now we can subtract.
 
   700
− 200       
   20
− 20       
   1
− 3
 
Subtract the ones first. Here, we must borrow from the tens in order to subtract. 
 
   700
− 200       
  10




   8
 
Now, subtract the tens. Here, we must borrow from the hundreds in order to subtract.
 
 
   600
− 200       
  110
− 20
   90




   8
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Finally, subtract the hundreds column.
 
   600
− 200
   400
      
  110
− 20
   90
      
   11
− 3
   8
 
Add up the results to get the
answer. 
 
400 + 90 + 8 = 498
 
Type in 498
  60) Problem #PRA4N76 "PRA4N76 - Template - Subtracting 3-digit numbers"
Subtract.
 




You can break up the second number into hundreds, tens,
and ones.
 
792 = 700 + 90 + 2
Start with 843.
 
First, subtract the hundreds.
 
843 - 700 = 143
 
Now, subtract the tens.
 
143 - 90 = 53
 
Lastly, subtract the ones.
 




You can break up each number into hundreds, tens, and
ones.
 
843 = 800 + 40 + 3
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792 = 700 + 90 + 2
Now we can subtract.
 
   800
− 700       
   40
− 90       
   3
− 2
 
Subtract the ones first. 
 
   800
− 700       
  40




   1
 
Now, subtract the tens. Here, we must borrow from the hundreds in order to subtract.
 
 
   700
− 700       
  140
− 90
   50




   1
 
 
Finally, subtract the hundreds column.
 
   700
− 700
   0
      
  140
− 90
   50
      
   3
− 2
   1
 
Add up the results to get the
answer. 
 
0 + 50 + 1 = 51
 
Type in 51
End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3220164]
LinearSection "Standard" [3220167]
  61) Problem #PRA4N74 "PRA4N74 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
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add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
2 + 6 = 8
 
90 + 30 = 120
 
600 + 200 = 800
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   692
+ 236
 
First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 692 = 600 + 90 + 2
 236 = 200 + 30 + 6
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
600 + 200 = 800
90 + 30 = 120
2 + 6 = 8
 
Now add these together.
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Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   692
+ 236
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 8 ones. 
 
      
   692
+ 236
      8 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 12 tens. Be sure to carry to the next column.
 
   1 
   692 
+ 236
    28
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 9 hundreds.
  
   1 






  62) Problem #PRA4N77 "PRA4N77 - Template - Adding 3-digit numbers"
Add:




There are two ways to solve this problem.
 




You can look at the problem in a different way:
   305
+ 388
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First way: Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
 
Add the hundreds, tens, and ones.
 
300 + 300 = 600
0 + 80 = 80
5 + 8 = 13
 
Now add these together.





Second way: Look at the problem in a different way.
  
   305
+ 388
 
First, add the add the numbers in the ones column. There are 13 ones. Be sure to carry to the next
column.
 
     1
   305
+ 388
      3 
 
Next, add the numbers in the tens column. There are 9 tens. 
 
    1
   305 
+ 388
    93
  
Finally, add the numbers in the hundreds column. There are 6 hundreds.
  
    1







Break up each number into hundreds, tens, and ones. Then
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add.
 
 305 = 300 + 0 + 5
 388 = 300 + 80 + 8
Now we make 3 smaller
problems.
 
5 + 8 = 13
 
0 + 80 = 80
 
300 + 300 = 600
 
 
Now we add up the
results.
 
600 +  80 + 13 = 693
 
Type in 693
End of LinearSection "Standard" [3220167]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Challenge v. Standard" [3220147]
End of LinearSection "No Choice" [3220122]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choice v. No Choice" [3220120]
End of LinearSection " SKILL BUILDER Adding/Subtracting within 1000 3.NBT.A.2 EX" [3219882]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Fact family- solve for unknown- Division 3.OA.A.4-2 EX" id:
[PSASDZY]
Select All  
ChooseConditionSection "SKILL BUILDER Fact family- solve for unknown- Division 3.OA.A.4-2 EX" [3220221]
IfThenElseSection "Adaptive" [3229688]
LinearSection "Problem" [3229690]
  1) Problem #PRA4ZMM "PRA4ZMM - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
  2) Problem #PRA3WV7 "PRA3WV7 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
56?
 
8 x 7 = 56
 
So, 56  7 = 8
 
Type in 7
End of LinearSection "Problem" [3229690]
LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3229691]
  3) Problem #PRA3WVT "PRA3WVT - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 
30  ? = 3
Algebra:
10
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Hints:
What do you multiply by 3 to get
30?
 
3 x 10 = 30
 
So, 30  10 = 3
 
Type in 10
  4) Problem #PRA3WXE "PRA3WXE - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 9 to get 7?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
9 x 7 = 63
 
So, 63  7 = 9
 
Type in 63
  5) Problem #PRA3WVU "PRA3WVU - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 3 to get
6?
 
3 x 2 = 6
 
So, 6  2 = 3
 
Type in 2
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  6) Problem #PRA3WVV "PRA3WVV - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
40?
 
8 x 5 = 40
 
So, 40  5 = 8
 
Type in 5
  7) Problem #PRA3WXF "PRA3WXF - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 6 to get 1?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
6 x 1 = 6
 
So, 6  1 = 6
 
Type in 6
  8) Problem #PRA3WVW "PRA3WVW - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 
40  ? = 4
Algebra:
10
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Hints:
What do you multiply by 4 to get
40?
 
4 x 10 = 40
 
So, 40  10 = 4
 
Type in 10
  9) Problem #PRA3WXG "PRA3WXG - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get 4?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5 x 4 = 20
 
So, 20  4 = 5
 
Type in 20
  10) Problem #PRA3WVX "PRA3WVX - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 10 to get
20?
 
10 x 2 = 20
 
So, 20  2 = 10
 
Type in 2
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  11) Problem #PRA3WVY "PRA3WVY - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get
5?
 
5 x 1 = 5
 
So, 5  1 = 5
 
Type in 1
  12) Problem #PRA3WXH "PRA3WXH - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 9 to get 10?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
9 x 10 = 90
 
So, 90  10 = 9
 
Type in 90
  13) Problem #PRA3WVZ "PRA3WVZ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 
50  ? = 5
Algebra:
10
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Hints:
What do you multiply by 5 to get
50?
 
5 x 10 = 50
 
So, 50  10 = 5
 
Type in 10
  14) Problem #PRA3WXJ "PRA3WXJ - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get 9?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5 x 9 = 45
 
So, 45  9 = 5
 
Type in 45
  15) Problem #PRA3WV2 "PRA3WV2 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 6 to get
18?
 
6 x 3 = 18
 
So, 18  3 = 6
 
Type in 3
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  16) Problem #PRA3WV3 "PRA3WV3 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 10 to get
80?
 
10 x 8 = 80
 
So, 80  8 = 10
 
Type in 8
  17) Problem #PRA3WXK "PRA3WXK - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get 6?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5 x 6 = 30
 
So, 30  6 = 5
 
Type in 30
  18) Problem #PRA3WV4 "PRA3WV4 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 
64  ? = 8
Algebra:
8
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Hints:
What do you multiply by 8 to get
64?
 
8 x 8 = 64
 
So, 64  8 = 8
 
Type in 8
  19) Problem #PRA3WXM "PRA3WXM - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 7 to get 5?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
7 x 5 = 35
 
So, 35  5 = 7
 
Type in 35
  20) Problem #PRA3WV8 "PRA3WV8 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 4 to get
20?
 
4 x 5 = 20
 
So, 20  5 = 4
 
Type in 5
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  21) Problem #PRA3WV5 "PRA3WV5 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 7 to get
14?
 
7 x 2 = 14
 
So, 14  2 = 7
 
Type in 2
  22) Problem #PRA3WXN "PRA3WXN - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 9 to get 7?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
9 x 7 = 63
 
So, 63  7 = 9
 
Type in 63
  23) Problem #PRA3WV9 "PRA3WV9 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 
72  ? = 8
Algebra:
9
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Hints:
What do you multiply by 8 to get
72?
 
8 x 9 = 72
 
So, 72  9 = 8
 
Type in 9
  24) Problem #PRA3WXP "PRA3WXP - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 3 to get 4?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
3 x 4 = 12
 
So, 12  4 = 3
 
Type in 12
End of LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3229691]
LinearSection "Incorrect" [3229692]
LinearSection "Sorry, you got the question wrong" [3229693]
  25) Problem #PRA4KFZ "PRA4KFZ - Sorry you got the..."
You got that questions wrong.
 
Practice some easier problems until you get three right in a row.
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End of LinearSection "Sorry, you got the question wrong" [3229693]
ChooseConditionSection "Easy" [3229694]
LinearMasterySection "Multiplication Fluency" [3229697]






Go over 4 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 32






Go over 9 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 63






Go over 4 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 20
  29) Problem #PRA3T6A "PRA3T6A - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 8 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 64






Go over 6 columns and down 3 rows.
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Type in 18






Go over 4 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 24
  32) Problem #PRA3T69 "PRA3T69 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 7 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 56






Go over 4 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 28






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  35) Problem #PRA3T55 "PRA3T55 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 4 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 24






Go over 9 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 63






Go over 4 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 20
  38) Problem #PRA3T57 "PRA3T57 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 0 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 0






Go over 2 columns and down 0 rows.
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Type in 0






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  41) Problem #PRA3T6B "PRA3T6B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 9 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 27






Go over 3 columns and down 9 rows.
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Type in 27






Go over 1 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 9
  44) Problem #PRA3T6E "PRA3T6E - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 4 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 12






Go over 2 columns and down 2 rows.
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Type in 4






Go over 1 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0
  47) Problem #PRA3T5Z "PRA3T5Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 5 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 15






Go over 6 columns and down 10 rows.
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Type in 60






Go over 5 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0
  50) Problem #PRA3T6M "PRA3T6M - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
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Go over 6 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 54






Go over 7 columns and down 0 rows.
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Type in 0






Go over 7 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 14
  53) Problem #PRA3T6Q "PRA3T6Q - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 3 columns and down 0 rows.
 
Type in 0






Go over 10 columns and down 3 rows.
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Type in 30






Go over 9 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 18
  56) Problem #PRA3T6T "PRA3T6T - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 5 columns and down 1 rows.
 
Type in 5






Go over 1 columns and down 5 rows.
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Type in 5






Go over 1 columns and down 1 rows.
 
Type in 1
  59) Problem #PRA3T6W "PRA3T6W - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 7 columns and down 9 rows.
 
Type in 63






Go over 8 columns and down 3 rows.
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Type in 24






Go over 9 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 45
  62) Problem #PRA3T6Z "PRA3T6Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 6 columns and down 2 rows.
 
Type in 12






Go over 1 columns and down 8 rows.
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Type in 8






Go over 0 columns and down 6 rows.
 
Type in 0
  65) Problem #PRA3T64 "PRA3T64 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 1 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 10






Go over 8 columns and down 4 rows.
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Type in 32






Go over 0 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 0
  68) Problem #PRA3T67 "PRA3T67 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 8 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 80






Go over 4 columns and down 7 rows.
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Type in 28






Go over 0 columns and down 3 rows.
 
Type in 0
  71) Problem #PRA3T7B "PRA3T7B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 5 columns and down 8 rows.
 
Type in 40






Go over 2 columns and down 6 rows.
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Type in 12






Go over 10 columns and down 10 rows.
 
Type in 100
  74) Problem #PRA3T7G "PRA3T7G - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-1(2)"
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content






Go over 5 columns and down 5 rows.
 
Type in 25
End of LinearMasterySection "Multiplication Fluency" [3229697]
LinearMasterySection "Division Fluency" [3229698]
  75) Problem #PRA3T9H "PRA3T9H - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 72 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  76) Problem #PRA3T9Y "PRA3T9Y - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 20 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 5
  77) Problem #PRA3T9M "PRA3T9M - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 24 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 




  78) Problem #PRA3T94 "PRA3T94 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 35 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 5
  79) Problem #PRA3T9C "PRA3T9C - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 2
  80) Problem #PRA3T9D "PRA3T9D - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 90 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  81) Problem #PRA3T9J "PRA3T9J - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 15 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  82) Problem #PRA3T9F "PRA3T9F - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 20 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 10
  83) Problem #PRA3T9N "PRA3T9N - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
8 column/row.
 




  84) Problem #PRA3T9G "PRA3T9G - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 80 in the table and in the
8 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  85) Problem #PRA3T9K "PRA3T9K - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 16 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 4
  86) Problem #PRA3T9B "PRA3T9B - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 




  87) Problem #PRA3T9P "PRA3T9P - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  88) Problem #PRA3T9Q "PRA3T9Q - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 4 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  89) Problem #PRA3T9R "PRA3T9R - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 60 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 




  90) Problem #PRA3UAD "PRA3UAD - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 80 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  91) Problem #PRA3T9U "PRA3T9U - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 5
  92) Problem #PRA3T9V "PRA3T9V - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 54 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  93) Problem #PRA3T9W "PRA3T9W - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 6
  94) Problem #PRA3T9X "PRA3T9X - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 60 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 6
  95) Problem #PRA3T9E "PRA3T9E - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 90 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  96) Problem #PRA3T9Z "PRA3T9Z - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 10 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  97) Problem #PRA3UAH "PRA3UAH - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 16 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  98) Problem #PRA3T92 "PRA3T92 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  99) Problem #PRA3T93 "PRA3T93 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 21 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 7
  100) Problem #PRA3T95 "PRA3T95 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
6 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  101) Problem #PRA3T96 "PRA3T96 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 




  102) Problem #PRA3T9T "PRA3T9T - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 70 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  103) Problem #PRA3T9A "PRA3T9A - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 4
  104) Problem #PRA3T97 "PRA3T97 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 40 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 




  105) Problem #PRA3T98 "PRA3T98 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 5 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  106) Problem #PRA3T99 "PRA3T99 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 24 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 6
  107) Problem #PRA3T9S "PRA3T9S - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 70 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 




  108) Problem #PRA3UAA "PRA3UAA - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 15 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 3
  109) Problem #PRA3UAB "PRA3UAB - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 81 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 9
  110) Problem #PRA3UAC "PRA3UAC - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 14 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  111) Problem #PRA3UAE "PRA3UAE - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 100 in the table and in the
10 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 10
  112) Problem #PRA3UAF "PRA3UAF - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  113) Problem #PRA3UAG "PRA3UAG - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 28 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 




  114) Problem #PRA3UAJ "PRA3UAJ - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 27 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  115) Problem #PRA3UAK "PRA3UAK - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 7
  116) Problem #PRA3UAM "PRA3UAM - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 54 in the table and in the
9 column/row.
 




  117) Problem #PRA3UAN "PRA3UAN - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 18 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 9
  118) Problem #PRA3UAP "PRA3UAP - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 49 in the table and in the
7 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 7
  119) Problem #PRA3UAQ "PRA3UAQ - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 8 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  120) Problem #PRA3UAR "PRA3UAR - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 32 in the table and in the
4 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 8
  121) Problem #PRA3UAS "PRA3UAS - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 5 in the table and in the
5 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 1
  122) Problem #PRA3UAT "PRA3UAT - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
2 column/row.
 




  123) Problem #PRA3UAU "PRA3UAU - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 6 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
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Type in 2
  124) Problem #PRA3UAV "PRA3UAV - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(3)"
Divide:




Find 30 in the table and in the
3 column/row.
 
Find the number that matches with it.
 
 
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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Type in 10
End of LinearMasterySection "Division Fluency" [3229698]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Easy" [3229694]
LinearSection "You did it!" [3229695]
  125) Problem #PRA4KF2 "PRA4KF2 - You did it! You g..."
You did it!  You got three right in a row for the easier problems.
 
Now get three right in a row for the harder problems.  
Multiple choice:
OK
End of LinearSection "You did it!" [3229695]
LinearMasterySection "Hard" [3229696]
  126) Problem #PRA4Q2H "PRA4Q2H - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 3 to get
30?
 
3 x 10 = 30
 
So, 30  10 = 3
 
Type in 10
  127) Problem #PRA4Q2J "PRA4Q2J - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 9 to get 7?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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9 x 7 = 63
 
So, 63  7 = 9
 
Type in 63
  128) Problem #PRA4Q2K "PRA4Q2K - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 3 to get
6?
 
3 x 2 = 6
 
So, 6  2 = 3
 
Type in 2
  129) Problem #PRA4Q2M "PRA4Q2M - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
40?
 
8 x 5 = 40
 
So, 40  5 = 8
 
Type in 5
  130) Problem #PRA4Q2N "PRA4Q2N - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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What do you multiply by 6 to get 1?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
6 x 1 = 6
 
So, 6  1 = 6
 
Type in 6
  131) Problem #PRA4Q2P "PRA4Q2P - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 4 to get
40?
 
4 x 10 = 40
 
So, 40  10 = 4
 
Type in 10
  132) Problem #PRA4Q2Q "PRA4Q2Q - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get 4?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5/3/15, 10:52 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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5 x 4 = 20
 
So, 20  4 = 5
 
Type in 20
  133) Problem #PRA4Q2R "PRA4Q2R - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 10 to get
20?
 
10 x 2 = 20
 
So, 20  2 = 10
 
Type in 2
  134) Problem #PRA4Q2S "PRA4Q2S - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get
5?
 
5 x 1 = 5
 
So, 5  1 = 5
 
Type in 1
  135) Problem #PRA4Q2T "PRA4Q2T - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
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What do you multiply by 9 to get 10?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
9 x 10 = 90
 
So, 90  10 = 9
 
Type in 90
  136) Problem #PRA4Q2U "PRA4Q2U - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get
50?
 
5 x 10 = 50
 
So, 50  10 = 5
 
Type in 10
  137) Problem #PRA4Q2V "PRA4Q2V - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 5 to get 9?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
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5 x 9 = 45
 
So, 45  9 = 5
 
Type in 45
  138) Problem #PRA4Q2W "PRA4Q2W - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 6 to get
18?
 
6 x 3 = 18
 
So, 18  3 = 6
 
Type in 3
  139) Problem #PRA4Q2X "PRA4Q2X - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 10 to get
80?
 
10 x 8 = 80
 
So, 80  8 = 10
 
Type in 8
  140) Problem #PRA4Q2Y "PRA4Q2Y - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
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What do you multiply by 5 to get 6?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
5 x 6 = 30
 
So, 30  6 = 5
 
Type in 30
  141) Problem #PRA4Q2Z "PRA4Q2Z - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
64?
 
8 x 8 = 64
 
So, 64  8 = 8
 
Type in 8
  142) Problem #PRA4Q22 "PRA4Q22 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 7 to get 5?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
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7 x 5 = 35
 
So, 35  5 = 7
 
Type in 35
  143) Problem #PRA4Q23 "PRA4Q23 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 4 to get
20?
 
4 x 5 = 20
 
So, 20  5 = 4
 
Type in 5
  144) Problem #PRA4Q24 "PRA4Q24 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 7 to get
14?
 
7 x 2 = 14
 
So, 14  2 = 7
 
Type in 2
  145) Problem #PRA4Q25 "PRA4Q25 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
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What do you multiply by 9 to get 7?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
9 x 7 = 63
 
So, 63  7 = 9
 
Type in 63
  146) Problem #PRA4Q26 "PRA4Q26 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
72?
 
8 x 9 = 72
 
So, 72  9 = 8
 
Type in 9
  147) Problem #PRA4Q27 "PRA4Q27 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within 2"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 3 to get 4?
 
Remember, multiplication and division are inverse functions.
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3 x 4 = 12
 
So, 12  4 = 3
 
Type in 12
End of LinearMasterySection "Hard" [3229696]
End of LinearSection "Incorrect" [3229692]
End of IfThenElseSection "Adaptive" [3229688]
LinearMasterySection "Nonadaptive" [3229689]
  148) Problem #PRA4ZB7 "PRA4ZB7 - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
  149) Problem #PRA4Q2G "PRA4Q2G - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in Division Within"
Find the missing number to solve the equation:
 




What do you multiply by 8 to get
56?
 
8 x 7 = 56
 
So, 56  7 = 8
 
Type in 7
  150)Duplicate problem: Problem #757988 "PRA4Q2H - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  151)Duplicate problem: Problem #757989 "PRA4Q2J - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  152)Duplicate problem: Problem #757990 "PRA4Q2K - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  153)Duplicate problem: Problem #757991 "PRA4Q2M - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
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Division Within" was not displayed.
  154)Duplicate problem: Problem #757992 "PRA4Q2N - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  155)Duplicate problem: Problem #757993 "PRA4Q2P - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  156)Duplicate problem: Problem #757994 "PRA4Q2Q - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  157)Duplicate problem: Problem #757995 "PRA4Q2R - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  158)Duplicate problem: Problem #757996 "PRA4Q2S - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  159)Duplicate problem: Problem #757997 "PRA4Q2T - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  160)Duplicate problem: Problem #757998 "PRA4Q2U - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  161)Duplicate problem: Problem #757999 "PRA4Q2V - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  162)Duplicate problem: Problem #758000 "PRA4Q2W - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  163)Duplicate problem: Problem #758001 "PRA4Q2X - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  164)Duplicate problem: Problem #758002 "PRA4Q2Y - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  165)Duplicate problem: Problem #758003 "PRA4Q2Z - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  166)Duplicate problem: Problem #758004 "PRA4Q22 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  167)Duplicate problem: Problem #758005 "PRA4Q23 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  168)Duplicate problem: Problem #758006 "PRA4Q24 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  169)Duplicate problem: Problem #758007 "PRA4Q25 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
  170)Duplicate problem: Problem #758008 "PRA4Q26 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within" was not displayed.
  171)Duplicate problem: Problem #758009 "PRA4Q27 - TEMPLATE-Unknown Whole Number in
Division Within 2" was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Nonadaptive" [3229689]
End of ChooseConditionSection "SKILL BUILDER Fact family- solve for unknown- Division 3.OA.A.4-2 EX"
[3220221]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Fluently Divide within 100 3.OA.C.7 EX (v2)" id:[PSAU4JD]
Select All  
ChooseConditionSection "SKILL BUILDER Fluently Divide within 100 3.OA.C.7 EX (v2)" [3608791]
  1) Problem #PRA4MW7 "PRA4MW7 - Confidence Question"
Do you think you can solve problems like these without mistakes?
 
97 ÷ 3 = ?
 
49 ÷ 7 = ?
 
56 ÷ 8 = ?
Multiple choice:
(0%) I cannot solve these problems
(25%) I am not confident
(50%) I feel somewhat confident
(75%) I feel very confident




  2) Problem #PRA4PVV "PRA4PVV - This is a special..."
This is a special skill builder. 
 
First work on the problems until you get three right in a row.
 






MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3609037]
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  20) Problem #PRA36ME "PRA36ME - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)"
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  24) Problem #PRA36MJ "PRA36MJ - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)"
Divide:
72 ÷ 2
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  45) Problem #PRA36M8 "PRA36M8 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)"
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  49) Problem #PRA36NC "PRA36NC - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)"
Divide:
6 ÷ 6
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End of MasterySection "Base Skill Builder" [3609037]
ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3609088]
IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3609089]
  53) Problem #PRA35VV "PRA35VV - Prompt for challenge"
You're almost done. There are two more challenge questions remaining.
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  55) Problem #PRA32NM "PRA32NM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)"
Kevin has a table that weighs 27 kilograms. Tiffany's table is one third the weight of Kevin's table.




You need to find one third of 27
kg.
 
Divide 27 into three parts.
 




  56) Problem #PRA4MW8 "PRA4MW8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)"
Bob has a bed that weighs 50 kilograms. Ming's bed is one fifth the weight of Bob's bed. How many




You need to find one fifth of 50
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kg.
 
Divide 50 into five parts.
 




End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3609092]
LinearSection "Standard" [3609093]
  57)Duplicate problem: Problem #748741 "PRA4ED8 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)" was not
displayed.
  58)Duplicate problem: Problem #737438 "PRA32NM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)" was not
displayed.








End of LinearSection "Standard" [3609093]
End of IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3609089]
LinearSection "No Choice" [3609090]
  60) Problem #PRA4Q2A "PRA4Q2A - Almost done"
You're almost done.  There are two more questions remaining.
Multiple choice:
OK
ChooseConditionSection "Challenge or Standard" [3609095]
LinearSection "Challenge" [3609103]
  61)Duplicate problem: Problem #748741 "PRA4ED8 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)" was not
displayed.
  62)Duplicate problem: Problem #737438 "PRA32NM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)" was not
displayed.
  63)Duplicate problem: Problem #755003 "PRA4MW8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)" was not
displayed.
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End of LinearSection "Challenge" [3609103]
LinearSection "Standard" [3609104]
  64)Duplicate problem: Problem #748741 "PRA4ED8 - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)" was not
displayed.
  65)Duplicate problem: Problem #737438 "PRA32NM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.A.2 (x ÷)" was not
displayed.
  66)Duplicate problem: Problem #748777 "PRA4EFD - TEMPLATE 3.OA.C.7-2(2)" was not
displayed.
End of LinearSection "Standard" [3609104]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Challenge or Standard" [3609095]
End of LinearSection "No Choice" [3609090]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3609088]
End of ChooseConditionSection "SKILL BUILDER Fluently Divide within 100 3.OA.C.7 EX (v2)" [3608791]
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Problem Set "(Revised) SKILL BUILDER - Partition Shapes into Equal Areas 3.G.A.2 EX" id:
[PSAUKPM]
Select All  
ChooseConditionSection "(Revised) SKILL BUILDER - Partition Shapes into Equal Areas 3.G.A.2 EX" [3518668]
IfThenElseSection "Adaptive" [3518669]
LinearSection "Problem" [3518670]
  1) Problem #PRA4ZMM "PRA4ZMM - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
You will work until you get three right in a row.  
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
  2) Problem #PRA4EUW "PRA4EUW - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
End of LinearSection "Problem" [3518670]
LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3518673]
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  3) Problem #PRA39GG "PRA39GG - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  4) Problem #PRA39GH "PRA39GH - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  5) Problem #PRA39GJ "PRA39GJ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  6) Problem #PRA39GK "PRA39GK - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  7) Problem #PRA39GM "PRA39GM - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  8) Problem #PRA39GN "PRA39GN - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  9) Problem #PRA39GP "PRA39GP - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  10) Problem #PRA39GQ "PRA39GQ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  11) Problem #PRA39GR "PRA39GR - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  12) Problem #PRA39GS "PRA39GS - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  13) Problem #PRA39GT "PRA39GT - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  14) Problem #PRA39GU "PRA39GU - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  15) Problem #PRA39GV "PRA39GV - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  16) Problem #PRA39GW "PRA39GW - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  17) Problem #PRA39GX "PRA39GX - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  18) Problem #PRA39GY "PRA39GY - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  19) Problem #PRA39GZ "PRA39GZ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  20) Problem #PRA39G2 "PRA39G2 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  21) Problem #PRA39G3 "PRA39G3 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  22) Problem #PRA39G4 "PRA39G4 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  23) Problem #PRA39G5 "PRA39G5 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  24) Problem #PRA39G6 "PRA39G6 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  25) Problem #PRA39G7 "PRA39G7 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  26) Problem #PRA39G8 "PRA39G8 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  27) Problem #PRA39G9 "PRA39G9 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  28) Problem #PRA39HA "PRA39HA - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  29) Problem #PRA39HB "PRA39HB - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  30) Problem #PRA39HC "PRA39HC - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  31) Problem #PRA39HD "PRA39HD - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  32) Problem #PRA39HE "PRA39HE - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  33) Problem #PRA39HF "PRA39HF - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  34) Problem #PRA39HG "PRA39HG - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  35) Problem #PRA39HH "PRA39HH - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  36) Problem #PRA39HJ "PRA39HJ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  37) Problem #PRA39HK "PRA39HK - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  38) Problem #PRA39HM "PRA39HM - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  39) Problem #PRA39HN "PRA39HN - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  40) Problem #PRA39HP "PRA39HP - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  41) Problem #PRA39HQ "PRA39HQ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  42) Problem #PRA39HR "PRA39HR - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  43) Problem #PRA39HS "PRA39HS - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  44) Problem #PRA39HT "PRA39HT - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  45) Problem #PRA39HU "PRA39HU - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  46) Problem #PRA39HV "PRA39HV - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
 
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
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shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  47) Problem #PRA39HW "PRA39HW - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
 
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  48) Problem #PRA39HX "PRA39HX - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
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Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
End of LinearMasterySection "Correct" [3518673]
LinearSection "Incorrect" [3518720]
LinearSection "Sorry, you go the question wrong" [3518721]
  49) Problem #PRA4KFZ "PRA4KFZ - Sorry you got the..."
You got that questions wrong.
 
Practice some easier problems until you get three right in a row.
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End of LinearSection "Sorry, you go the question wrong" [3518721]
LinearMasterySection "Easy" [3518723]
  50) Problem #PRA39EK "PRA39EK - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  51) Problem #PRA39EM "PRA39EM - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  52) Problem #PRA39EN "PRA39EN - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  53) Problem #PRA39EP "PRA39EP - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  54) Problem #PRA39EQ "PRA39EQ - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  55) Problem #PRA39ER "PRA39ER - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  56) Problem #PRA39ES "PRA39ES - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  57) Problem #PRA39ET "PRA39ET - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  58) Problem #PRA39EU "PRA39EU - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  59) Problem #PRA39EV "PRA39EV - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  60) Problem #PRA39EW "PRA39EW - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  61) Problem #PRA39EX "PRA39EX - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  62) Problem #PRA39EY "PRA39EY - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  63) Problem #PRA39EZ "PRA39EZ - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  64) Problem #PRA39E2 "PRA39E2 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  65) Problem #PRA39E3 "PRA39E3 - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  66) Problem #PRA39E4 "PRA39E4 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  67) Problem #PRA39E5 "PRA39E5 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  68) Problem #PRA39E6 "PRA39E6 - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  69) Problem #PRA39E7 "PRA39E7 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  70) Problem #PRA39E8 "PRA39E8 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  71) Problem #PRA39E9 "PRA39E9 - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  72) Problem #PRA39FA "PRA39FA - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  73) Problem #PRA39FB "PRA39FB - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  74) Problem #PRA39FC "PRA39FC - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  75) Problem #PRA39FD "PRA39FD - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  76) Problem #PRA39FE "PRA39FE - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  77) Problem #PRA39FF "PRA39FF - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  78) Problem #PRA39FG "PRA39FG - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  79) Problem #PRA39FH "PRA39FH - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  80) Problem #PRA39FJ "PRA39FJ - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  81) Problem #PRA39FK "PRA39FK - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  82) Problem #PRA39FM "PRA39FM - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  83) Problem #PRA39FN "PRA39FN - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  84) Problem #PRA39FP "PRA39FP - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  85) Problem #PRA39FQ "PRA39FQ - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  86) Problem #PRA39FR "PRA39FR - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  87) Problem #PRA39FS "PRA39FS - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  88) Problem #PRA39FT "PRA39FT - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  89) Problem #PRA39FU "PRA39FU - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  90) Problem #PRA39FV "PRA39FV - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  91) Problem #PRA39FW "PRA39FW - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  92) Problem #PRA39FX "PRA39FX - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  93) Problem #PRA39FY "PRA39FY - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  94) Problem #PRA39FZ "PRA39FZ - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  95) Problem #PRA39F2 "PRA39F2 - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  96) Problem #PRA39F3 "PRA39F3 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  97) Problem #PRA39F4 "PRA39F4 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
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.
  98) Problem #PRA39F5 "PRA39F5 - Shapes to Fractions"





Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
  99) Problem #PRA39F6 "PRA39F6 - Shapes to Fractions"
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
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Count the total number of squares and then count the colored squares.  The fraction is 
.
End of LinearMasterySection "Easy" [3518723]
LinearSection "You did it!" [3518774]
  100) Problem #PRA4KF2 "PRA4KF2 - You did it! You g..."
You did it!  You got three right in a row for the easier problems.
 
Now get three right in a row for the harder problems.  
Multiple choice:
OK
End of LinearSection "You did it!" [3518774]
LinearMasterySection "Hard" [3518776]
  101) Problem #PRA4EUX "PRA4EUX - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  102) Problem #PRA4EUY "PRA4EUY - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  103) Problem #PRA4EUZ "PRA4EUZ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  104) Problem #PRA4EU2 "PRA4EU2 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  105) Problem #PRA4EU3 "PRA4EU3 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  106) Problem #PRA4EU4 "PRA4EU4 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  107) Problem #PRA4EU5 "PRA4EU5 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  108) Problem #PRA4EU6 "PRA4EU6 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  109) Problem #PRA4EU7 "PRA4EU7 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  110) Problem #PRA4EU8 "PRA4EU8 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  111) Problem #PRA4EU9 "PRA4EU9 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  112) Problem #PRA4EVA "PRA4EVA - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  113) Problem #PRA4EVB "PRA4EVB - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  114) Problem #PRA4EVC "PRA4EVC - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  115) Problem #PRA4EVD "PRA4EVD - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  116) Problem #PRA4EVE "PRA4EVE - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  117) Problem #PRA4EVF "PRA4EVF - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  118) Problem #PRA4EVG "PRA4EVG - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  119) Problem #PRA4EVH "PRA4EVH - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  120) Problem #PRA4EVJ "PRA4EVJ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  121) Problem #PRA4EVK "PRA4EVK - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  122) Problem #PRA4EVM "PRA4EVM - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  123) Problem #PRA4EVN "PRA4EVN - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  124) Problem #PRA4EVP "PRA4EVP - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  125) Problem #PRA4EVQ "PRA4EVQ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  126) Problem #PRA4EVR "PRA4EVR - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  127) Problem #PRA4EVS "PRA4EVS - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  128) Problem #PRA4EVT "PRA4EVT - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  129) Problem #PRA4EVU "PRA4EVU - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  130) Problem #PRA4EVV "PRA4EVV - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  131) Problem #PRA4EVW "PRA4EVW - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  132) Problem #PRA4EVX "PRA4EVX - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  133) Problem #PRA4EVY "PRA4EVY - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  134) Problem #PRA4EVZ "PRA4EVZ - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  135) Problem #PRA4EV2 "PRA4EV2 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  136) Problem #PRA4EV3 "PRA4EV3 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  137) Problem #PRA4EV4 "PRA4EV4 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  138) Problem #PRA4EV5 "PRA4EV5 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  139) Problem #PRA4EV6 "PRA4EV6 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/2?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  140) Problem #PRA4EV7 "PRA4EV7 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  141) Problem #PRA4EV8 "PRA4EV8 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  142) Problem #PRA4EV9 "PRA4EV9 - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  143) Problem #PRA4EWA "PRA4EWA - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  144) Problem #PRA4EWB "PRA4EWB - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  145) Problem #PRA4EWC "PRA4EWC - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 2/3?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  146) Problem #PRA4EWD "PRA4EWD - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/4?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  147) Problem #PRA4EWE "PRA4EWE - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/4?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
  148) Problem #PRA4EWF "PRA4EWF - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 1/3?
Multiple choice:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
The answer is  choose this
shape.
  149) Problem #PRA4EWG "PRA4EWG - Fraction and Shapes2"
In what picture does the colored part represents the fraction 3/5?
Multiple choice:
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Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
Hints:
Count the number number of colored parts of the shape, then count the number of parts for the
shape.   is your fraction, reduce the fraction and see if it matches the question.
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The answer is  choose this
shape.
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  166)Duplicate problem: Problem #749180 "PRA4EVD - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  167)Duplicate problem: Problem #749181 "PRA4EVE - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  168)Duplicate problem: Problem #749182 "PRA4EVF - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  169)Duplicate problem: Problem #749183 "PRA4EVG - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  170)Duplicate problem: Problem #749184 "PRA4EVH - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  171)Duplicate problem: Problem #749185 "PRA4EVJ - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  172)Duplicate problem: Problem #749186 "PRA4EVK - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  173)Duplicate problem: Problem #749187 "PRA4EVM - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
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  174)Duplicate problem: Problem #749188 "PRA4EVN - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  175)Duplicate problem: Problem #749189 "PRA4EVP - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  176)Duplicate problem: Problem #749190 "PRA4EVQ - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  177)Duplicate problem: Problem #749191 "PRA4EVR - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  178)Duplicate problem: Problem #749192 "PRA4EVS - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  179)Duplicate problem: Problem #749193 "PRA4EVT - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  180)Duplicate problem: Problem #749194 "PRA4EVU - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  181)Duplicate problem: Problem #749195 "PRA4EVV - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  182)Duplicate problem: Problem #749196 "PRA4EVW - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  183)Duplicate problem: Problem #749197 "PRA4EVX - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  184)Duplicate problem: Problem #749198 "PRA4EVY - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  185)Duplicate problem: Problem #749199 "PRA4EVZ - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  186)Duplicate problem: Problem #749200 "PRA4EV2 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  187)Duplicate problem: Problem #749201 "PRA4EV3 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  188)Duplicate problem: Problem #749202 "PRA4EV4 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  189)Duplicate problem: Problem #749203 "PRA4EV5 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  190)Duplicate problem: Problem #749204 "PRA4EV6 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  191)Duplicate problem: Problem #749205 "PRA4EV7 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  192)Duplicate problem: Problem #749206 "PRA4EV8 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  193)Duplicate problem: Problem #749207 "PRA4EV9 - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  194)Duplicate problem: Problem #749208 "PRA4EWA - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  195)Duplicate problem: Problem #749209 "PRA4EWB - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  196)Duplicate problem: Problem #749210 "PRA4EWC - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  197)Duplicate problem: Problem #749211 "PRA4EWD - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  198)Duplicate problem: Problem #749212 "PRA4EWE - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  199)Duplicate problem: Problem #749213 "PRA4EWF - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
  200)Duplicate problem: Problem #749214 "PRA4EWG - Fraction and Shapes2" was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Skillbuilder" [3518828]
End of LinearSection "Non-Adaptive" [3518826]
End of ChooseConditionSection "(Revised) SKILL BUILDER - Partition Shapes into Equal Areas 3.G.A.2 EX"
[3518668]
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Problem Set "(Revised)SKILL BUILDER Multistep Word Problems 3.OA.D.8 EX" id:[PSAUKPR]
Select All  
LinearSection "(Revised)SKILL BUILDER Multistep Word Problems 3.OA.D.8 EX" [3519350]
IfThenElseSection "Can you see video?" [3519351]
  1) Problem #PRA4J6B "PRA4J6B - Problem #619000"
This problem set includes video, so please make sure your volume is turned on and you have
headphones plugged in.
 
Please watch the video below and enter the code provided in the video as your answer to this question.






IfThenElseSection "With Video" [3519354]
LinearMasterySection "Video Problems" [3519355]
  2) Problem #PRA3W2K "PRA3W2K - Two-step word problems(++2)"
Darios has 23 marbles.  Darios goes to the store and buys 8 more.  The next day Darios's friend gives
Darios 12 marbles.  How many marbles total does Darios have?
Fill in:
43
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Scaffold:
Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video.  Type in 2k1895.  Go on to the next
problem. 
 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end. 
  3) Problem #PRA3W2Z "PRA3W2Z - Two-step word problems(+-2)"
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 2z1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  4) Problem #PRA3Y4N "PRA3Y4N - Two-step word problems(+*)"
Catarina has 4 watermelons.  Catarina goes to the market and buys 9 more watermelons.  Catarina
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 4n1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  5) Problem #PRA3Y46 "PRA3Y46 - Two-step word problems(-/)"
Catarina has 52 jellybeans.  Catarina keeps 7 jellybeans.  Catarina has 9 friends and gives the
remaining jellybeans to them. Each friend gets the same amount of jellybeans.  How many jellybeans
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Watch the video then input the correct answer.
 





We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 461895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  6) Problem #PRA3Y5B "PRA3Y5B - Two step word problems (*+)"
Eve has 9 bags of jellybeans with 10 jellybeans in each.  Eve dumps all of the jellybeans into a bowl.
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 5b1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  7) Problem #PRA3Y6Y "PRA3Y6Y - Two step word problems (*-2)"
Kaitlyn has a box with 9 rows and 6 columns of pears.  Kaitlyn brings the box to school and shares
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Watch the video and input the correct answer. 
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 6y1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  8) Problem #PRA3W6J "PRA3W6J - Two step word problems (*/)"
In a school, classrooms have desks in 4 rows and 10 columns in each. There are 80 desks in total.
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 6j1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  9) Problem #PRA3W5G "PRA3W5G - Two step word problems (/*)"
Kaitlyn has 65 watermelons and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 5g1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  10) Problem #PRA3W5M "PRA3W5M - Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Anne has 490 lollipops and 7 children in her class.  Mrs. Anne gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 7 bags
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 5m1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
  11) Problem #PRA3Y4P "PRA3Y4P - Two-step word problems(+*)"
Victor has 4 apples.  Victor goes to the market and buys 6 more apples.  Victor then cuts each of
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
 






We are sorry you can't see the video. Type in 5p1895. Go on to the next
problem. 
If you can see the video watch it the answer is given at the end.
End of LinearMasterySection "Video Problems" [3519355]
RandomChildOrderSection "Finish" [3519366]
  12) Problem #PRA4P3F "PRA4P3F - Good Job! You are..."
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End of RandomChildOrderSection "Finish" [3519366]
LinearSection "Then" [3519368]
  13) Problem #PRA55VM "PRA55VM - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Victor goes to the mall and buys a board game for $2 and a pair of shoes for $38.  While returning





The board game costs $2 and the pair of shoes costs $38.
$2+$38=$40
 
The candles costs $10.
$40 + 10=$50
 





Gather the information.  
 
the board game is $2,
 
the pair of shoes is $38
 
the candles is $10  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$2 + $38 =
$40
 
$40 + $10 = $50
 
Type in 50 
  14) Problem #PRA55VN "PRA55VN - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Jarvin goes to the market and buys a toy car for $12 and a pair of shoes for $38.  While returning
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Scaffold:
The toy car costs $12 and the pair of shoes costs $38.
$12+$38=$50
 
The candles costs $30.
$50 + 30=$80
 





Gather the information.  
 
the toy car is $12,
 
the pair of shoes is $38
 
the candles is $30  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$12 + $38 =
$50
 
$50 + $30 = $80
 
Type in 80 
  15) Problem #PRA55VP "PRA55VP - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Catarina goes to the market and buys a box of candy for $2 and a ball for $50.  While returning





The box of candy costs $2 and the ball costs $50.
$2+$50=$52
 
The shoes costs $2.
$52 + 2=$54
 
The answer is 54 type in 54
Fill in:
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Gather the information.  
 
the box of candy is $2,
 
the ball is $50
 
the shoes is $2  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$2 + $50 =
$52
 
$52 + $2 = $54
 
Type in 54 
  16) Problem #PRA55VQ "PRA55VQ - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Rivin goes to the shop and buys a box of candy for $32 and a Halloween mask for $2.  While





The box of candy costs $32 and the Halloween mask costs $2.
$32+$2=$34
 
The boots costs $18.
$34 + 18=$52
 





Gather the information.  
 
the box of candy is $32,
 
the Halloween mask is $2
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the boots is $18  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$32 + $2 =
$34
 
$34 + $18 = $52
 
Type in 52 
  17) Problem #PRA55VR "PRA55VR - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Darios goes to the mall and buys a toy truck for $22 and a goldfish for $38.  While returning home





The toy truck costs $22 and the goldfish costs $38.
$22+$38=$60
 
The shoes costs $22.
$60 + 22=$82
 





Gather the information.  
 
the toy truck is $22,
 
the goldfish is $38
 
the shoes is $22  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$22 + $38 =
$60
 
$60 + $22 = $82
 
Type in 82 
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  18) Problem #PRA55VS "PRA55VS - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Victor goes to the market and buys a toy robot for $22 and a Halloween mask for $26.  While





The toy robot costs $22 and the Halloween mask costs $26.
$22+$26=$48
 
The boots costs $18.
$48 + 18=$66
 





Gather the information.  
 
the toy robot is $22,
 
the Halloween mask is $26
 
the boots is $18  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$22 + $26 =
$48
 
$48 + $18 = $66
 
Type in 66 
  19) Problem #PRA55VT "PRA55VT - *Two-step word problems(++)"
Victor goes to the market and buys a toy truck for $32 and a pair of shoes for $38.  While returning
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Scaffold:
The toy truck costs $32 and the pair of shoes costs $38.
$32+$38=$70
 
The shirts costs $26.
$70 + 26=$96
 





Gather the information.  
 
the toy truck is $32,
 
the pair of shoes is $38
 
the shirts is $26  
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
$32 + $38 =
$70
 
$70 + $26 = $96
 
Type in 96 
  20) Problem #PRA55VU "PRA55VU - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Lee has $31 and decides to go to market to buy things.  While walking there Lee finds $11 on the





You need to find how much money Lee goes to the market with.
Then calculate how much money Lee has after Lee buys a toy car at the market.
Going to the market:
$31 + $11 = $42
 
 Now find out how much money Lee has after buying the toy car at the market.
After buying toy car at the
market:
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$42 – $11 = $31
 
The answer is $31, type in 31
Scaffold:
Lee starts with $31 and finds $11 on the floor.
 
$31 + $11 = $42
 
Lee then buys a toy car which costs $11.
 
$42 + $11 = $31
 





  21) Problem #PRA55VV "PRA55VV - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Rivin has $26 and decides to go to market to buy things.  While walking there Rivin finds $21 on the





You need to find how much money Rivin goes to the market with.
Then calculate how much money Rivin has after Rivin buys a candy bar at the market.
Going to the market:
$26 + $21 = $47
 
 Now find out how much money Rivin has after buying the candy bar at the market.
After buying candy bar at the
market:
$47 – $21 = $26
 
The answer is $26, type in 26
Scaffold:
Rivin starts with $26 and finds $21 on the floor.
 
$26 + $21 = $47
 
Rivin then buys a candy bar which costs $21.
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$47 + $21 = $26
 





  22) Problem #PRA55VW "PRA55VW - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Jarvin has $46 and decides to go to mall to buy things.  While walking there Jarvin finds $21 on the





You need to find how much money Jarvin goes to the mall with.
Then calculate how much money Jarvin has after Jarvin buys a toy truck at the mall.
Going to the mall:
$46 + $21 = $67
 
 Now find out how much money Jarvin has after buying the toy truck at the mall.
After buying toy truck at the
mall:
$67 – $16 = $51
 
The answer is $51, type in 51
Scaffold:
Jarvin starts with $46 and finds $21 on the floor.
 
$46 + $21 = $67
 
Jarvin then buys a toy truck which costs $16.
 
$67 + $16 = $51
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  23) Problem #PRA55VX "PRA55VX - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Jarvin has $26 and decides to go to market to buy things.  While walking there Jarvin finds $1 on the





You need to find how much money Jarvin goes to the market with.
Then calculate how much money Jarvin has after Jarvin buys a toy robot at the market.
Going to the market:
$26 + $1 = $27
 
 Now find out how much money Jarvin has after buying the toy robot at the market.
After buying toy robot at the
market:
$27 – $16 = $11
 
The answer is $11, type in 11
Scaffold:
Jarvin starts with $26 and finds $1 on the floor.
 
$26 + $1 = $27
 
Jarvin then buys a toy robot which costs $16.
 
$27 + $16 = $11
 





  24) Problem #PRA55VY "PRA55VY - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Darios has $36 and decides to go to shop to buy things.  While walking there Darios finds $6 on the





You need to find how much money Darios goes to the shop with.
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Then calculate how much money Darios has after Darios buys a candy bar at the shop.
Going to the shop:
$36 + $6 = $42
 
 Now find out how much money Darios has after buying the candy bar at the shop.
After buying candy bar at the
shop:
$42 – $11 = $31
 
The answer is $31, type in 31
Scaffold:
Darios starts with $36 and finds $6 on the floor.
 
$36 + $6 = $42
 
Darios then buys a candy bar which costs $11.
 
$42 + $11 = $31
 





  25) Problem #PRA55VZ "PRA55VZ - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Darios has $31 and decides to go to shop to buy things.  While walking there Darios finds $16 on the






You need to find how much money Darios goes to the shop with.
Then calculate how much money Darios has after Darios buys a board game at the shop.
Going to the shop:
$31 + $16 = $47
 
 Now find out how much money Darios has after buying the board game at the shop.
After buying board game at the
shop:
$47 – $21 = $26
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The answer is $26, type in 26
Scaffold:
Darios starts with $31 and finds $16 on the floor.
 
$31 + $16 = $47
 
Darios then buys a board game which costs $21.
 
$47 + $21 = $26
 





  26) Problem #PRA55V2 "PRA55V2 - *Two-step word problems(+-)"
Lee has $51 and decides to go to market to buy things.  While walking there Lee finds $1 on the





You need to find how much money Lee goes to the market with.
Then calculate how much money Lee has after Lee buys a game at the market.
Going to the market:
$51 + $1 = $52
 
 Now find out how much money Lee has after buying the game at the market.
After buying game at the
market:
$52 – $21 = $31
 
The answer is $31, type in 31
Scaffold:
Lee starts with $51 and finds $1 on the floor.
 
$51 + $1 = $52
 
Lee then buys a game which costs $21.
 
$52 + $21 = $31
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  27) Problem #PRA55V3 "PRA55V3 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Victor has 6 watermelons.  Victor goes to the market and buys 9 more watermelons.  Victor then cuts




Victor starts with 6 watermelons and then buys 9 more.
6 + 9 = 15 watermelons
 
Now Victor cuts each watermelons into 4 slices.
15 × 4 = 60 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total watermelons there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
6 + 9 = 15 watermelons
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  28) Problem #PRA55V4 "PRA55V4 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Darios has 8 apples.  Darios goes to the market and buys 4 more apples.  Darios then cuts each of
the apples into 10 slices.  How many slices of apples does Darios have?
Fill in:
120
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Scaffold:
Darios starts with 8 apples and then buys 4 more.
8 + 4 = 12 apples
 
Now Darios cuts each apples into 10 slices.
12 × 10 = 120 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total apples there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
8 + 4 = 12 apples
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  29) Problem #PRA55V5 "PRA55V5 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Catarina has 4 pineapples.  Catarina goes to the market and buys 8 more pineapples.  Catarina then




Catarina starts with 4 pineapples and then buys 8 more.
4 + 8 = 12 pineapples
 
Now Catarina cuts each pineapples into 6 slices.
12 × 6 = 72 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total pineapples there are.  
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Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
4 + 8 = 12 pineapples
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  30) Problem #PRA55V6 "PRA55V6 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Rivin has 6 pineapples.  Rivin goes to the market and buys 6 more pineapples.  Rivin then cuts each




Rivin starts with 6 pineapples and then buys 6 more.
6 + 6 = 12 pineapples
 
Now Rivin cuts each pineapples into 7 slices.
12 × 7 = 84 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total pineapples there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
6 + 6 = 12 pineapples
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  31) Problem #PRA55V7 "PRA55V7 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
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Victor has 5 watermelons.  Victor goes to the market and buys 8 more watermelons.  Victor then cuts




Victor starts with 5 watermelons and then buys 8 more.
5 + 8 = 13 watermelons
 
Now Victor cuts each watermelons into 3 slices.
13 × 3 = 39 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total watermelons there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
5 + 8 = 13 watermelons
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  32) Problem #PRA55V8 "PRA55V8 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Darios has 3 watermelons.  Darios goes to the market and buys 3 more watermelons.  Darios then




Darios starts with 3 watermelons and then buys 3 more.
3 + 3 = 6 watermelons
 
Now Darios cuts each watermelons into 4 slices.
6 × 4 = 24 slices.
 
The answer is 24 slices type in 24.
Fill in:
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24
Hints:
You need to find out how many total watermelons there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
3 + 3 = 6 watermelons
 
Now find the number of slices
 




  33) Problem #PRA55V9 "PRA55V9 - *Two-step word problems(+*)"
Victor has 3 apples.  Victor goes to the market and buys 2 more apples.  Victor then cuts each of




Victor starts with 3 apples and then buys 2 more.
3 + 2 = 5 apples
 
Now Victor cuts each apples into 6 slices.
5 × 6 = 30 slices.
 




You need to find out how many total apples there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
3 + 2 = 5 apples
 
Now find the number of slices
 
5 Χ 6 = 30
slices
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type in 30
  34) Problem #PRA55WA "PRA55WA - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Jarvin has 51 grapes.  Jarvin goes to the mall and buys 5 more grapes.  Jarvin gives all the grapes to





You first need to find out how many total grapes Jarvin
has.
Then calculate how many grapes each friend gets.
Find the total number of grapes Jarvin has:
5+51 = 56
 
Now you need to find how many grapes each friend gets.
Find the amount of grapes each friend gets:
56 grapes ÷ 8 friends = 7 grapes to each friend
Type in 7
Scaffold:
Jarvin starts with 51 grapes and then buys 5.
51 + 5 = 56 grapes
 
Jarvin then gives all the grapes to 8 friends.
56 ÷ 8 = 7 grapes for each friend.
 
The answer is 7 type in 7.
Fill in:
7
  35) Problem #PRA55WB "PRA55WB - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Catarina has 60 gumballs.  Catarina goes to the  market and buys 3 more gumballs.  Catarina
gives all the gumballs to Catarina's 9 friends. Each friend gets the same number of gumballs. How




You first need to find out how many total gumballs Catarina
has.
Then calculate how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the total number of gumballs Catarina has:
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3+60 = 63
 
Now you need to find how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the amount of gumballs each friend gets:
63 gumballs ÷ 9 friends = 7 gumballs to each friend
Type in 7
Scaffold:
Catarina starts with 60 gumballs and then buys 3.
60 + 3 = 63 gumballs
 
Catarina then gives all the gumballs to 9 friends.
63 ÷ 9 = 7 gumballs for each friend.
 
The answer is 7 type in 7.
Fill in:
7
  36) Problem #PRA55WC "PRA55WC - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Lee has 8 marbles.  Lee goes to the  market and buys 22 more marbles.  Lee gives all the marbles to





You first need to find out how many total marbles Lee
has.
Then calculate how many marbles each friend gets.
Find the total number of marbles Lee has:
22+8 = 30
 
Now you need to find how many marbles each friend gets.
Find the amount of marbles each friend gets:
30 marbles ÷ 5 friends = 6 marbles to each friend
Type in 6
Scaffold:
Lee starts with 8 marbles and then buys 22.
8 + 22 = 30 marbles
 
Lee then gives all the marbles to 5 friends.
30 ÷ 5 = 6 marbles for each friend.
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
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  37) Problem #PRA55WD "PRA55WD - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Rivin has 14 jellybeans.  Rivin goes to the  market and buys 22 more jellybeans.  Rivin gives all
the jellybeans to Rivin's 6 friends. Each friend gets the same number of jellybeans. How many




You first need to find out how many total jellybeans Rivin
has.
Then calculate how many jellybeans each friend gets.
Find the total number of jellybeans Rivin has:
22+14 = 36
 
Now you need to find how many jellybeans each friend gets.
Find the amount of jellybeans each friend gets:
36 jellybeans ÷ 6 friends = 6 jellybeans to each friend
Type in 6
Scaffold:
Rivin starts with 14 jellybeans and then buys 22.
14 + 22 = 36 jellybeans
 
Rivin then gives all the jellybeans to 6 friends.
36 ÷ 6 = 6 jellybeans for each friend.
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
  38) Problem #PRA55WE "PRA55WE - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Catarina has 28 gumballs.  Catarina goes to the mall and buys 8 more gumballs.  Catarina gives all
the gumballs to Catarina's 6 friends. Each friend gets the same number of gumballs. How many




You first need to find out how many total gumballs Catarina
has.
Then calculate how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the total number of gumballs Catarina has:
8+28 = 36
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Now you need to find how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the amount of gumballs each friend gets:
36 gumballs ÷ 6 friends = 6 gumballs to each friend
Type in 6
Scaffold:
Catarina starts with 28 gumballs and then buys 8.
28 + 8 = 36 gumballs
 
Catarina then gives all the gumballs to 6 friends.
36 ÷ 6 = 6 gumballs for each friend.
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
  39) Problem #PRA55WF "PRA55WF - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Victor has 63 marbles.  Victor goes to the mall and buys 9 more marbles.  Victor gives all
the marbles to Victor's 9 friends. Each friend gets the same number of marbles. How many marbles




You first need to find out how many total marbles Victor
has.
Then calculate how many marbles each friend gets.
Find the total number of marbles Victor has:
9+63 = 72
 
Now you need to find how many marbles each friend gets.
Find the amount of marbles each friend gets:
72 marbles ÷ 9 friends = 8 marbles to each friend
Type in 8
Scaffold:
Victor starts with 63 marbles and then buys 9.
63 + 9 = 72 marbles
 
Victor then gives all the marbles to 9 friends.
72 ÷ 9 = 8 marbles for each friend.
 
The answer is 8 type in 8.
Fill in:
8
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  40) Problem #PRA55WG "PRA55WG - *Two-step word problems(+/)"
Catarina has 36 gumballs.  Catarina goes to the shop and buys 9 more gumballs.  Catarina gives all
the gumballs to Catarina's 5 friends. Each friend gets the same number of gumballs. How many




You first need to find out how many total gumballs Catarina
has.
Then calculate how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the total number of gumballs Catarina has:
9+36 = 45
 
Now you need to find how many gumballs each friend gets.
Find the amount of gumballs each friend gets:
45 gumballs ÷ 5 friends = 9 gumballs to each friend
Type in 9
Scaffold:
Catarina starts with 36 gumballs and then buys 9.
36 + 9 = 45 gumballs
 
Catarina then gives all the gumballs to 5 friends.
45 ÷ 5 = 9 gumballs for each friend.
 
The answer is 9 type in 9.
Fill in:
9
  41) Problem #PRA55WH "PRA55WH - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Victor has $85 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Victor buys a toy car for $2 and a goldfish for





Victor starts with $85 and first buys toy car for $2.
$85 - $2 = $83
 
Victor then buys goldfish for $16
$83 - $16 = $67
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You know that Victor starts with
$85. 
 
First subtract the cost of a toy car 
 
Then subtract the cost of a goldfish.
 
Buying toy car:
$85 - $2 = $83
 
Now you need to find how much money Victor has after buying the goldfish.
Buying
the goldfish:
$83 – $16 = $67
 
Type in 67
  42) Problem #PRA55WJ "PRA55WJ - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Victor has $90 and goes to the mall to buy things.  Victor buys a candy bar for $2 and a pair of shoes





Victor starts with $90 and first buys candy bar for $2.
$90 - $2 = $88
 
Victor then buys pair of shoes for $7
$88 - $7 = $81
 





You know that Victor starts with $90. 
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First subtract the cost of a candy bar 
 
Then subtract the cost of a pair of shoes.
 
Buying candy bar:
$90 - $2 = $88
 
Now you need to find how much money Victor has after buying the pair of shoes.
Buying the pair of
shoes:
$88 – $7 = $81
 
Type in 81
  43) Problem #PRA55WK "PRA55WK - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Catarina has $55 and goes to the market to buy things.  Catarina buys a game for $2 and a ball for





Catarina starts with $55 and first buys game for $2.
$55 - $2 = $53
 
Catarina then buys ball for $35
$53 - $35 = $18
 





You know that Catarina starts with
$55. 
 
First subtract the cost of a game 
 
Then subtract the cost of a ball.
 
Buying game:
$55 - $2 = $53
 
Now you need to find how much money Catarina has after buying the ball.
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Buying
the ball:
$53 – $35 = $18
 
Type in 18
  44) Problem #PRA55WM "PRA55WM - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Victor has $60 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Victor buys a candy bar for $5 and a Halloween





Victor starts with $60 and first buys candy bar for $5.
$60 - $5 = $55
 
Victor then buys Halloween mask for $5
$55 - $5 = $50
 





You know that Victor starts with $60. 
 
First subtract the cost of a candy bar 
 
Then subtract the cost of a Halloween mask.
 
Buying candy bar:
$60 - $5 = $55
 
Now you need to find how much money Victor has after buying the Halloween mask.
Buying the Halloween
mask:
$55 – $5 = $50
 
Type in 50
  45) Problem #PRA55WN "PRA55WN - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Victor has $65 and goes to the mall to buy things.  Victor buys a toy truck for $1 and a pair of shoes
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Victor starts with $65 and first buys toy truck for $1.
$65 - $1 = $64
 
Victor then buys pair of shoes for $2
$64 - $2 = $62
 





You know that Victor starts with $65. 
 
First subtract the cost of a toy truck 
 
Then subtract the cost of a pair of shoes.
 
Buying toy truck:
$65 - $1 = $64
 
Now you need to find how much money Victor has after buying the pair of shoes.
Buying the pair of
shoes:
$64 – $2 = $62
 
Type in 62
  46) Problem #PRA55WP "PRA55WP - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Rivin has $55 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Rivin buys a toy truck for $4 and a pair of shoes





Rivin starts with $55 and first buys toy truck for $4.
$55 - $4 = $51
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Rivin then buys pair of shoes for $31
$51 - $31 = $20
 





You know that Rivin starts with $55. 
 
First subtract the cost of a toy truck 
 
Then subtract the cost of a pair of shoes.
 
Buying toy truck:
$55 - $4 = $51
 
Now you need to find how much money Rivin has after buying the pair of shoes.
Buying the pair of
shoes:
$51 – $31 = $20
 
Type in 20
  47) Problem #PRA55WQ "PRA55WQ - *Two-step word problems(--)"
Rivin has $75 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Rivin buys a game for $8 and a pair of shoes for





Rivin starts with $75 and first buys game for $8.
$75 - $8 = $67
 
Rivin then buys pair of shoes for $16
$67 - $16 = $51
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You know that Rivin starts with $75. 
 
First subtract the cost of a game 
 
Then subtract the cost of a pair of shoes.
 
Buying game:
$75 - $8 = $67
 
Now you need to find how much money Rivin has after buying the pair of shoes.
Buying the pair of
shoes:
$67 – $16 = $51
 
Type in 51
  48) Problem #PRA55WR "PRA55WR - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Lee has $70 and goes to the market to buy things.  Lee buys a CD for $17.  On the way home Lee





You first need to find out how much money Lee has after buying a CD.
Then you need to find out how much money Lee has after finding some on the floor.
After buying CD:
$70 - $17 = $53
 
Now you need to find how much money Lee has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$53 + $1 = $54
 
The answer is $54 type in 54.
Scaffold:
Lee starts with $70 and then buys CD for $17.
$70 - $17 = $53
 
Lee then finds $1 on the floor.
$53 + $1 = $54
 
The answer is $54 type in 54.
Fill in:
54
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$54
  49) Problem #PRA55WS "PRA55WS - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Jarvin has $60 and goes to the mall to buy things.  Jarvin buys a game for $48.  On the way home





You first need to find out how much money Jarvin has after buying a game.
Then you need to find out how much money Jarvin has after finding some on the floor.
After buying game:
$60 - $48 = $12
 
Now you need to find how much money Jarvin has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$12 + $9 = $21
 
The answer is $21 type in 21.
Scaffold:
Jarvin starts with $60 and then buys game for $48.
$60 - $48 = $12
 
Jarvin then finds $9 on the floor.
$12 + $9 = $21
 




  50) Problem #PRA55WT "PRA55WT - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Darios has $55 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Darios buys a CD for $18.  On the way home





You first need to find out how much money Darios has after buying a CD.
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Then you need to find out how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After buying CD:
$55 - $18 = $37
 
Now you need to find how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$37 + $25 = $62
 
The answer is $62 type in 62.
Scaffold:
Darios starts with $55 and then buys CD for $18.
$55 - $18 = $37
 
Darios then finds $25 on the floor.
$37 + $25 = $62
 




  51) Problem #PRA55WU "PRA55WU - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Lee has $95 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Lee buys a CD for $21.  On the way home Lee finds





You first need to find out how much money Lee has after buying a CD.
Then you need to find out how much money Lee has after finding some on the floor.
After buying CD:
$95 - $21 = $74
 
Now you need to find how much money Lee has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$74 + $7 = $81
 
The answer is $81 type in 81.
Scaffold:
Lee starts with $95 and then buys CD for $21.
$95 - $21 = $74
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Lee then finds $7 on the floor.
$74 + $7 = $81
 




  52) Problem #PRA55WV "PRA55WV - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Darios has $85 and goes to the market to buy things.  Darios buys a board game for $1.  On the way





You first need to find out how much money Darios has after buying a board game.
Then you need to find out how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After buying board game:
$85 - $1 = $84
 
Now you need to find how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$84 + $33 = $117
 
The answer is $117 type in 117.
Scaffold:
Darios starts with $85 and then buys board game for $1.
$85 - $1 = $84
 
Darios then finds $33 on the floor.
$84 + $33 = $117
 




  53) Problem #PRA55WW "PRA55WW - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Darios has $90 and goes to the market to buy things.  Darios buys a game for $31.  On the way home
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You first need to find out how much money Darios has after buying a game.
Then you need to find out how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After buying game:
$90 - $31 = $59
 
Now you need to find how much money Darios has after finding some on the floor.
After finding money on the
floor:
$59 + $26 = $85
 
The answer is $85 type in 85.
Scaffold:
Darios starts with $90 and then buys game for $31.
$90 - $31 = $59
 
Darios then finds $26 on the floor.
$59 + $26 = $85
 




  54) Problem #PRA55WX "PRA55WX - *Two-step word problems(-+)"
Jarvin has $65 and goes to the shop to buy things.  Jarvin buys a board game for $20.  On the way





You first need to find out how much money Jarvin has after buying a board game.
Then you need to find out how much money Jarvin has after finding some on the floor.
After buying board game:
$65 - $20 = $45
 
Now you need to find how much money Jarvin has after finding some on the floor.
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After finding money on the
floor:
$45 + $20 = $65
 
The answer is $65 type in 65.
Scaffold:
Jarvin starts with $65 and then buys board game for $20.
$65 - $20 = $45
 
Jarvin then finds $20 on the floor.
$45 + $20 = $65
 




  55) Problem #PRA55WY "PRA55WY - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Rivin has 11 oranges.  Rivin throws away 5 oranges.  Rivin cuts the remaining oranges into 8 slices




You first need to find out how many oranges Rivin has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Rivin cuts oranges into.
Number of oranges after throwing 5
away:
11 oranges - 5 oranges = 6 oranges
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Rivin starts with 11 oranges and throws away 5 oranges.
11 - 5 = 6 oranges
 
Rivin then cuts each oranges into 8 slices.
6 × 8 = 48 slices
 
The answer is 48 slices type in 48.
Fill in:
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48
  56) Problem #PRA55WZ "PRA55WZ - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Lee has 13 apples.  Lee throws away 2 apples.  Lee cuts the remaining apples into 10 slices each.




You first need to find out how many apples Lee has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Lee cuts apples into.
Number of apples after throwing 2
away:
13 apples - 2 apples = 11 apples
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Lee starts with 13 apples and throws away 2 apples.
13 - 2 = 11 apples
 
Lee then cuts each apples into 10 slices.
11 × 10 = 110 slices
 
The answer is 110 slices type in 110.
Fill in:
110
  57) Problem #PRA55W2 "PRA55W2 - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Rivin has 19 oranges.  Rivin throws away 4 oranges.  Rivin cuts the remaining oranges into 3 slices




You first need to find out how many oranges Rivin has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Rivin cuts oranges into.
Number of oranges after throwing 4
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away:
19 oranges - 4 oranges = 15 oranges
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Rivin starts with 19 oranges and throws away 4 oranges.
19 - 4 = 15 oranges
 
Rivin then cuts each oranges into 3 slices.
15 × 3 = 45 slices
 
The answer is 45 slices type in 45.
Fill in:
45
  58) Problem #PRA55W3 "PRA55W3 - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Catarina has 14 apples.  Catarina throws away 5 apples.  Catarina cuts the remaining apples into 2




You first need to find out how many apples Catarina has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Catarina cuts apples into.
Number of apples after throwing 5
away:
14 apples - 5 apples = 9 apples
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Catarina starts with 14 apples and throws away 5 apples.
14 - 5 = 9 apples
 
Catarina then cuts each apples into 2 slices.
9 × 2 = 18 slices
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The answer is 18 slices type in 18.
Fill in:
18
  59) Problem #PRA55W4 "PRA55W4 - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Rivin has 12 apples.  Rivin throws away 7 apples.  Rivin cuts the remaining apples into 11 slices




You first need to find out how many apples Rivin has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Rivin cuts apples into.
Number of apples after throwing 7
away:
12 apples - 7 apples = 5 apples
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Rivin starts with 12 apples and throws away 7 apples.
12 - 7 = 5 apples
 
Rivin then cuts each apples into 11 slices.
5 × 11 = 55 slices
 
The answer is 55 slices type in 55.
Fill in:
55
  60) Problem #PRA55W5 "PRA55W5 - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Jarvin has 11 apples.  Jarvin throws away 5 apples.  Jarvin cuts the remaining apples into 9 slices




You first need to find out how many apples Jarvin has after throwing
some away.
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Then you need to calculate the number of slices Jarvin cuts apples into.
Number of apples after throwing 5
away:
11 apples - 5 apples = 6 apples
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Jarvin starts with 11 apples and throws away 5 apples.
11 - 5 = 6 apples
 
Jarvin then cuts each apples into 9 slices.
6 × 9 = 54 slices
 
The answer is 54 slices type in 54.
Fill in:
54
  61) Problem #PRA55W6 "PRA55W6 - *Two-step word problems(-*)"
Darios has 13 apples.  Darios throws away 3 apples.  Darios cuts the remaining apples into 11 slices




You first need to find out how many apples Darios has after throwing
some away.
Then you need to calculate the number of slices Darios cuts apples into.
Number of apples after throwing 3
away:
13 apples - 3 apples = 10 apples
 
Now find the number of slices.
Number of slices:




Darios starts with 13 apples and throws away 3 apples.
13 - 3 = 10 apples
 
Darios then cuts each apples into 11 slices.
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10 × 11 = 110 slices
 
The answer is 110 slices type in 110.
Fill in:
110
  62) Problem #PRA55W7 "PRA55W7 - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Victor has 36 jellybeans.  Victor keeps 6 jellybeans.  Victor has 5 friends and gives the remaining





First: Find the remaining jellybeans.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's jellybeans.
36 - 6 = 30 jellybeans
 
Now find out how many jellybeans each friend gets.





Victor starts with 36 jellybeans and decides to keep 6 of them.
36 - 6 = 30 gumballs
 
Victor then gives the remaining jellybeans to 5 friends.
30 ÷ 5 = 6 per friend
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
  63) Problem #PRA55W8 "PRA55W8 - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Darios has 86 gumballs.  Darios keeps 5 gumballs.  Darios has 9 friends and gives the remaining
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Hints:
First: Find the remaining gumballs.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's gumballs.
86 - 5 = 81 gumballs
 
Now find out how many gumballs each friend gets.





Darios starts with 86 gumballs and decides to keep 5 of them.
86 - 5 = 81 gumballs
 
Darios then gives the remaining gumballs to 9 friends.
81 ÷ 9 = 9 per friend
 
The answer is 9 type in 9.
Fill in:
9
  64) Problem #PRA55W9 "PRA55W9 - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Rivin has 61 grapes.  Rivin keeps 7 grapes.  Rivin has 9 friends and gives the remaining grapes to




First: Find the remaining grapes.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's grapes.
61 - 7 = 54 grapes
 
Now find out how many grapes each friend gets.





Rivin starts with 61 grapes and decides to keep 7 of them.
61 - 7 = 54 gumballs
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Rivin then gives the remaining grapes to 9 friends.
54 ÷ 9 = 6 per friend
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
  65) Problem #PRA55XA "PRA55XA - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Darios has 55 gumballs.  Darios keeps 1 gumballs.  Darios has 6 friends and gives the remaining





First: Find the remaining gumballs.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's gumballs.
55 - 1 = 54 gumballs
 
Now find out how many gumballs each friend gets.





Darios starts with 55 gumballs and decides to keep 1 of them.
55 - 1 = 54 gumballs
 
Darios then gives the remaining gumballs to 6 friends.
54 ÷ 6 = 9 per friend
 
The answer is 9 type in 9.
Fill in:
9
  66) Problem #PRA55XB "PRA55XB - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Catarina has 66 gumballs.  Catarina keeps 2 gumballs.  Catarina has 8 friends and gives the
remaining gumballs to them. Each friend gets the same amount of gumballs.  How many gumballs
does each friend get?
Fill in:
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8
Hints:
First: Find the remaining gumballs.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's gumballs.
66 - 2 = 64 gumballs
 
Now find out how many gumballs each friend gets.





Catarina starts with 66 gumballs and decides to keep 2 of them.
66 - 2 = 64 gumballs
 
Catarina then gives the remaining gumballs to 8 friends.
64 ÷ 8 = 8 per friend
 
The answer is 8 type in 8.
Fill in:
8
  67) Problem #PRA55XC "PRA55XC - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Catarina has 57 gumballs.  Catarina keeps 1 gumballs.  Catarina has 7 friends and gives the
remaining gumballs to them. Each friend gets the same amount of gumballs.  How many gumballs




First: Find the remaining gumballs.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's gumballs.
57 - 1 = 56 gumballs
 
Now find out how many gumballs each friend gets.
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Catarina starts with 57 gumballs and decides to keep 1 of them.
57 - 1 = 56 gumballs
 
Catarina then gives the remaining gumballs to 7 friends.
56 ÷ 7 = 8 per friend
 
The answer is 8 type in 8.
Fill in:
8
  68) Problem #PRA55XD "PRA55XD - *Two-step word problems(-/)"
Victor has 47 gumballs.  Victor keeps 5 gumballs.  Victor has 7 friends and gives the remaining





First: Find the remaining gumballs.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's gumballs.
47 - 5 = 42 gumballs
 
Now find out how many gumballs each friend gets.





Victor starts with 47 gumballs and decides to keep 5 of them.
47 - 5 = 42 gumballs
 
Victor then gives the remaining gumballs to 7 friends.
42 ÷ 7 = 6 per friend
 
The answer is 6 type in 6.
Fill in:
6
  69) Problem #PRA55XE "PRA55XE - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Jace has 12 bags of chocolates with 5 chocolates in each.  Jace dumps all of the
chocolates into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes
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You first need to find how much chocolates is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates are in the bowl at the beginning:
12 bags × 5 chocolates = 60 chocolates
 
Now find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates is left:




Jace has 12 bags of chocolates with 5 chocolates in each.
12 × 5 = 60 chocolates
 
The first person takes 8 chocolates from the bowl.
60 - 8 = 52
 
The answer is 52 type in 52
Fill in:
52
  70) Problem #PRA55XF "PRA55XF - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Jace has 12 bags of chocolates with 7 chocolates in each.  Jace dumps all of the
chocolates into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes




You first need to find how much chocolates is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates are in the bowl at the beginning:
12 bags × 7 chocolates = 84 chocolates
 
Now find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates is left:
84 chocolates - 8 chocolates= 76 chocolates
 
Type in 76.
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Scaffold:
Jace has 12 bags of chocolates with 7 chocolates in each.
12 × 7 = 84 chocolates
 
The first person takes 8 chocolates from the bowl.
84 - 8 = 76
 
The answer is 76 type in 76
Fill in:
76
  71) Problem #PRA55XG "PRA55XG - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Fiona has 5 bags of jellybeans with 12 jellybeans in each.  Fiona dumps all of the
jellybeans into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes




You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
5 bags × 12 jellybeans = 60 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:




Fiona has 5 bags of jellybeans with 12 jellybeans in each.
5 × 12 = 60 jellybeans
 
The first person takes 22 jellybeans from the bowl.
60 - 22 = 38
 
The answer is 38 type in 38
Fill in:
38
  72) Problem #PRA55XH "PRA55XH - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Fiona has 8 bags of chocolates with 11 chocolates in each.  Fiona dumps all of the
chocolates into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes
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You first need to find how much chocolates is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates are in the bowl at the beginning:
8 bags × 11 chocolates = 88 chocolates
 
Now find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates is left:




Fiona has 8 bags of chocolates with 11 chocolates in each.
8 × 11 = 88 chocolates
 
The first person takes 2 chocolates from the bowl.
88 - 2 = 86
 
The answer is 86 type in 86
Fill in:
86
  73) Problem #PRA55XJ "PRA55XJ - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Leo has 5 bags of jellybeans with 5 jellybeans in each.  Leo dumps all of the
jellybeans into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes




You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
5 bags × 5 jellybeans = 25 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:
25 jellybeans - 10 jellybeans= 15 jellybeans
 
Type in 15.
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Scaffold:
Leo has 5 bags of jellybeans with 5 jellybeans in each.
5 × 5 = 25 jellybeans
 
The first person takes 10 jellybeans from the bowl.
25 - 10 = 15
 
The answer is 15 type in 15
Fill in:
15
  74) Problem #PRA55XK "PRA55XK - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Fiona has 5 bags of jellybeans with 5 jellybeans in each.  Fiona dumps all of the
jellybeans into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes




You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
5 bags × 5 jellybeans = 25 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:




Fiona has 5 bags of jellybeans with 5 jellybeans in each.
5 × 5 = 25 jellybeans
 
The first person takes 18 jellybeans from the bowl.
25 - 18 = 7
 
The answer is 7 type in 7
Fill in:
7
  75) Problem #PRA55XM "PRA55XM - *Two step word problems (*-)"
It's Halloween and Jana has 5 bags of lollipops with 6 lollipops in each.  Jana dumps all of the
lollipops into a bowl and puts it outside for Trick-or-Treaters to take.  The first person that comes
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You first need to find how much lollipops is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much lollipops is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many lollipops are in the bowl at the beginning:
5 bags × 6 lollipops = 30 lollipops
 
Now find how much lollipops is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many lollipops is left:




Jana has 5 bags of lollipops with 6 lollipops in each.
5 × 6 = 30 lollipops
 
The first person takes 15 lollipops from the bowl.
30 - 15 = 15
 
The answer is 15 type in 15
Fill in:
15
  76) Problem #PRA55XN "PRA55XN - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Eve has 10 bags of jellybeans with 6 jellybeans in each.  Eve dumps all of the jellybeans into a bowl.





You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
10 bags × 6 jellybeans = 60 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:
60 jellybeans + 13 jellybeans= 73 jellybeans
 
Type in 73.
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Scaffold:
Eve has 10 bags with 6 jellybeans in each, which means Eve has
10 × 6 = 60 jellybeans in total
 
Eve's brother puts 13 jellybeans into the bowl.
60 + 13 = 73
 
The answer is 73 type in 73.
Fill in:
73
  77) Problem #PRA55XP "PRA55XP - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Diana has 8 bags of candy corn with 5 candy corn in each.  Diana dumps all of the candy corn into a
bowl.  Later that day Diana's brother puts another 8 candy corn into the bowl.  How many candy




You first need to find how much candy corn is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn are in the bowl at the beginning:
8 bags × 5 candy corn = 40 candy corn
 
Now find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn is left:




Diana has 8 bags with 5 candy corn in each, which means Diana has
8 × 5 = 40 candy corn in total
 
Diana's brother puts 8 candy corn into the bowl.
40 + 8 = 48
 
The answer is 48 type in 48.
Fill in:
48
  78) Problem #PRA55XQ "PRA55XQ - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Jana has 6 bags of candy corn with 11 candy corn in each.  Jana dumps all of the candy corn into a
bowl.  Later that day Jana's brother puts another 19 candy corn into the bowl.  How many candy corn
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You first need to find how much candy corn is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn are in the bowl at the beginning:
6 bags × 11 candy corn = 66 candy corn
 
Now find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn is left:




Jana has 6 bags with 11 candy corn in each, which means Jana has
6 × 11 = 66 candy corn in total
 
Jana's brother puts 19 candy corn into the bowl.
66 + 19 = 85
 
The answer is 85 type in 85.
Fill in:
85
  79) Problem #PRA55XR "PRA55XR - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Fiona has 8 bags of jellybeans with 6 jellybeans in each.  Fiona dumps all of the jellybeans into a
bowl.  Later that day Fiona's brother puts another 19 jellybeans into the bowl.  How many jellybeans




You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
8 bags × 6 jellybeans = 48 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:
48 jellybeans + 19 jellybeans= 67 jellybeans
 
Type in 67.
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Scaffold:
Fiona has 8 bags with 6 jellybeans in each, which means Fiona has
8 × 6 = 48 jellybeans in total
 
Fiona's brother puts 19 jellybeans into the bowl.
48 + 19 = 67
 
The answer is 67 type in 67.
Fill in:
67
  80) Problem #PRA55XS "PRA55XS - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Leo has 8 bags of chocolates with 5 chocolates in each.  Leo dumps all of the chocolates into a bowl.





You first need to find how much chocolates is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates are in the bowl at the beginning:
8 bags × 5 chocolates = 40 chocolates
 
Now find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates is left:




Leo has 8 bags with 5 chocolates in each, which means Leo has
8 × 5 = 40 chocolates in total
 
Leo's brother puts 2 chocolates into the bowl.
40 + 2 = 42
 
The answer is 42 type in 42.
Fill in:
42
  81) Problem #PRA55XT "PRA55XT - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Annie has 12 bags of candy corn with 8 candy corn in each.  Annie dumps all of the candy corn into
a bowl.  Later that day Annie's brother puts another 17 candy corn into the bowl.  How many candy
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You first need to find how much candy corn is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn are in the bowl at the beginning:
12 bags × 8 candy corn = 96 candy corn
 
Now find how much candy corn is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many candy corn is left:




Annie has 12 bags with 8 candy corn in each, which means Annie has
12 × 8 = 96 candy corn in total
 
Annie's brother puts 17 candy corn into the bowl.
96 + 17 = 113
 
The answer is 113 type in 113.
Fill in:
113
  82) Problem #PRA55XU "PRA55XU - *Two step word problems (*+)"
Diana has 8 bags of chocolates with 10 chocolates in each.  Diana dumps all of the chocolates into a
bowl.  Later that day Diana's brother puts another 9 chocolates into the bowl.  How many chocolates




You first need to find how much chocolates is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates are in the bowl at the beginning:
8 bags × 10 chocolates = 80 chocolates
 
Now find how much chocolates is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many chocolates is left:
80 chocolates + 9 chocolates= 89 chocolates
 
Type in 89.
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Scaffold:
Diana has 8 bags with 10 chocolates in each, which means Diana has
8 × 10 = 80 chocolates in total
 
Diana's brother puts 9 chocolates into the bowl.
80 + 9 = 89
 
The answer is 89 type in 89.
Fill in:
89
  83) Problem #PRA55XV "PRA55XV - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of candy corn Fiona
has.
Then you need to find how many candy corn Fiona has in total.
Find how many bags Fiona has:
2 boxes × 8 bags = 16 bags.
 
Now find how many candy corn Fiona has.
Find how many candy corn Fiona has in
total:




Fiona has 2 boxes with 8 bags in each, which means Fiona has
2 × 8 = 16 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 8 candy corn in each which means Fiona has 
16 × 8 = 128 candy corn in total
 
The answer is 128 type in 128
Fill in:
128
  84) Problem #PRA55XW "PRA55XW - *Two step word problems (**)"
Fiona has 3 boxes with 7 bags in each.  Each bag has 9 chocolates in it.  How many chocolates does
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You first need to find how many bags of chocolates Fiona
has.
Then you need to find how many chocolates Fiona has in total.
Find how many bags Fiona has:
3 boxes × 7 bags = 21 bags.
 
Now find how many chocolates Fiona has.
Find how many chocolates Fiona has in
total:




Fiona has 3 boxes with 7 bags in each, which means Fiona has
3 × 7 = 21 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 9 chocolates in each which means Fiona has 
21 × 9 = 189 chocolates in total
 
The answer is 189 type in 189
Fill in:
189
  85) Problem #PRA55XX "PRA55XX - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of jellybeans Yi
has.
Then you need to find how many jellybeans Yi has in total.
Find how many bags Yi has:
6 boxes × 11 bags = 66 bags.
 
Now find how many jellybeans Yi has.
Find how many jellybeans Yi has in
total:
66 bags × 6 jellybeans = 396 jellybeans
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Yi has 6 boxes with 11 bags in each, which means Yi has
6 × 11 = 66 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 6 jellybeans in each which means Yi has 
66 × 6 = 396 jellybeans in total
 
The answer is 396 type in 396
Fill in:
396
  86) Problem #PRA55XY "PRA55XY - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of chocolates Jace
has.
Then you need to find how many chocolates Jace has in total.
Find how many bags Jace has:
2 boxes × 12 bags = 24 bags.
 
Now find how many chocolates Jace has.
Find how many chocolates Jace has in
total:




Jace has 2 boxes with 12 bags in each, which means Jace has
2 × 12 = 24 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 7 chocolates in each which means Jace has 
24 × 7 = 168 chocolates in total
 
The answer is 168 type in 168
Fill in:
168
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  87) Problem #PRA55XZ "PRA55XZ - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of jellybeans Leo
has.
Then you need to find how many jellybeans Leo has in total.
Find how many bags Leo has:
9 boxes × 9 bags = 81 bags.
 
Now find how many jellybeans Leo has.
Find how many jellybeans Leo has in
total:




Leo has 9 boxes with 9 bags in each, which means Leo has
9 × 9 = 81 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 7 jellybeans in each which means Leo has 
81 × 7 = 567 jellybeans in total
 
The answer is 567 type in 567
Fill in:
567
  88) Problem #PRA55X2 "PRA55X2 - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of lollipops Jana
has.
Then you need to find how many lollipops Jana has in total.
Find how many bags Jana has:
4 boxes × 9 bags = 36 bags.
 
Now find how many lollipops Jana has.
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Find how many lollipops Jana has in
total:




Jana has 4 boxes with 9 bags in each, which means Jana has
4 × 9 = 36 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 10 lollipops in each which means Jana has 
36 × 10 = 360 lollipops in total
 
The answer is 360 type in 360
Fill in:
360
  89) Problem #PRA55X3 "PRA55X3 - *Two step word problems (**)"





You first need to find how many bags of jellybeans Jace
has.
Then you need to find how many jellybeans Jace has in total.
Find how many bags Jace has:
5 boxes × 10 bags = 50 bags.
 
Now find how many jellybeans Jace has.
Find how many jellybeans Jace has in
total:




Jace has 5 boxes with 10 bags in each, which means Jace has
5 × 10 = 50 bags in total
 
In each bag there are 12 jellybeans in each which means Jace has 
50 × 12 = 600 jellybeans in total
 
The answer is 600 type in 600
Fill in:
600
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  90) Problem #PRA55X4 "PRA55X4 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"
Diana has boxes with 6 rows and 4 columns of cookies in each. There are 240 cookies in total.  How




Diana has boxes with 6 rows and 4 columns of cookies which means Diana has
6 × 4 = 24 cookies in total per box
 
We then know that Diana has 240 cookies in total and we need to find the total number of
boxes.
240 ÷ 24 = 10 boxes
 




First: Find how many cookies are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
6 × 4 = 24
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  91) Problem #PRA55X5 "PRA55X5 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"
Leo has boxes with 3 rows and 4 columns of chocolates in each. There are 96 chocolates in total.




Leo has boxes with 3 rows and 4 columns of chocolates which means Leo has
3 × 4 = 12 chocolates in total per box
 
We then know that Leo has 96 chocolates in total and we need to find the total number of
boxes.
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96 ÷ 12 = 8 boxes
 




First: Find how many chocolates are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
3 × 4 = 12
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  92) Problem #PRA55X6 "PRA55X6 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"





Yi has boxes with 4 rows and 3 columns of apples which means Yi has
4 × 3 = 12 apples in total per box
 
We then know that Yi has 60 apples in total and we need to find the total number of boxes.
60 ÷ 12 = 5 boxes
 




First: Find how many apples are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
4 × 3 = 12
 
Now find how many boxes there are.
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  93) Problem #PRA55X7 "PRA55X7 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"
Annie has boxes with 4 rows and 5 columns of pears in each. There are 100 pears in total.  How




Annie has boxes with 4 rows and 5 columns of pears which means Annie has
4 × 5 = 20 pears in total per box
 
We then know that Annie has 100 pears in total and we need to find the total number of
boxes.
100 ÷ 20 = 5 boxes
 




First: Find how many pears are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
4 × 5 = 20
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  94) Problem #PRA55X8 "PRA55X8 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"
Jana has boxes with 5 rows and 9 columns of cookies in each. There are 360 cookies in total.  How




Jana has boxes with 5 rows and 9 columns of cookies which means Jana has
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5 × 9 = 45 cookies in total per box
 
We then know that Jana has 360 cookies in total and we need to find the total number of
boxes.
360 ÷ 45 = 8 boxes
 




First: Find how many cookies are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
5 × 9 = 45
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  95) Problem #PRA55X9 "PRA55X9 - *Two step word problems (*/2)"
Jace has boxes with 8 rows and 5 columns of cookies in each. There are 320 cookies in total.  How




Jace has boxes with 8 rows and 5 columns of cookies which means Jace has
8 × 5 = 40 cookies in total per box
 
We then know that Jace has 320 cookies in total and we need to find the total number of
boxes.
320 ÷ 40 = 8 boxes
 




First: Find how many cookies are in each
box.
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Next: Find how many boxes there are.
8 × 5 = 40
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  96) Problem #PRA55YA "PRA55YA - *Two step word problems (*/2)"





Yi has boxes with 9 rows and 10 columns of pears which means Yi has
9 × 10 = 90 pears in total per box
 
We then know that Yi has 720 pears in total and we need to find the total number of boxes.
720 ÷ 90 = 8 boxes
 




First: Find how many pears are in each
box.
 
Next: Find how many boxes there are.
9 × 10 = 90
 
Now find how many boxes there are.




  97) Problem #PRA55YB "PRA55YB - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Fiona has 50 lollipops and gives them all to her 10 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
lollipops. The next day she gives each friend another 3 more.  How many lollipops does each friend
get?
5/4/15, 12:01 AMAssistment - Printing Content




First: Find how many lollipops each friend gets from the original
50.
 
Second: Find total lollipops each friend gets.
50÷10=5
 





Fiona distributes 50 lollipops among her 10 friends evenly.
50 ÷ 10 = 5
 
Then each friend then receives another 3 lollipops.
5 + 3 = 8
 
The answer is 8 type in 8.
Fill in:
8
  98) Problem #PRA55YC "PRA55YC - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Jana has 25 lollipops and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





First: Find how many lollipops each friend gets from the original
25.
 
Second: Find total lollipops each friend gets.
25÷5=5
 





Jana distributes 25 lollipops among her 5 friends evenly.
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25 ÷ 5 = 5
 
Then each friend then receives another 4 lollipops.
5 + 4 = 9
 
The answer is 9 type in 9.
Fill in:
9
  99) Problem #PRA55YD "PRA55YD - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Diana has 16 candy corn and gives them all to her 8 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





First: Find how many candy corn each friend gets from the original
16.
 
Second: Find total candy corn each friend gets.
16÷8=2
 





Diana distributes 16 candy corn among her 8 friends evenly.
16 ÷ 8 = 2
 
Then each friend then receives another 3 candy corn.
2 + 3 = 5
 
The answer is 5 type in 5.
Fill in:
5
  100) Problem #PRA55YE "PRA55YE - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Fiona has 18 candy corn and gives them all to her 2 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
candy corn. The next day she gives each friend another 9 more.  How many candy corn does each
friend get?
Algebra:
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18
Hints:
First: Find how many candy corn each friend gets from the original
18.
 
Second: Find total candy corn each friend gets.
18÷2=9
 





Fiona distributes 18 candy corn among her 2 friends evenly.
18 ÷ 2 = 9
 
Then each friend then receives another 9 candy corn.
9 + 9 = 18
 
The answer is 18 type in 18.
Fill in:
18
  101) Problem #PRA55YF "PRA55YF - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Kaitlyn has 18 candy corn and gives them all to her 2 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





First: Find how many candy corn each friend gets from the original
18.
 
Second: Find total candy corn each friend gets.
18÷2=9
 





Kaitlyn distributes 18 candy corn among her 2 friends evenly.
18 ÷ 2 = 9
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Then each friend then receives another 7 candy corn.
9 + 7 = 16
 
The answer is 16 type in 16.
Fill in:
16
  102) Problem #PRA55YG "PRA55YG - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Jana has 32 candy corn and gives them all to her 8 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





First: Find how many candy corn each friend gets from the original
32.
 
Second: Find total candy corn each friend gets.
32÷8=4
 





Jana distributes 32 candy corn among her 8 friends evenly.
32 ÷ 8 = 4
 
Then each friend then receives another 9 candy corn.
4 + 9 = 13
 
The answer is 13 type in 13.
Fill in:
13
  103) Problem #PRA55YH "PRA55YH - *Two step word problems (/+)"
Diana has 16 jellybeans and gives them all to her 4 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
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Hints:
First: Find how many jellybeans each friend gets from the original
16.
 
Second: Find total jellybeans each friend gets.
16÷4=4
 





Diana distributes 16 jellybeans among her 4 friends evenly.
16 ÷ 4 = 4
 
Then each friend then receives another 8 jellybeans.
4 + 8 = 12
 
The answer is 12 type in 12.
Fill in:
12
  104) Problem #PRA55YJ "PRA55YJ - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Kaitlyn has 55 lollipops and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Kaitlyn has 55 lollipops and gives them all to her 5 friends evenly.
55 ÷ 5 = 11 lollipops per friend
 
Each friend then eats 10 of their lollipops.
11 - 10 = 1
 




First: Find how many lollipops each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total lollipops each friend gets.
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55÷5=11
 





  105) Problem #PRA55YK "PRA55YK - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Kaitlyn has 170 chocolates and gives them all to her 10 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount





Kaitlyn has 170 chocolates and gives them all to her 10 friends evenly.
170 ÷ 10 = 17 chocolates per friend
 
Each friend then eats 4 of their chocolates.
17 - 4 = 13
 




First: Find how many chocolates each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total chocolates each friend gets.
170÷10=17
 




  106) Problem #PRA55YM "PRA55YM - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Eve has 162 candy corn and gives them all to her 9 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
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Scaffold:
Eve has 162 candy corn and gives them all to her 9 friends evenly.
162 ÷ 9 = 18 candy corn per friend
 
Each friend then eats 9 of their candy corn.
18 - 9 = 9
 




First: Find how many candy corn each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total candy corn each friend gets.
162÷9=18
 




  107) Problem #PRA55YN "PRA55YN - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Fiona has 120 chocolates and gives them all to her 10 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Fiona has 120 chocolates and gives them all to her 10 friends evenly.
120 ÷ 10 = 12 chocolates per friend
 
Each friend then eats 8 of their chocolates.
12 - 8 = 4
 




First: Find how many chocolates each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total chocolates each friend gets.
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120÷10=12
 




  108) Problem #PRA55YP "PRA55YP - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Jana has 90 chocolates and gives them all to her 9 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Jana has 90 chocolates and gives them all to her 9 friends evenly.
90 ÷ 9 = 10 chocolates per friend
 
Each friend then eats 6 of their chocolates.
10 - 6 = 4
 




First: Find how many chocolates each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total chocolates each friend gets.
90÷9=10
 




  109) Problem #PRA55YQ "PRA55YQ - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Jana has 162 chocolates and gives them all to her 9 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
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Jana has 162 chocolates and gives them all to her 9 friends evenly.
162 ÷ 9 = 18 chocolates per friend
 
Each friend then eats 9 of their chocolates.
18 - 9 = 9
 




First: Find how many chocolates each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total chocolates each friend gets.
162÷9=18
 




  110) Problem #PRA55YR "PRA55YR - *Two step word problems (/-)"
Fiona has 153 lollipops and gives them all to her 9 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Fiona has 153 lollipops and gives them all to her 9 friends evenly.
153 ÷ 9 = 17 lollipops per friend
 
Each friend then eats 6 of their lollipops.
17 - 6 = 11
 




First: Find how many lollipops each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find total lollipops each friend gets.
153÷9=17
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  111) Problem #PRA55YS "PRA55YS - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Fiona has 48 pineapples and gives them all to her 3 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Fiona has 48 pineapples and distributes them evenly between her 3 friends.
48 ÷ 3 = 16
 
Each friend then cuts their pineapples into 2.
16 × 2 = 32 slices per person
 




First: Find how many pineapples each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
48÷3=16
 




  112) Problem #PRA55YT "PRA55YT - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Fiona has 75 pears and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of pears.




Fiona has 75 pears and distributes them evenly between her 5 friends.
75 ÷ 5 = 15
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Each friend then cuts their pears into 2.
15 × 2 = 30 slices per person
 




First: Find how many pears each friend gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
75÷5=15
 




  113) Problem #PRA55YU "PRA55YU - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Eve has 65 pineapples and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Eve has 65 pineapples and distributes them evenly between her 5 friends.
65 ÷ 5 = 13
 
Each friend then cuts their pineapples into 4.
13 × 4 = 52 slices per person
 




First: Find how many pineapples each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
65÷5=13
 
Next: Find total number of slices for each friend.
13×4=52
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Type in 52.
  114) Problem #PRA55YV "PRA55YV - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Diana has 77 watermelons and gives them all to her 7 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Diana has 77 watermelons and distributes them evenly between her 7 friends.
77 ÷ 7 = 11
 
Each friend then cuts their watermelons into 8.
11 × 8 = 88 slices per person
 




First: Find how many watermelons each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
77÷7=11
 




  115) Problem #PRA55YW "PRA55YW - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Annie has 130 watermelons and gives them all to her 10 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount





Annie has 130 watermelons and distributes them evenly between her 10 friends.
130 ÷ 10 = 13
 
Each friend then cuts their watermelons into 2.
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13 × 2 = 26 slices per person
 




First: Find how many watermelons each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
130÷10=13
 




  116) Problem #PRA55YX "PRA55YX - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Diana has 64 watermelons and gives them all to her 4 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of





Diana has 64 watermelons and distributes them evenly between her 4 friends.
64 ÷ 4 = 16
 
Each friend then cuts their watermelons into 7.
16 × 7 = 112 slices per person
 




First: Find how many watermelons each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
64÷4=16
 
Next: Find total number of slices for each friend.
16×7=112
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Type in 112.
  117) Problem #PRA55YY "PRA55YY - *Two step word problems (/*)"
Diana has 72 pears and gives them all to her 6 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of pears.




Diana has 72 pears and distributes them evenly between her 6 friends.
72 ÷ 6 = 12
 
Each friend then cuts their pears into 10.
12 × 10 = 120 slices per person
 




First: Find how many pears each friend gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
72÷6=12
 




  118) Problem #PRA55YZ "PRA55YZ - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Anne has 140 chocolates and 5 children in her class.  Mrs. Anne gives all of her chocolates to
her students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the chocolates evenly into




First: Find how many chocolates each of Mrs. Anne's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many chocolatesis in each bag.
140÷5=28
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Mrs. Anne has 140 chocolates and 5 children in her class and distributes the chocolates
evenly among them.
140 ÷ 5 = 28
 
Then each students divides the chocolates they got into 7 bags.
28 ÷ 7 = 4
 
The answer 4 type in 4.
Fill in:
4
  119) Problem #PRA55Y2 "PRA55Y2 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Anne has 135 lollipops and 9 children in her class.  Mrs. Anne gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 5 bags




First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Anne's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many lollipopsis in each bag.
135÷9=15
 





Mrs. Anne has 135 lollipops and 9 children in her class and distributes the lollipops evenly
among them.
135 ÷ 9 = 15
 
Then each students divides the lollipops they got into 5 bags.
15 ÷ 5 = 3
 
The answer 3 type in 3.
Fill in:
3
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  120) Problem #PRA55Y3 "PRA55Y3 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Eve has 189 lollipops and 9 children in her class.  Mrs. Eve gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 3 bags




First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Eve's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many lollipopsis in each bag.
189÷9=21
 





Mrs. Eve has 189 lollipops and 9 children in her class and distributes the lollipops evenly
among them.
189 ÷ 9 = 21
 
Then each students divides the lollipops they got into 3 bags.
21 ÷ 3 = 7
 
The answer 7 type in 7.
Fill in:
7
  121) Problem #PRA55Y4 "PRA55Y4 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Lyn has 252 lollipops and 9 children in her class.  Mrs. Lyn gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 7 bags




First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Lyn's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many lollipopsis in each bag.
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252÷9=28
 





Mrs. Lyn has 252 lollipops and 9 children in her class and distributes the lollipops evenly
among them.
252 ÷ 9 = 28
 
Then each students divides the lollipops they got into 7 bags.
28 ÷ 7 = 4
 
The answer 4 type in 4.
Fill in:
4
  122) Problem #PRA55Y5 "PRA55Y5 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Jana has 24 lollipops and 4 children in her class.  Mrs. Jana gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 3 bags




First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Jana's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many lollipopsis in each bag.
24÷4=6
 





Mrs. Jana has 24 lollipops and 4 children in her class and distributes the lollipops evenly
among them.
24 ÷ 4 = 6
 
Then each students divides the lollipops they got into 3 bags.
6 ÷ 3 = 2
 
The answer 2 type in 2.
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Fill in:
2
  123) Problem #PRA55Y6 "PRA55Y6 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Di has 45 chocolates and 3 children in her class.  Mrs. Di gives all of her chocolates to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the chocolates evenly into 5




First: Find how many chocolates each of Mrs. Di's
students get.
 
Second: Find how many chocolatesis in each bag.
45÷3=15
 





Mrs. Di has 45 chocolates and 3 children in her class and distributes the chocolates evenly
among them.
45 ÷ 3 = 15
 
Then each students divides the chocolates they got into 5 bags.
15 ÷ 5 = 3
 
The answer 3 type in 3.
Fill in:
3
  124) Problem #PRA55Y7 "PRA55Y7 - *Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Eve has 280 chocolates and 4 children in her class.  Mrs. Eve gives all of her chocolates to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the chocolates evenly into 7




First: Find how many chocolates each of Mrs. Eve's
students get.
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Second: Find how many chocolatesis in each bag.
280÷4=70
 





Mrs. Eve has 280 chocolates and 4 children in her class and distributes the chocolates evenly
among them.
280 ÷ 4 = 70
 
Then each students divides the chocolates they got into 7 bags.
70 ÷ 7 = 10
 
The answer 10 type in 10.
Fill in:
10
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  125) Problem #PRA4MXE "PRA4MXE - Two-step word problems(++2)"
Darios has 23 marbles.  Darios goes to the store and buys 8 more.  The next day Darios's friend gives




Gather the information.  
 
Darios starts with 23 marbles
 
then buys 8 more
 
then gets 12 more 
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
23 + 8 =
31
 
31 + 12 = 43
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Type in 43 
Scaffold:
Gather the information.  
 
Darios starts with 23 marbles
 
then buys 8 more
 
then gets 12 more 
 
Now look at what you are asked to find and try again. 
 
23 + 8 = 31
 
31 + 12 = 43
 






Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
43
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  126) Problem #PRA4MXH "PRA4MXH - Two-step word problems(+-2)"






Darios starts with $26
then sells toy car for $22
then buys ball for $2
 
Now find how much money Darios has.
$26 + $22 =
$48





Darios starts with $26
then sells toy car for $22
then buys ball for $2
 
Now find how much money Darios has.
 
$26 + $22 = $48
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
46
  127) Problem #PRA4MXJ "PRA4MXJ - Two-step word problems(+*)"
Catarina has 4 watermelons.  Catarina goes to the market and buys 9 more watermelons.  Catarina





You need to find out how many total watermelons there are.  
 




4 + 9 = 13 watermelons
 
Now find the number of slices
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Hints:
You need to find out how many total watermelons there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
4 + 9 = 13 watermelons
 
Now find the number of slices
 





Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
117
  128) Problem #PRA4MXM "PRA4MXM - Two-step word problems(-/)"
Catarina has 52 jellybeans.  Catarina keeps 7 jellybeans.  Catarina has 9 friends and gives the
remaining jellybeans to them. Each friend gets the same amount of jellybeans.  How many jellybeans
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First: Find the remaining jellybeans.
 
Second: Calculate each friend's jellybeans.
 
52 - 7 = 45 jellybeans
 
Now find out how many jellybeans each friend gets.
 






First: Find the remaining jellybeans.
 
 
Second: Calculate each friend's jellybeans.
52 - 7 = 45 jellybeans
 
Now find out how many jellybeans each friend gets.





Watch the video then input the correct answer.
Algebra:
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5
  129) Problem #PRA4MXP "PRA4MXP - Two step word problems (*+)"
Eve has 9 bags of jellybeans with 10 jellybeans in each.  Eve dumps all of the jellybeans into a bowl.





You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
 
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
9 bags × 10 jellybeans = 90 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
 
Find how many jellybeans is left:






You first need to find how much jellybeans is in the bowl to begin with.
Then you need to find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans are in the bowl at the beginning:
9 bags × 10 jellybeans = 90 jellybeans
 
Now find how much jellybeans is left in the bowl after someone takes some.
Find how many jellybeans is left:
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
101
  130) Problem #PRA4MXQ "PRA4MXQ - Two step word problems (*-2)"
Kaitlyn has a box with 9 rows and 6 columns of pears.  Kaitlyn brings the box to school and shares





First: Find number of pears in box.
 
Next: Find pears left after giving some away.
 
9 × 6 = 54
 






First: Find number of pears in box.
 
Next: Find pears left after giving some away.
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9 × 6 =
54





Watch the video and input the correct answer. 
Algebra:
43
  131) Problem #PRA4MXR "PRA4MXR - Two step word problems (*/)"
In a school, classrooms have desks in 4 rows and 10 columns in each. There are 80 desks in total.




First: Find how many desks are in each classroom.
 
Next: Find how many classrooms there are.
 
4 × 10 = 40
 
Now find how many classrooms there are.
 
80 ÷ 40 = 2
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First: Find how many desks are in each
classroom.
 
Next: Find how many classrooms there are.
4 × 10 = 40
 
Now find how many classrooms there are.





Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
2
  132) Problem #PRA4MXT "PRA4MXT - Two step word problems (/*)"
Kaitlyn has 65 watermelons and gives them all to her 5 friends.  Each friend gets the same amount of
watermelons. The next day each friend cuts the watermelons into 7 slices.  How many slices does
each friend have?
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First: Find how many watermelons each friend gets.
 












First: Find how many watermelons each friend
gets.
 
Second: Find how many slices each friend has.
65÷5=13
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Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
91
  133) Problem #PRA4MXU "PRA4MXU - Two step word problems (//)"
Mrs. Anne has 490 lollipops and 7 children in her class.  Mrs. Anne gives all of her lollipops to her
students evenly. When each student gets home they each divide all of the lollipops evenly into 7 bags




First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Anne's students get.
 












First: Find how many lollipops each of Mrs. Anne's
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students get.
 
Second: Find how many lollipopsis in each bag.
490÷7=70
 





Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
10
  134) Problem #PRA4MXV "PRA4MXV - Two-step word problems(+*)"
Victor has 4 apples.  Victor goes to the market and buys 6 more apples.  Victor then cuts each of




You need to find out how many total apples there are.  
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4 + 6 = 10 apples
 
Now find the number of slices
 






You need to find out how many total apples there are.  
 
Then calculate the number of pieces you will have once they are all cut. 
You have: 
 
4 + 6 = 10 apples
 
Now find the number of slices
 





Watch the video and input the correct answer.
Algebra:
110
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End of LinearMasterySection "Video Problems (no vid)" [3519462]
LinearSection "Finish" [3519473]
  135)Duplicate problem: Problem #757056 "PRA4P3F - Good Job! You are..." was not displayed.
End of LinearSection "Finish" [3519473]
LinearMasterySection "More Problems" [3609844]
  136)Duplicate problem: Problem #800120 "PRA55VM - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  137)Duplicate problem: Problem #800121 "PRA55VN - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  138)Duplicate problem: Problem #800122 "PRA55VP - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  139)Duplicate problem: Problem #800123 "PRA55VQ - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  140)Duplicate problem: Problem #800124 "PRA55VR - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  141)Duplicate problem: Problem #800125 "PRA55VS - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  142)Duplicate problem: Problem #800126 "PRA55VT - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  143)Duplicate problem: Problem #800127 "PRA55VU - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  144)Duplicate problem: Problem #800128 "PRA55VV - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  145)Duplicate problem: Problem #800129 "PRA55VW - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  146)Duplicate problem: Problem #800130 "PRA55VX - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  147)Duplicate problem: Problem #800131 "PRA55VY - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  148)Duplicate problem: Problem #800132 "PRA55VZ - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  149)Duplicate problem: Problem #800133 "PRA55V2 - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  150)Duplicate problem: Problem #800134 "PRA55V3 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  151)Duplicate problem: Problem #800135 "PRA55V4 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  152)Duplicate problem: Problem #800136 "PRA55V5 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  153)Duplicate problem: Problem #800137 "PRA55V6 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
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  154)Duplicate problem: Problem #800138 "PRA55V7 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  155)Duplicate problem: Problem #800139 "PRA55V8 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  156)Duplicate problem: Problem #800140 "PRA55V9 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  157)Duplicate problem: Problem #800141 "PRA55WA - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  158)Duplicate problem: Problem #800142 "PRA55WB - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  159)Duplicate problem: Problem #800143 "PRA55WC - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  160)Duplicate problem: Problem #800144 "PRA55WD - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  161)Duplicate problem: Problem #800145 "PRA55WE - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  162)Duplicate problem: Problem #800146 "PRA55WF - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  163)Duplicate problem: Problem #800147 "PRA55WG - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  164)Duplicate problem: Problem #800148 "PRA55WH - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  165)Duplicate problem: Problem #800149 "PRA55WJ - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  166)Duplicate problem: Problem #800150 "PRA55WK - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  167)Duplicate problem: Problem #800151 "PRA55WM - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  168)Duplicate problem: Problem #800152 "PRA55WN - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  169)Duplicate problem: Problem #800153 "PRA55WP - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  170)Duplicate problem: Problem #800154 "PRA55WQ - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  171)Duplicate problem: Problem #800155 "PRA55WR - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  172)Duplicate problem: Problem #800156 "PRA55WS - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  173)Duplicate problem: Problem #800157 "PRA55WT - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  174)Duplicate problem: Problem #800158 "PRA55WU - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
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  175)Duplicate problem: Problem #800159 "PRA55WV - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  176)Duplicate problem: Problem #800160 "PRA55WW - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  177)Duplicate problem: Problem #800161 "PRA55WX - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  178)Duplicate problem: Problem #800162 "PRA55WY - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  179)Duplicate problem: Problem #800163 "PRA55WZ - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  180)Duplicate problem: Problem #800164 "PRA55W2 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  181)Duplicate problem: Problem #800165 "PRA55W3 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  182)Duplicate problem: Problem #800166 "PRA55W4 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  183)Duplicate problem: Problem #800167 "PRA55W5 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  184)Duplicate problem: Problem #800168 "PRA55W6 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  185)Duplicate problem: Problem #800169 "PRA55W7 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  186)Duplicate problem: Problem #800170 "PRA55W8 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  187)Duplicate problem: Problem #800171 "PRA55W9 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  188)Duplicate problem: Problem #800172 "PRA55XA - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  189)Duplicate problem: Problem #800173 "PRA55XB - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  190)Duplicate problem: Problem #800174 "PRA55XC - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  191)Duplicate problem: Problem #800175 "PRA55XD - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  192)Duplicate problem: Problem #800176 "PRA55XE - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  193)Duplicate problem: Problem #800177 "PRA55XF - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  194)Duplicate problem: Problem #800178 "PRA55XG - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  195)Duplicate problem: Problem #800179 "PRA55XH - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
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  196)Duplicate problem: Problem #800180 "PRA55XJ - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  197)Duplicate problem: Problem #800181 "PRA55XK - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  198)Duplicate problem: Problem #800182 "PRA55XM - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  199)Duplicate problem: Problem #800183 "PRA55XN - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  200)Duplicate problem: Problem #800184 "PRA55XP - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  201)Duplicate problem: Problem #800185 "PRA55XQ - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  202)Duplicate problem: Problem #800186 "PRA55XR - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  203)Duplicate problem: Problem #800187 "PRA55XS - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  204)Duplicate problem: Problem #800188 "PRA55XT - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  205)Duplicate problem: Problem #800189 "PRA55XU - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  206)Duplicate problem: Problem #800190 "PRA55XV - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  207)Duplicate problem: Problem #800191 "PRA55XW - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  208)Duplicate problem: Problem #800192 "PRA55XX - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  209)Duplicate problem: Problem #800193 "PRA55XY - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  210)Duplicate problem: Problem #800194 "PRA55XZ - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  211)Duplicate problem: Problem #800195 "PRA55X2 - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  212)Duplicate problem: Problem #800196 "PRA55X3 - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  213)Duplicate problem: Problem #800197 "PRA55X4 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  214)Duplicate problem: Problem #800198 "PRA55X5 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  215)Duplicate problem: Problem #800199 "PRA55X6 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  216)Duplicate problem: Problem #800200 "PRA55X7 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
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  217)Duplicate problem: Problem #800201 "PRA55X8 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  218)Duplicate problem: Problem #800202 "PRA55X9 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  219)Duplicate problem: Problem #800203 "PRA55YA - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  220)Duplicate problem: Problem #800204 "PRA55YB - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  221)Duplicate problem: Problem #800205 "PRA55YC - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  222)Duplicate problem: Problem #800206 "PRA55YD - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  223)Duplicate problem: Problem #800207 "PRA55YE - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  224)Duplicate problem: Problem #800208 "PRA55YF - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  225)Duplicate problem: Problem #800209 "PRA55YG - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  226)Duplicate problem: Problem #800210 "PRA55YH - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  227)Duplicate problem: Problem #800211 "PRA55YJ - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  228)Duplicate problem: Problem #800212 "PRA55YK - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  229)Duplicate problem: Problem #800213 "PRA55YM - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  230)Duplicate problem: Problem #800214 "PRA55YN - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  231)Duplicate problem: Problem #800215 "PRA55YP - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  232)Duplicate problem: Problem #800216 "PRA55YQ - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  233)Duplicate problem: Problem #800217 "PRA55YR - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  234)Duplicate problem: Problem #800218 "PRA55YS - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  235)Duplicate problem: Problem #800219 "PRA55YT - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  236)Duplicate problem: Problem #800220 "PRA55YU - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  237)Duplicate problem: Problem #800221 "PRA55YV - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
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  238)Duplicate problem: Problem #800222 "PRA55YW - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  239)Duplicate problem: Problem #800223 "PRA55YX - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  240)Duplicate problem: Problem #800224 "PRA55YY - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  241)Duplicate problem: Problem #800225 "PRA55YZ - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  242)Duplicate problem: Problem #800226 "PRA55Y2 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  243)Duplicate problem: Problem #800227 "PRA55Y3 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  244)Duplicate problem: Problem #800228 "PRA55Y4 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  245)Duplicate problem: Problem #800229 "PRA55Y5 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  246)Duplicate problem: Problem #800230 "PRA55Y6 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  247)Duplicate problem: Problem #800231 "PRA55Y7 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "More Problems" [3609844]
End of IfThenElseSection "No Video" [3519461]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Yes" [3519353]
LinearMasterySection "No" [3609957]
  248)Duplicate problem: Problem #755009 "PRA4MXE - Two-step word problems(++2)" was not
displayed.
  249)Duplicate problem: Problem #755012 "PRA4MXH - Two-step word problems(+-2)" was not
displayed.
  250)Duplicate problem: Problem #755013 "PRA4MXJ - Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  251)Duplicate problem: Problem #755015 "PRA4MXM - Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  252)Duplicate problem: Problem #755017 "PRA4MXP - Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  253)Duplicate problem: Problem #755018 "PRA4MXQ - Two step word problems (*-2)" was not
displayed.
  254)Duplicate problem: Problem #755019 "PRA4MXR - Two step word problems (*/)" was not
displayed.
  255)Duplicate problem: Problem #755021 "PRA4MXT - Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  256)Duplicate problem: Problem #755022 "PRA4MXU - Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  257)Duplicate problem: Problem #755023 "PRA4MXV - Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
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displayed.
  258)Duplicate problem: Problem #800120 "PRA55VM - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  259)Duplicate problem: Problem #800121 "PRA55VN - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  260)Duplicate problem: Problem #800122 "PRA55VP - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  261)Duplicate problem: Problem #800123 "PRA55VQ - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  262)Duplicate problem: Problem #800124 "PRA55VR - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  263)Duplicate problem: Problem #800125 "PRA55VS - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  264)Duplicate problem: Problem #800126 "PRA55VT - *Two-step word problems(++)" was not
displayed.
  265)Duplicate problem: Problem #800127 "PRA55VU - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  266)Duplicate problem: Problem #800128 "PRA55VV - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  267)Duplicate problem: Problem #800129 "PRA55VW - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  268)Duplicate problem: Problem #800130 "PRA55VX - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  269)Duplicate problem: Problem #800131 "PRA55VY - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  270)Duplicate problem: Problem #800132 "PRA55VZ - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  271)Duplicate problem: Problem #800133 "PRA55V2 - *Two-step word problems(+-)" was not
displayed.
  272)Duplicate problem: Problem #800134 "PRA55V3 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  273)Duplicate problem: Problem #800135 "PRA55V4 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  274)Duplicate problem: Problem #800136 "PRA55V5 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  275)Duplicate problem: Problem #800137 "PRA55V6 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  276)Duplicate problem: Problem #800138 "PRA55V7 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  277)Duplicate problem: Problem #800139 "PRA55V8 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
  278)Duplicate problem: Problem #800140 "PRA55V9 - *Two-step word problems(+*)" was not
displayed.
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  279)Duplicate problem: Problem #800141 "PRA55WA - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  280)Duplicate problem: Problem #800142 "PRA55WB - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  281)Duplicate problem: Problem #800143 "PRA55WC - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  282)Duplicate problem: Problem #800144 "PRA55WD - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  283)Duplicate problem: Problem #800145 "PRA55WE - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  284)Duplicate problem: Problem #800146 "PRA55WF - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  285)Duplicate problem: Problem #800147 "PRA55WG - *Two-step word problems(+/)" was not
displayed.
  286)Duplicate problem: Problem #800148 "PRA55WH - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  287)Duplicate problem: Problem #800149 "PRA55WJ - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  288)Duplicate problem: Problem #800150 "PRA55WK - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  289)Duplicate problem: Problem #800151 "PRA55WM - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  290)Duplicate problem: Problem #800152 "PRA55WN - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  291)Duplicate problem: Problem #800153 "PRA55WP - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  292)Duplicate problem: Problem #800154 "PRA55WQ - *Two-step word problems(--)" was not
displayed.
  293)Duplicate problem: Problem #800155 "PRA55WR - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  294)Duplicate problem: Problem #800156 "PRA55WS - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  295)Duplicate problem: Problem #800157 "PRA55WT - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  296)Duplicate problem: Problem #800158 "PRA55WU - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  297)Duplicate problem: Problem #800159 "PRA55WV - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  298)Duplicate problem: Problem #800160 "PRA55WW - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
  299)Duplicate problem: Problem #800161 "PRA55WX - *Two-step word problems(-+)" was not
displayed.
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  300)Duplicate problem: Problem #800162 "PRA55WY - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  301)Duplicate problem: Problem #800163 "PRA55WZ - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  302)Duplicate problem: Problem #800164 "PRA55W2 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  303)Duplicate problem: Problem #800165 "PRA55W3 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  304)Duplicate problem: Problem #800166 "PRA55W4 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  305)Duplicate problem: Problem #800167 "PRA55W5 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  306)Duplicate problem: Problem #800168 "PRA55W6 - *Two-step word problems(-*)" was not
displayed.
  307)Duplicate problem: Problem #800169 "PRA55W7 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  308)Duplicate problem: Problem #800170 "PRA55W8 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  309)Duplicate problem: Problem #800171 "PRA55W9 - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  310)Duplicate problem: Problem #800172 "PRA55XA - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  311)Duplicate problem: Problem #800173 "PRA55XB - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  312)Duplicate problem: Problem #800174 "PRA55XC - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  313)Duplicate problem: Problem #800175 "PRA55XD - *Two-step word problems(-/)" was not
displayed.
  314)Duplicate problem: Problem #800176 "PRA55XE - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  315)Duplicate problem: Problem #800177 "PRA55XF - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  316)Duplicate problem: Problem #800178 "PRA55XG - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  317)Duplicate problem: Problem #800179 "PRA55XH - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  318)Duplicate problem: Problem #800180 "PRA55XJ - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  319)Duplicate problem: Problem #800181 "PRA55XK - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
  320)Duplicate problem: Problem #800182 "PRA55XM - *Two step word problems (*-)" was not
displayed.
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  321)Duplicate problem: Problem #800183 "PRA55XN - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  322)Duplicate problem: Problem #800184 "PRA55XP - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  323)Duplicate problem: Problem #800185 "PRA55XQ - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  324)Duplicate problem: Problem #800186 "PRA55XR - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  325)Duplicate problem: Problem #800187 "PRA55XS - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  326)Duplicate problem: Problem #800188 "PRA55XT - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  327)Duplicate problem: Problem #800189 "PRA55XU - *Two step word problems (*+)" was not
displayed.
  328)Duplicate problem: Problem #800190 "PRA55XV - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  329)Duplicate problem: Problem #800191 "PRA55XW - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  330)Duplicate problem: Problem #800192 "PRA55XX - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  331)Duplicate problem: Problem #800193 "PRA55XY - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  332)Duplicate problem: Problem #800194 "PRA55XZ - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  333)Duplicate problem: Problem #800195 "PRA55X2 - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  334)Duplicate problem: Problem #800196 "PRA55X3 - *Two step word problems (**)" was not
displayed.
  335)Duplicate problem: Problem #800197 "PRA55X4 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  336)Duplicate problem: Problem #800198 "PRA55X5 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  337)Duplicate problem: Problem #800199 "PRA55X6 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  338)Duplicate problem: Problem #800200 "PRA55X7 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  339)Duplicate problem: Problem #800201 "PRA55X8 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  340)Duplicate problem: Problem #800202 "PRA55X9 - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
  341)Duplicate problem: Problem #800203 "PRA55YA - *Two step word problems (*/2)" was not
displayed.
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  342)Duplicate problem: Problem #800204 "PRA55YB - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  343)Duplicate problem: Problem #800205 "PRA55YC - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  344)Duplicate problem: Problem #800206 "PRA55YD - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  345)Duplicate problem: Problem #800207 "PRA55YE - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  346)Duplicate problem: Problem #800208 "PRA55YF - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  347)Duplicate problem: Problem #800209 "PRA55YG - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  348)Duplicate problem: Problem #800210 "PRA55YH - *Two step word problems (/+)" was not
displayed.
  349)Duplicate problem: Problem #800211 "PRA55YJ - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  350)Duplicate problem: Problem #800212 "PRA55YK - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  351)Duplicate problem: Problem #800213 "PRA55YM - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  352)Duplicate problem: Problem #800214 "PRA55YN - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  353)Duplicate problem: Problem #800215 "PRA55YP - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  354)Duplicate problem: Problem #800216 "PRA55YQ - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  355)Duplicate problem: Problem #800217 "PRA55YR - *Two step word problems (/-)" was not
displayed.
  356)Duplicate problem: Problem #800218 "PRA55YS - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  357)Duplicate problem: Problem #800219 "PRA55YT - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  358)Duplicate problem: Problem #800220 "PRA55YU - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  359)Duplicate problem: Problem #800221 "PRA55YV - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  360)Duplicate problem: Problem #800222 "PRA55YW - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  361)Duplicate problem: Problem #800223 "PRA55YX - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
  362)Duplicate problem: Problem #800224 "PRA55YY - *Two step word problems (/*)" was not
displayed.
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  363)Duplicate problem: Problem #800225 "PRA55YZ - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  364)Duplicate problem: Problem #800226 "PRA55Y2 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  365)Duplicate problem: Problem #800227 "PRA55Y3 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  366)Duplicate problem: Problem #800228 "PRA55Y4 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  367)Duplicate problem: Problem #800229 "PRA55Y5 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  368)Duplicate problem: Problem #800230 "PRA55Y6 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
  369)Duplicate problem: Problem #800231 "PRA55Y7 - *Two step word problems (//)" was not
displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "No" [3609957]
End of IfThenElseSection "Can you see video?" [3519351]
End of LinearSection "(Revised)SKILL BUILDER Multistep Word Problems 3.OA.D.8 EX" [3519350]
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Problem Set "(Copy of) SKILL BUILDER Multiplying by multiples of 10 3.NBT.A.3 EX" id:
[PSAUTWT]
Select All  
LinearSection "(Copy of) SKILL BUILDER Multiplying by multiples of 10 3.NBT.A.3 EX" [3554509]
  1) Problem #PRA4QQX "PRA4QQX - PreTest Confidence Question"
Do you think you can solve the following problems without a mistake?
 
4 × 50 = ?
 
8 × 90 = ?
 
7 × 80= ?
Multiple choice:
(0%) No, I can’t solve these problems
(25%) I don’t think I can solve these problems
(50%) Maybe I can solve these problems
(75%) I think I can solve these problems




ChooseConditionSection "Exp. v. Control" [3554511]
IfThenElseSection "Experiment" [3554512]
  2) Problem #PRA4QJZ "PRA4QJZ - Choose mastery"
You are going to practice multiplying by multiples of 10 until you get a certain number right in a row.
 
Examples:
     4 × 50 = ?
     8 × 90 = ?
     7 × 80= ?
 
How many correct in a row do you want to do?
Multiple choice:
I want to use my teacher's recommendation (3 right in a row).
I want to choose how much I practice.
LinearMasterySection "Standard Practice" [3555101]
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  3) Problem #PRA4QPA "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








2 × 9 × 10









  4) Problem #PRA4QPB "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








4 × 9 × 10
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  5) Problem #PRA4QPC "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








9 × 9 × 10









  6) Problem #PRA4QPD "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








2 × 8 × 10
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Type in 160
  7) Problem #PRA4QPE "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 4 × 10









  8) Problem #PRA4QPF "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








2 × 7 × 10




(2 × 7) × 10
14 × 10
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  9) Problem #PRA4QPG "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








8 × 4 × 10









  10) Problem #PRA4QPH "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








4 × 5 × 10
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  11) Problem #PRA4QPJ "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








7 × 5 × 10









  12) Problem #PRA4QPK "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








5 × 8 × 10
(5 × 8) × 10
Now
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multiply.
 





  13) Problem #PRA4QPM "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








8 × 2 × 10









  14) Problem #PRA4QPN "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 7 × 10
(3 × 7) × 10
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  15) Problem #PRA4QPP "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








8 × 4 × 10









  16) Problem #PRA4QPQ "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 7 × 10
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  17) Problem #PRA4QPR "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








7 × 8 × 10









  18) Problem #PRA4QPS "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 




We know that 60 = 6 ×
10
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7 × 60
7 × 6 × 10









  19) Problem #PRA4QPT "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








4 × 5 × 10









  20) Problem #PRA4QPU "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 




We know that 60 = 6 ×
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2 × 6 × 10









  21) Problem #PRA4QPV "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 6 × 10









  22) Problem #PRA4QPW "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
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4 × 8 × 10









  23) Problem #PRA4QPX "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








9 × 2 × 10









  24) Problem #PRA4QPY "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 
8 × 70 =
Algebra:
560
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Hints:




8 × 7 × 10









  25) Problem #PRA4QPZ "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 4 × 10









  26) Problem #PRA4QP2 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 
5 × 30 =
Algebra:
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150
Hints:




5 × 3 × 10









  27) Problem #PRA4QP3 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








5 × 3 × 10









  28) Problem #PRA4QP4 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 
4 × 90 =
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4 × 9 × 10









  29) Problem #PRA4QP5 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 7 × 10









  30) Problem #PRA4QP6 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
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8 × 8 × 10









  31) Problem #PRA4QP7 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








9 × 9 × 10
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  32) Problem #PRA4QP8 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 8 × 10









  33) Problem #PRA4QP9 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








9 × 6 × 10
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  34) Problem #PRA4QQA "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








5 × 7 × 10









  35) Problem #PRA4QQB "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








5 × 4 × 10
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Type in 200
  36) Problem #PRA4QQC "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








7 × 2 × 10









  37) Problem #PRA4QQD "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 3 × 10




(3 × 3) × 10
9 × 10
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  38) Problem #PRA4QQE "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 4 × 10









  39) Problem #PRA4QQF "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








7 × 3 × 10
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  40) Problem #PRA4QQG "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








9 × 5 × 10









  41) Problem #PRA4QQH "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 2 × 10
(3 × 2) × 10
Now
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multiply.
 





  42) Problem #PRA4QQJ "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








4 × 2 × 10









  43) Problem #PRA4QQK "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








8 × 2 × 10
(8 × 2) × 10
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  44) Problem #PRA4QQM "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








8 × 4 × 10









  45) Problem #PRA4QQN "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








2 × 8 × 10
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  46) Problem #PRA4QQP "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 2 × 10









  47) Problem #PRA4QQQ "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 




We know that 30 = 3 ×
10
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9 × 30
9 × 3 × 10









  48) Problem #PRA4QQR "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








3 × 6 × 10









  49) Problem #PRA4QQS "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 




We know that 50 = 5 ×
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3 × 5 × 10









  50) Problem #PRA4QQT "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








5 × 6 × 10









  51) Problem #PRA4QQU "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
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5 × 9 × 10









  52) Problem #PRA4QQV "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
Multiply:
 








6 × 6 × 10









End of LinearMasterySection "Standard Practice" [3555101]
IfThenElseSection "Alternative Choice" [3554565]
  53) Problem #PRA4QJ2 "PRA4QJ2 - Would you like to..."
Would you like to practice more or less than your teacher recommends?
Multiple choice:
More
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Less
LinearMasterySection "More Practice" [3554723]
  54)Duplicate problem: Problem #757640 "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  55)Duplicate problem: Problem #757641 "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  56)Duplicate problem: Problem #757642 "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  57)Duplicate problem: Problem #757643 "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  58)Duplicate problem: Problem #757644 "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  59)Duplicate problem: Problem #757645 "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  60)Duplicate problem: Problem #757646 "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  61)Duplicate problem: Problem #757647 "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  62)Duplicate problem: Problem #757648 "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  63)Duplicate problem: Problem #757649 "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  64)Duplicate problem: Problem #757650 "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  65)Duplicate problem: Problem #757651 "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  66)Duplicate problem: Problem #757652 "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  67)Duplicate problem: Problem #757653 "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  68)Duplicate problem: Problem #757654 "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  69)Duplicate problem: Problem #757655 "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  70)Duplicate problem: Problem #757656 "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  71)Duplicate problem: Problem #757657 "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  72)Duplicate problem: Problem #757658 "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  73)Duplicate problem: Problem #757659 "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  74)Duplicate problem: Problem #757660 "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  75)Duplicate problem: Problem #757661 "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  76)Duplicate problem: Problem #757662 "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  77)Duplicate problem: Problem #757663 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  78)Duplicate problem: Problem #757664 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  79)Duplicate problem: Problem #757665 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  80)Duplicate problem: Problem #757666 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  81)Duplicate problem: Problem #757667 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  82)Duplicate problem: Problem #757668 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  83)Duplicate problem: Problem #757669 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  84)Duplicate problem: Problem #757670 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  85)Duplicate problem: Problem #757671 "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  86)Duplicate problem: Problem #757672 "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  87)Duplicate problem: Problem #757673 "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  88)Duplicate problem: Problem #757674 "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  89)Duplicate problem: Problem #757675 "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  90)Duplicate problem: Problem #757676 "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  91)Duplicate problem: Problem #757677 "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  92)Duplicate problem: Problem #757678 "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  93)Duplicate problem: Problem #757679 "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  94)Duplicate problem: Problem #757680 "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  95)Duplicate problem: Problem #757681 "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  96)Duplicate problem: Problem #757682 "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  97)Duplicate problem: Problem #757683 "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  98)Duplicate problem: Problem #757684 "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  99)Duplicate problem: Problem #757685 "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  100)Duplicate problem: Problem #757686 "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  101)Duplicate problem: Problem #757687 "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  102)Duplicate problem: Problem #757688 "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  103)Duplicate problem: Problem #757689 "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "More Practice" [3554723]
LinearMasterySection "Less Practice" [3554724]
  104)Duplicate problem: Problem #757640 "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  105)Duplicate problem: Problem #757641 "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  106)Duplicate problem: Problem #757642 "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  107)Duplicate problem: Problem #757643 "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  108)Duplicate problem: Problem #757644 "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  109)Duplicate problem: Problem #757645 "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  110)Duplicate problem: Problem #757646 "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  111)Duplicate problem: Problem #757647 "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  112)Duplicate problem: Problem #757648 "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  113)Duplicate problem: Problem #757649 "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  114)Duplicate problem: Problem #757650 "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  115)Duplicate problem: Problem #757651 "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  116)Duplicate problem: Problem #757652 "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  117)Duplicate problem: Problem #757653 "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  118)Duplicate problem: Problem #757654 "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  119)Duplicate problem: Problem #757655 "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  120)Duplicate problem: Problem #757656 "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  121)Duplicate problem: Problem #757657 "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  122)Duplicate problem: Problem #757658 "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  123)Duplicate problem: Problem #757659 "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  124)Duplicate problem: Problem #757660 "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  125)Duplicate problem: Problem #757661 "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  126)Duplicate problem: Problem #757662 "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  127)Duplicate problem: Problem #757663 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  128)Duplicate problem: Problem #757664 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  129)Duplicate problem: Problem #757665 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  130)Duplicate problem: Problem #757666 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  131)Duplicate problem: Problem #757667 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  132)Duplicate problem: Problem #757668 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  133)Duplicate problem: Problem #757669 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  134)Duplicate problem: Problem #757670 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  135)Duplicate problem: Problem #757671 "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  136)Duplicate problem: Problem #757672 "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  137)Duplicate problem: Problem #757673 "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  138)Duplicate problem: Problem #757674 "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  139)Duplicate problem: Problem #757675 "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  140)Duplicate problem: Problem #757676 "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  141)Duplicate problem: Problem #757677 "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  142)Duplicate problem: Problem #757678 "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  143)Duplicate problem: Problem #757679 "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  144)Duplicate problem: Problem #757680 "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  145)Duplicate problem: Problem #757681 "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  146)Duplicate problem: Problem #757682 "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  147)Duplicate problem: Problem #757683 "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  148)Duplicate problem: Problem #757684 "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  149)Duplicate problem: Problem #757685 "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  150)Duplicate problem: Problem #757686 "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  151)Duplicate problem: Problem #757687 "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  152)Duplicate problem: Problem #757688 "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  153)Duplicate problem: Problem #757689 "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Less Practice" [3554724]
End of IfThenElseSection "Alternative Choice" [3554565]
End of IfThenElseSection "Experiment" [3554512]
LinearSection "Control" [3554669]
ChooseConditionSection "Randomizer" [3554825]
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LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 2" [3554826]
  154)Duplicate problem: Problem #757640 "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  155)Duplicate problem: Problem #757641 "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  156)Duplicate problem: Problem #757642 "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  157)Duplicate problem: Problem #757643 "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  158)Duplicate problem: Problem #757644 "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  159)Duplicate problem: Problem #757645 "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  160)Duplicate problem: Problem #757646 "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  161)Duplicate problem: Problem #757647 "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  162)Duplicate problem: Problem #757648 "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  163)Duplicate problem: Problem #757649 "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  164)Duplicate problem: Problem #757650 "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  165)Duplicate problem: Problem #757651 "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  166)Duplicate problem: Problem #757652 "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  167)Duplicate problem: Problem #757653 "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  168)Duplicate problem: Problem #757654 "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  169)Duplicate problem: Problem #757655 "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  170)Duplicate problem: Problem #757656 "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  171)Duplicate problem: Problem #757657 "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  172)Duplicate problem: Problem #757658 "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  173)Duplicate problem: Problem #757659 "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  174)Duplicate problem: Problem #757660 "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  175)Duplicate problem: Problem #757661 "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  176)Duplicate problem: Problem #757662 "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  177)Duplicate problem: Problem #757663 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  178)Duplicate problem: Problem #757664 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  179)Duplicate problem: Problem #757665 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  180)Duplicate problem: Problem #757666 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  181)Duplicate problem: Problem #757667 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  182)Duplicate problem: Problem #757668 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  183)Duplicate problem: Problem #757669 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  184)Duplicate problem: Problem #757670 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  185)Duplicate problem: Problem #757671 "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  186)Duplicate problem: Problem #757672 "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  187)Duplicate problem: Problem #757673 "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  188)Duplicate problem: Problem #757674 "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  189)Duplicate problem: Problem #757675 "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  190)Duplicate problem: Problem #757676 "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  191)Duplicate problem: Problem #757677 "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  192)Duplicate problem: Problem #757678 "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  193)Duplicate problem: Problem #757679 "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  194)Duplicate problem: Problem #757680 "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  195)Duplicate problem: Problem #757681 "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
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  196)Duplicate problem: Problem #757682 "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  197)Duplicate problem: Problem #757683 "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  198)Duplicate problem: Problem #757684 "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  199)Duplicate problem: Problem #757685 "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  200)Duplicate problem: Problem #757686 "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  201)Duplicate problem: Problem #757687 "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  202)Duplicate problem: Problem #757688 "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  203)Duplicate problem: Problem #757689 "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 2" [3554826]
LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 3" [3554949]
  204)Duplicate problem: Problem #757640 "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  205)Duplicate problem: Problem #757641 "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  206)Duplicate problem: Problem #757642 "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  207)Duplicate problem: Problem #757643 "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  208)Duplicate problem: Problem #757644 "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  209)Duplicate problem: Problem #757645 "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  210)Duplicate problem: Problem #757646 "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  211)Duplicate problem: Problem #757647 "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  212)Duplicate problem: Problem #757648 "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  213)Duplicate problem: Problem #757649 "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  214)Duplicate problem: Problem #757650 "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  215)Duplicate problem: Problem #757651 "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  216)Duplicate problem: Problem #757652 "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  217)Duplicate problem: Problem #757653 "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  218)Duplicate problem: Problem #757654 "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  219)Duplicate problem: Problem #757655 "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  220)Duplicate problem: Problem #757656 "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  221)Duplicate problem: Problem #757657 "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  222)Duplicate problem: Problem #757658 "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  223)Duplicate problem: Problem #757659 "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  224)Duplicate problem: Problem #757660 "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  225)Duplicate problem: Problem #757661 "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  226)Duplicate problem: Problem #757662 "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  227)Duplicate problem: Problem #757663 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  228)Duplicate problem: Problem #757664 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  229)Duplicate problem: Problem #757665 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  230)Duplicate problem: Problem #757666 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  231)Duplicate problem: Problem #757667 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  232)Duplicate problem: Problem #757668 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  233)Duplicate problem: Problem #757669 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  234)Duplicate problem: Problem #757670 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  235)Duplicate problem: Problem #757671 "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  236)Duplicate problem: Problem #757672 "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
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  237)Duplicate problem: Problem #757673 "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  238)Duplicate problem: Problem #757674 "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  239)Duplicate problem: Problem #757675 "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  240)Duplicate problem: Problem #757676 "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  241)Duplicate problem: Problem #757677 "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  242)Duplicate problem: Problem #757678 "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  243)Duplicate problem: Problem #757679 "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  244)Duplicate problem: Problem #757680 "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  245)Duplicate problem: Problem #757681 "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  246)Duplicate problem: Problem #757682 "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  247)Duplicate problem: Problem #757683 "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  248)Duplicate problem: Problem #757684 "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  249)Duplicate problem: Problem #757685 "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  250)Duplicate problem: Problem #757686 "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  251)Duplicate problem: Problem #757687 "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  252)Duplicate problem: Problem #757688 "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  253)Duplicate problem: Problem #757689 "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 3" [3554949]
LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 4" [3554950]
  254)Duplicate problem: Problem #757640 "PRA4QPA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  255)Duplicate problem: Problem #757641 "PRA4QPB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  256)Duplicate problem: Problem #757642 "PRA4QPC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  257)Duplicate problem: Problem #757643 "PRA4QPD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  258)Duplicate problem: Problem #757644 "PRA4QPE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  259)Duplicate problem: Problem #757645 "PRA4QPF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  260)Duplicate problem: Problem #757646 "PRA4QPG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  261)Duplicate problem: Problem #757647 "PRA4QPH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  262)Duplicate problem: Problem #757648 "PRA4QPJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  263)Duplicate problem: Problem #757649 "PRA4QPK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  264)Duplicate problem: Problem #757650 "PRA4QPM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  265)Duplicate problem: Problem #757651 "PRA4QPN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  266)Duplicate problem: Problem #757652 "PRA4QPP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  267)Duplicate problem: Problem #757653 "PRA4QPQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  268)Duplicate problem: Problem #757654 "PRA4QPR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  269)Duplicate problem: Problem #757655 "PRA4QPS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  270)Duplicate problem: Problem #757656 "PRA4QPT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  271)Duplicate problem: Problem #757657 "PRA4QPU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  272)Duplicate problem: Problem #757658 "PRA4QPV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  273)Duplicate problem: Problem #757659 "PRA4QPW - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  274)Duplicate problem: Problem #757660 "PRA4QPX - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  275)Duplicate problem: Problem #757661 "PRA4QPY - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  276)Duplicate problem: Problem #757662 "PRA4QPZ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  277)Duplicate problem: Problem #757663 "PRA4QP2 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
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  278)Duplicate problem: Problem #757664 "PRA4QP3 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  279)Duplicate problem: Problem #757665 "PRA4QP4 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  280)Duplicate problem: Problem #757666 "PRA4QP5 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  281)Duplicate problem: Problem #757667 "PRA4QP6 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  282)Duplicate problem: Problem #757668 "PRA4QP7 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  283)Duplicate problem: Problem #757669 "PRA4QP8 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  284)Duplicate problem: Problem #757670 "PRA4QP9 - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  285)Duplicate problem: Problem #757671 "PRA4QQA - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  286)Duplicate problem: Problem #757672 "PRA4QQB - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  287)Duplicate problem: Problem #757673 "PRA4QQC - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  288)Duplicate problem: Problem #757674 "PRA4QQD - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  289)Duplicate problem: Problem #757675 "PRA4QQE - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  290)Duplicate problem: Problem #757676 "PRA4QQF - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  291)Duplicate problem: Problem #757677 "PRA4QQG - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  292)Duplicate problem: Problem #757678 "PRA4QQH - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  293)Duplicate problem: Problem #757679 "PRA4QQJ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  294)Duplicate problem: Problem #757680 "PRA4QQK - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  295)Duplicate problem: Problem #757681 "PRA4QQM - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  296)Duplicate problem: Problem #757682 "PRA4QQN - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  297)Duplicate problem: Problem #757683 "PRA4QQP - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  298)Duplicate problem: Problem #757684 "PRA4QQQ - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
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  299)Duplicate problem: Problem #757685 "PRA4QQR - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  300)Duplicate problem: Problem #757686 "PRA4QQS - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  301)Duplicate problem: Problem #757687 "PRA4QQT - Template - Multiply multiples of 10" was
not displayed.
  302)Duplicate problem: Problem #757688 "PRA4QQU - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
  303)Duplicate problem: Problem #757689 "PRA4QQV - Template - Multiply multiples of 10"
was not displayed.
End of LinearMasterySection "Skill Builder 4" [3554950]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Randomizer" [3554825]
  304) Problem #PRA547E "PRA547E - This is a skill b..."
This is a skill builder. 
 
Multiple choice:
I am ready to work until I get three right in a row.
End of LinearSection "Control" [3554669]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Exp. v. Control" [3554511]
  305) Problem #PRA4QQY "PRA4QQY - PostTest Confidence Question"
You have completed the problem set. 
 
Let's look at these problems again.
Do you think you can solve them now?
 
4 × 50 = ?
 
8 × 90 = ?
 
7 × 80= ?
Multiple choice:
(0%) No, I can’t solve these problems
(25%) I don’t think I can solve these problems
(50%) Maybe I can solve these problems
(75%) I think I can solve these problems
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End of LinearSection "(Copy of) SKILL BUILDER Multiplying by multiples of 10 3.NBT.A.3 EX" [3554509]
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Problem Set "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX (v2)" id:[PSAUUJS]
Select All  
LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX (v2)" [3562761]
  1) Problem #PRA4PVV "PRA4PVV - This is a special..."
This is a special skill builder. 
 
First work on the problems until you get three right in a row.
 






MasterySection "Skill Builder" [3562763]
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  
                      7  
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The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
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11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  
                      7  
 
Fill in:
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77
Hints:
The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
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11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
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Hints:
The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
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Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
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Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
Multiple choice:
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
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Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
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Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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Hints:
The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
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perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  12) Problem #PRA3UC6 "PRA3UC6 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  13) Problem #PRA3UC7 "PRA3UC7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  14) Problem #PRA3UC8 "PRA3UC8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  15) Problem #PRA3UC9 "PRA3UC9 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  16) Problem #PRA3UDA "PRA3UDA - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  17) Problem #PRA3UDB "PRA3UDB - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  18) Problem #PRA3UDC "PRA3UDC - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  19) Problem #PRA3UDD "PRA3UDD - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  20) Problem #PRA3UDF "PRA3UDF - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  21) Problem #PRA3UDM "PRA3UDM - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  22) Problem #PRA3UDN "PRA3UDN - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  23) Problem #PRA3UDP "PRA3UDP - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  24) Problem #PRA3UDQ "PRA3UDQ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  25) Problem #PRA3UDR "PRA3UDR - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 48 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  26) Problem #PRA3UDS "PRA3UDS - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       10  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 50 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  27) Problem #PRA3UDT "PRA3UDT - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       4  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 52 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  28) Problem #PRA3UDU "PRA3UDU - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 54 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  29) Problem #PRA3UDV "PRA3UDV - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 56 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  30) Problem #PRA3UDW "PRA3UDW - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       4  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 58 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  31) Problem #PRA3UDX "PRA3UDX - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       8  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 60 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  32) Problem #PRA3UDY "PRA3UDY - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 62 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  33) Problem #PRA3UDZ "PRA3UDZ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 64 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  34) Problem #PRA3UD2 "PRA3UD2 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       5  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 66 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  35) Problem #PRA3UD3 "PRA3UD3 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       11  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 68 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  36) Problem #PRA3UD4 "PRA3UD4 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       8  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 70 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  37) Problem #PRA3UD5 "PRA3UD5 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       13  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 72 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  38) Problem #PRA3UD6 "PRA3UD6 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       6  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 74 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  39) Problem #PRA3UD7 "PRA3UD7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 76 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  40) Problem #PRA3UD8 "PRA3UD8 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       9  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 78 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  41) Problem #PRA3UD9 "PRA3UD9 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       9  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 80 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  42) Problem #PRA3UEA "PRA3UEA - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 82 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  43) Problem #PRA3UEB "PRA3UEB - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       2  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 84 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  44) Problem #PRA3UEC "PRA3UEC - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       3  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 86 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  45) Problem #PRA3UED "PRA3UED - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       4  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 88 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  46) Problem #PRA3UEE "PRA3UEE - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       14  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 90 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  47) Problem #PRA3UEF "PRA3UEF - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       8  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
Page 92 of 111https://www.assistments.org/build/print/sequence/523047?mode=c…problem_type=sequence&text_new_ps=&built_ps_id=0&text_old_ps=
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  48) Problem #PRA3UEG "PRA3UEG - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content




                       14  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
5/3/15, 10:44 PMAssistment - Printing Content
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  49) Problem #PRA3UEH "PRA3UEH - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  50) Problem #PRA3UEJ "PRA3UEJ - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
  51) Problem #PRA3UEK "PRA3UEK - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.





What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
End of MasterySection "Skill Builder" [3562763]
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ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3562814]
LinearSection "No Choice" [3562815]
  52) Problem #PRA5Z26 "PRA5Z26 - No Choice Prompt"




LinearSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3562818]
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
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To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.




  54) Problem #PRA4PN7 "PRA4PN7 - Square Question Area"








  55) Problem #PRA42F7 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A"
If the area of the rectangle is 63 what is the length?
  
7  
                       length  
 
 




To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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So you have 
 
length x 7 = 63






End of LinearSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3562818]
LinearSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3562823]
  56)Duplicate problem: Problem #756685 "PRA4PPG - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
  57)Duplicate problem: Problem #767061 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  
                       7  
Multiple choice:
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The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
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Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.




End of LinearSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3562823]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Questions" [3562817]
End of LinearSection "No Choice" [3562815]
IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3562828]
  59) Problem #PRA5Z3A "PRA5Z3A - Prompt for challenge"
You got three right in a row! You're almost done.
 
There are three questions left.
 
 Do you want to attempt the more challenging questions or continue with the same type?
Multiple choice:
I want the Challenging Questions
I want to do the same type.
LinearSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3562830]
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image not to scale
Algebra:
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63
Scaffold:
What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
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The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.




  61) Problem #PRA4PN9 "PRA4PN9 - Square Question Area"
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  62)Duplicate problem: Problem #767061 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
End of LinearSection "Square, Backwards, Compound, Regular" [3562830]
LinearSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3562835]
  63)Duplicate problem: Problem #757975 "PRA4QZ4 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
  64)Duplicate problem: Problem #767061 "PRA42F7 - TEMPLATE 3.MD.C.7.A" was not
displayed.
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What is the area of the rectangle with base of 7 and height of 11?
  
11  







The area of the rectangle is the region it occupies. Don't confuse it with the
perimeter.
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The formula for calculating the of area the rectangle is
base*height
Scaffold:
Good job! Let's take a look at the original problem
What is the area of the rectangle with the base of 7 and height of 11? 
  
  
 11  
  





The base of the rectangle is 7
The height of the rectangle is 11
Area =  base * height       Let's substitute it in the formula from last step
Area =  7 * 11  Now multiply
                                                                  
                                                                                                                              
                                          
Area =  base * height 
Area =  7 * 11 
Area = 77
The area of the rectangle is 77
Hints:
To find the area of a rectangle, multiply its base with its
height.
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End of LinearSection "Four problems from the regular set" [3562835]
End of IfThenElseSection "Choice" [3562828]
End of ChooseConditionSection "Choice or No Choice" [3562814]
End of LinearSection "SKILL BUILDER Area of a rectangle 3.MD.C.7 EX (v2)" [3562761]
